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INTRODUCTION'

\\

A

This IS a book about cognitive change. It is_addressed to se eral audi-

ences who Share an interest in the processes by which human beings ac wire and

use knowledge. It is of special relevance to social scientists and educators
\

who are responsible for designing educatonal environments that maximize the

effectiveness of thel.earning/teaching process., It is the hope of everyone

concerned with educational practice that systematic Study of the p ocesses'by
4

which education is accomplished- will eventually permit us to say that each
0

citizen is .provided sn optimum environment for developing his/her special

ibilities as an individual, But at present, educational practice labots with

only dubious contributions from educatioft..-relevant social science research.

By focusing directly on scientific problems that seem:to coincide With diffi-

culties in practice, we hope that we can maximize' the utility of\our work;

Our monograph seeks to communicate with people representing *several dis-

ciplines whose ideas are supposed to bear upon education. We' are particularly

'tterested in addressing the group of scholars who have come to be identified
-

as, cognitive scientists. At the heart of gOgnib ye science, as thug' far Con-,

ceived (Norman,'1980; Simon, 1980), is the idea.tha it is ioossible to

explicit, implementable models of complex sychological processes.

focusfocus a attention follows from the scientific ante est, articulated" by

Herbert Simon,,in "physical symbol systems" such as the computer or more cen-
.e

trally the human brain. The prototyPefor a practical task is something like
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machine transl'ation- -programming a high-speed computer so it can substitute

for an individual human. as an input -output°device.'

Like other cognitive scientists we set out to "model" a' complex psycho

logical process but we did not seek to embody our model in a/computer program.
/?

Rather we set 64 to create,in,can elementary-school classrOom, a series of

theoretically motivated curriculum Units in which we' could observe the

interactive process of teaching and learning. We agree 4i.th Simons character-

ization of the mind as an artifact rather than as a%tural" system. ThisV :

position is completely 'consistent with the sociohistorical theory (Vygoesky,
0."

1978; Leont'ev, 1981) that we draw upon in our development of a theory of cog-

nitive'change. Where we differ from Simon and many of Our colleagues in cog-

nitive science is in our interest in man-made systeMs'of social activity as

well. X game-of poker, work ina factory, a classroom lesson and a psycholpg-
.

ical experiment are all artificial systems in Simon's. sense. But they are sytT

tems organized: among as well as vithin human beings.; The physical symbol sys-

tems that constitute cognition are materially present in the organization of

people--in their interactions--as well as in their brains.

This extension of cognitive science beyond the analysis of stand-alone

computer models is motivated by our long range goal; to provide a practical

theory of the role of culturally organized experience in the development of

rand. A theory with such aspirations does, not give privileged status to the

individual person as the object of study. Without in any way denying special

.structuring to the individual, we will pursue the thesis that learning, is use-

fully,understoock.ae thetransformations within systems of social activity and

transfer of control from the social /interpersonal to the
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While the reader might. concede that the notion of.artificial intelligence

can logically be extended to systems of social interaction, the faCt that such

extensiona have not played much of a part in

naturally raises a question: why bother?

complex enough-in machine form, where we have'5,
elements' -that enter iiiv.,.the system. When

.engaging in joint activity' we have to contend.

contemporary cognitive science.

Artificial cognitive systems are

a great deal of control over the

we start to consider live people

with an open system. .(Bartlett,

1932) The pariticipents' perspeetives on Oe.activitYeare not like* to coin-

elle Completely so there cannot be a single correct analysis or coding .,f

either ""the individual's 7or the group's behavior. The problemf including

social interaction, in the arena of artificial intelligence may be too tough .a.

nut to crack. (Simon,.1978)-

)

As the discusgion proceeds, we hope to convince the reader that it is not

only possible, but very useful, to carry out extensions of cognitive science

to include social interaction in *activity settings. We want to argue that for

the crucial issue of CognItive change; inclusion of the social eqvironvnt is

a necessity; To begin with, however, we want to summarize the steps ands the

practical concerns that Ted us to thtt-formulation. In the "sciences of the

artificial," as Simon (1981) argues, descriptions of how a system works are

never far removed from questions about how to make it work better. Like other

branches of.cognitive science we are interested in creating a better gystem..

But the specific problems posed to. us were sUfficidntly,different from those

motivating other work in cognitive science that a narrative summary is in

order as a means of motivating the discussions.to follow.
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Background Considerations .
. 4,-

.
.

1
.

For a number of reasons our approach to constructing atheory of cogni,
tive change is closely associated with questions'of educatione Perhaps most

).

importantly, education, is thd-formrof culturally Organized experience that is

,available as a tool:of-government policy. During the 1960's questioni

thral background and educational achievement were at' the center of II ted

States. government policies aimed at eradicatAg poverty. While the goal may

have been altered, the questions raised by the massive effort to influence

young children's development are far from answered.

One,focus of attention at this time was the question of how education

influences the course of developthent. Debates about the influence of ed4ca-

tion on development are by no means new, but their reappearance the 1960's

came at a time in the history of both psychology and society which made reex-

amination of this issue of- ital interest.

;

A

In the period between the end of World War II and the present, a. vast

transformation ..has occurred in the political organization and everyday lives

of.milliona off, people around the globe,known,as the Third World..Formaleduca-

tionw which was', virtually absent in many countries prior to 1945. became a

Universal goal of the emerging independent nations. Formal.educatioe'did not

, come easily. It required a vast commitment of economic resources. Change has

been slow, uneven and painful. In another pontext we might discuss the social-.

and ecOnomicmconsequences,of these events.- OQ iimedinte concern to the work

we will 'discuss hereis-the way in which they pose', unresolVed prob-

lems to cognitive sciences.
t
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A greaC4eal of research over the lasts 30 'years has been devoted to

assessing the cognitive consequences of attending formal school.- The rapid

and uneven spread of imhoOling after 945 provided many.facies inwhich piniUm!

lations were being exposed to schooling for the:first time on a relatiVelY

-7.
. .

haphazard basis. This heterogeneity was an invitation to evaluate a. logical

problem that bedevils developmental research in industrialized countries;

schooling, being universal,'ie correlated With-age, mak4ng it very .difficult

to' discriminate the influence of general experience and education on later
1

development:

The empirical research has been4nicely ,summarized by Rogoff (1981) Who

_ reviews various theoretical interpretationdthat,claim to decouple edudation

from other forces acting on.development. It is our reading of this literature

that it is sUbjecf.to a fatal ambiguity of interpretation, arising franj the

formulation of the problem itself. .

A simple thought experiment will help, to claiify, the issue. Suppose that

We happened upon a society that was still in a pre-literate state'where every-
, , -

one tilled the fields and formal schooling was, entirely absent. Suppose

further. that we could choose people at.randam in some large'srea and arrange

for half ofithemtd:spend the workday in. a specially designed environment

(like a school) while their brothers and sisters continued life as before.

Except during the work day, everyone spends their time just as they would have

if -there were-notschool- in town. In the early mornings, evenings, and week-

ends, people can be found doing chores, engaging in festivals, repairing their

1 0
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houses, gathering crops, etc.. The two groups differ only in their actity

during the work/schoolday.

After a suitable length of time we want to assess the cognitive conse-,

quences of the experience o f schooling. As°an assessment device, we seekto

.7
have a sample of cognitivetasks thaE arise during. the course those hours

of the day where people carry out their tasks together because, as good expar-'

imenters, we would want our index .of change.to be equally faiiliat to each

group., Once we had found such test itend),and administered our assessment dev-
?

ice, we dpuld expect to reac h some conclusion about ihe cognitive consequences

of schooling. We could, of course, also find out something'about th e cogni-
..

tive consequences of out-of-school activities.

.This "clean" teat of rival hypotheses_ about schooling has never been car-
,

tied out. In fact, it has never been proposed.- The problem is that cogniti,:re:

psychalSgy, as an experimental science, makei cognitive tasks happen. The

Very technology which allows the-cognitive paychologist to talk teChnically-
'

about "cognitive consequendes" stands in his way when it comes to making prin

dipie&statements about cognition in environments not of his making. While we

could certainly find people engaging in joint activity outside'of. school, it

is not at all cleat how to characterize such behavior at the level of cogni-

tive processing mechanisms.

Actual cross - cultural- ,research on the cognitive consequences of schooling

'"
has been "dirty" in a variety of ways. For one thing, there is evidence that

while schooling is uneven; it is not randomly distributed across the popula-

tion, giving rise to the possibility than pre-Selection for schooling exists'

(Fahrmeier, Klein et al.).. A second major difficulty arises because the

U
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structure of activity for the. tasks used to assess' the, cons queRces,of school..

ing nre decidedly unlike the-structure. of activity' co strutting. cognitive

tasks in everyday settings..COnsequently we 'Could not say hoiithe Cognifive
.

demands of formal schooling differ from those of everyda life, except

mon sense

(-

terms. Psychological technology seemed to be inadequate to analysis

of this problem, in tams adequate to claims about cognitive process.

Our own involvement in these issues (Strarn,Cgle and Lave, 1978) led 'us--

to the conclusion that without some means of specifying howittle tasks used as

measures of cognitive change are related% ,to ',the %domains of 'activity they

.,'reptesented, arguments over the e s of schooling on learning anddeval-Op-.

ment were fatally restricted. 'We
. ---

dOubt our ability to identify even

school-like tasks if we didn't construct them ourselves. .

Discovering the Same Task.in Differe t Settings.

W first came together to.d cuss these issues in the late 1970's. As--a

'first step, Cole and his collea uesLois,Hood, Ray /Wermott,.and..Re Traup-

mann undertook a direct investigat of whether cognitive tasks based On

schooling could, be. identified and stud d in a non-school setting. (For a

fuller description see Cole, Hood,.& MtDerm tt,:1978,. from whichh this descrip-

tdon is derived.) They Videotaped a single classroom of 1:-children. They

created some new settings in addition to ie off d in school,-. each"'

offering variations to permit us to see how cognitive tasks are influenced by

their .immediate socialconteit: At one extreme they created..a battery' of
4

tests that sampled categories of cognitive activities believed to be central
.

to psychological.functiOns in the everyday world as well as the school:
,

remembering, classifying, problem solving and so on. At the other extreme.
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responded on those rare occadions when they thOught that such a problem had in

fact occurred.

Perhaps their. difficulties should notihave came as a surprise., But in

,

terms of the...i goal of building a technology whereby cognitive tasks could be

discovered and their outcomes studied in non-classroom and 'non-test situa-
--

tions; they were (and we remain) in deep difficulty.

In'the ensuing year-they intensively studied the videotapes they had col-

lected inordet-Ato discover the characteristics of the ways in which behavior

was organized in each of the various settings. Even cursory analysis hhowed

that they could not attribute the differences among the settings'aimply to the

existence or non-existence of academic content. To bake a cake one needs to

read recipes, measure, and keep track of what one has done. To get through a

test one has to engage in coordinated social interaction with another person.*

All situations they studied were a mixture of "Cognitive" and "social" activi-

ties: To be sure, the density of each, or perhaps the salience of each to the

casual observer, was different. In the tests or in those parts of the school

day where children were seen to be engaged-in cognitive tasks, social interac-

tion seemed like a part of the background. In the clubs, social interaction

was rarel in the background.

.
!

Whet the researchers began to make comparisons of the' children in the two

settings, they
,

hehad t strong impreslIion that the childr=mrho were the class
,..../

1

'.

"stars" in school did not shine especially as a group during the club sea-
1

sions. Nor were the class dunces readily identifiable. A little reflection
1 .

will suggest that this observation polies an embarrassing paradox. Having just
I

said that cognitive tasks could not be identified in the clubs, the

,

13
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researchers turned around end claim that they simultaneously discovered

dren "Who seemed to be cognitively more competent in the club than in schOol.

We hope that a little more reflection will reveal that once .Cole and his

colleagues made the judgment that some children behave more competently when

facing the task of baking cake in club than doing a reading or measuring task

in school, they had made contact with a central question in the present work:

how do you know that you have the same task in different settings?? And if you

don't 'know how to identify "same tasks," what is the basis for your judgment

that some children-perform well in one version Of "the" tasks and not another?

When Cole and his colleagues started their earlier project, they thought they

had built the answer into the structure of the activities thzt.occurredin the

three basic 'settings (test, school, club). The tests had initially been

designed to sample school-like tasks, so they could be confident that they

would appear in the classroom as they.did. They chose a variety of cooking

and nature activities specifically because they require reading, measurement,

remembering and other cognitive skills that are the focus of the school. In

.4 fact, the reasonableness of that idea was used to convince teachers and

parents 'that the clubs would, be a good, "educational experience," for the

children. Yet when they came to look at topics of the club activities, some-

thing about theii social organization rendered it difficult to identify cogni-

tive tasks in a form that we could' acknowledge as cognitive psychologists.

Crudely speaking, the source of.the difficulty resides in the social con-

straints operating_. A people during a social interaction, be it in school or

out. The psychologist's task (classifying, paired associate learning, logical

reasoning) is not a physical object in the world. It rather, a set of
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activities (perhapd involving pflysical objects), the goal of which is Speci-

fled by the psychologist along with a set.of constraints that must be honored

in.meetiag that goal. One of our difficulties when moving from clUb toschool
. .

to test was that the larger social context within which "the same task" was'

embedded placed very, different constraints on the various. individuals partici-

patingpating in the scene. AS a consequence, the individuals were ore-or less free

to change the conditions of the task, even to thepoineOf making it go away,

depending upon what social context it.oacdrred-in.

A second problem concerned the specification of goals. When we stated in

the previous paragraph that the psychologist sets the goal for the subject as

part of the defining characteristics of a cognitive task; we were adopting the

professional. shorthand. In fact, even casual analysis of a single testing

situation quickly reveals that an enormous amount of "social work" goes - into

maintaining the psychologist's task as a.1.4cus of attention. (Mehan, 1979)_

Subjects often are as anxious to demonstrate their ,friendliness or intelli

gence, or simply to get-it-all-over-as-quickly-GIs-possible, as they are to

"think hard." Test situations are designed to minimize the impact of these

alternative goals, of course, and large groups of subjects are usually run on

1

quantifiable tasks so that reliable and "valid" inferences regardin thinking

can be achieved. We don't wish to question the utility of this ap roach here

(See Cole, Hood and McD rmott, 1978 for an extended discussion). What is cru-

cial to point out; howe er, is that in non-test settings (including the school

and the club), the multiple goals that occupy each individual at any single

moment are very, difficult to ignore because the -settings are rarely 'so con- '

strained that they prevent people from working to achieve several goals at the`,

samp time. That meaps that we have to deal with some difficult problems of
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"task analysis" in order to specify real task similarity across contexts. Only

very general- characteristics of task environments can he specified ahead of
. .

time in a manner analogous-td the way psychologists specify their cognitive

tasks.

These earlier attempts to specify hoW cognitive tasks and behaviors vary
4

across social. contexts convinced bus that-the solution would not come about

through the-systematic application of any established. techniques of discourse

or cognitiv'e analysis. Identifying. cognitive.tisks outside of the laboratory

would require a novel synthesis of methods.

\
Having concluded on the basls of our previous work that statements about

children ?"doing the Same task" better or worse in one'of the settingsParedit=

ficult if not impossible to if we depend on discovery procedures, we

decided in this study to make as certain as we could, that the same task

occurredandreoccurredinavariety.ofsettings.m adopted the

for the !conduct of ecolosicafly valid research proposed several

decades: ago 'by Brunswik (1943) . At the outset we knew that- there would b a

limits to the degree of."sameness" that we could arrange.. But we did not know

on the basis of our earlier failures what those limits might be. We phrased

our strategy as follows: lets try to.make a cognitive task happen and see how

different' social settings pull it apart in different ways.

1

Building TaSks into Curriculum Units

Our curient,project was conducted-in a school in the northern part of San

Diego County. In the first year we worked in a third-fourth grade combination,

.team taught classroom. In the second year, we worked 'in the fourth- grade

s.
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classroom of one of the original teachers. Our data corpus involves 80 chil-

dren and three teachers over the two year period. During our time Liv-the

classrooms we worked* with the ,teachers to design seven curriculum modules,

each of which was designed as a mini-experiMent in creating the am task

across a variety of contexts. Our topics ranged from science,(e.g., electri-

city, animals, household chemicals) to math (long division) to social studies

(Native American-Indians, mapping) to a unit on memory and study skills. We

refer to gachcurriculum module as a "cycle." In each cycle we used five dif-

fer7nt configurations of participant structures:

(a) Teacher led large group lessons: These are whole, group lessons,
condbcted by the teacher, composed of approximaiely 20 students;

(b) Teacher led small group lessons: These are organized
such that 5-6 children work intensively with the teacher-

(c) Chira--onlysmall group lessons: Groups of children worked
together on an assigned task (often workbooks or other

Materials)aterials) without direct arsess to a teacher;
(d) Tutorials: The teacher or a researcher works one-to-one with a child;
(e) Clubs: A member of the research staff interacts with students,

either in a community setting, or at the University, about
the material covered in the cycles, but in a less didactic and
more recreational format.

The growth of the cycles

Each of the seven cycles was ddv6ted to a different topic domain; we com-

pleted cycles, three the first. year and foUr the second. This section

'presents a brief of the history of our work, and a summary of the successes

and failures.

-Throughout the project we were constrained in our choice of cycle topics.

by five working principles:

1) The topic and lesson plans should be known ahead of time to both'
. researchers, and teachers. We were not interested in capturing and

analyzing only the teacher's ordinary classrobm events as we might if
this. .were an ethnography; nor were we interested in taking the

17.
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children into a laboratory environment as we might if this were .a
traditional; experimental approach. A combination of everyday prac-
tice and theory .guided structure was'wfiatwe needed: We knew how hard
it was to locate tasks post hoc as they appeared in ordinary events,
and we knew that methods that rely only on laboratory environments
were overly confining. OUr strategy dictated that we plan..tht. con-
tent'of the lessons jointly with the classroom teachers and obsetve
theconsequences of their implementation.

2) Each topic covered should be'instentiated in a variety' of socially.'
organized events., *Thebasic motivation for our work was to.determine.
howAifferent social organizations help or 'hinder performance for
different children and:how- performance. differences are related to
assessment and achievement in school. Hence, we wanted' teaching .

events of different types-- large and small groups,.teicher present
and childonly, adult- child .dyads -- and some more 'casual, events
that were outside of the ordinary.sChool rules of institutional rela-
tions.

3) Each topie-shOuld be one Whichjsrelatively novel, so that knowledge
and experience from prior exposure, in sdhooland.out, would nbt be
so llikely_fei intrude and,fdifferentiate among the children ,in ways-:.
that we had no access to in our data records.

4) Each topic should be unobtrusive as a topic to be taught childten of
third and fourth grade age in that school, district. Thiafollows from
three aspects of our Work: The teachers had A responsibility to use
classroom time educating the children in a way that was coherent. wItli
What the school and parents expected; We were interested'- in the
relevance of our work fot ordinary education; We ine4 from our prior t

work that the organization of 'ordinary .classrooms had sufficient
similarity to the organization of psychological experiments so that
ve could use the psycholOgiCal*literature as 'a guide and critical.
base.

.

5) The topies.should be ones' that bring out the best in the teaching
situation. and still yield enough variability in child 'performance: so
that the research could succeed.

In our terms, we were-creating problem isomorphs in seven 'different, domains,

so that the points of similarity in the different "probleMs".(i.e. lessons in

the cycles) could act as tracer elements. These 'tracers would be used to

investigate how one can speak of thesame task in .different settings" and,.

hence, to understand the claim that some children perform better in some set-.

tings than in others..'.
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Electricity and division. We describe our cycles out of chronological

order so that we Can'highlight4 important issues that our research strategy was

designed to stress. The first cycle was on electricity, and one of the. last

ones was on long division, the prototypical fourth grade task. They ptovide

an illustration of the consequences of our-commitment to the principle that

the.cycle topic should be known by the researcher and the teacher.

At the time that we deVeloped the electricity7'cycle we had great confi-

dence in the power of content.damain to organize activity for research and for

pedagogical purposes. While the,topic of electricity unified the first cycle,

there was not a clearly discernible tracer element that appeared in every

social configuration. We narrowed the topic to'batteries and circuits', but

that wasn't. sufficient to give us the control we.had hoped for. The lack of

specificity.that hindered the research use of the cycle slso. created problems

in the teaching. All of_the people on the team were liberally educated and

had both a formal education and a-working knowledge of electricity, in partic-

ular the structure and functioning of batteries and:circuits. As recent work

has shown (e.g. Reller,'1983; DiSessa, 1982), the working knowledge we have of

,physics topics and the metaphors that we use to talk about them do not fit

well with the science that we learn in formal education... The 'way. we talk
f.;

about, electricity is so confined to specific metaphors that it often fails to

accommodate a new, crucial.bit of physical evidence in the world. This kind

of slippage happened in 'our planning for this cycle.- Ww devised, action

sequences and metaphors. for the children's consumption in lessons but we had

problems relating our assumed knowledge to the tasks we were devising. Worse

had difficulty finding_ways to talk about the problems. For exam-

ply, one of the planners worked within the scope of a water pipe metaphor and

19
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another worked. in an information processing metaphor; consequently their ques-

tion9, objections and suggestions during cycle. construction were incoherent to

each other.

This problem -is unlikely to arise in an experiment on concept learning

even if similar materials are used, tecanie in le.;oratory experiments, the

experimenter can know a lot less about the topic than a teacher has to know.

Traditional laboratory problems prrvide t.Tdo sorts of safeguards: one is that

the script usually works-- the oves, evor tbov.a of the subject, qan be. pretty

well specified in 'advance; a second is that unexpected moves can_be ignored

--they either wash out into ati"Jerror term or get d'xect up for later runs of

the experimeht, treating the problematic case as ,pilot work.

Even though we treated the classroom as ,three groups, trying out the pro-f
,cedures on one-third of the class as a pilot study, we couldn't get an "elec-

tricity lesson" script to work. Although we planned ideal lessons, ahead of

time and provided the materials to be used; we could not predict when a

child's comment or question or blank*staTe would occur nor 'could we predict
..

how the teacher's response could be designed to "save" the. ideal lesson. Rely-
)

ing, on the domain of electricity meant that we were being' too broad and too

novel -for the teikaher 2 They could. ,not give. us a good "But .suppode...."

objections during planningror'dieour planning env us to understand the

teachers' online decisions about %Shalt to highlight. and what to sacrifice when

the Unscripted events happened. As a. result-wehad classroom discussions that

were cohesive in sd,far as.they refereed to the structure and functioning. of

either circuits and batteries. But thetarrtved at .their points with so many'.

repair's and side-sequences that basic tracers are hard to locate. The teach-

r
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ers did online repairs and we constructed a supplementary lesion; the error of-

using a cycle not baited on deep and broad shared understandiftgs about electri-
.

city and goals for pupil outcomes became apparent.

v.

In contrast, the division cycle was vary well known to the teacher who

worked with us and the fourth gradd,children-daring the second of the

project. Math was ceded as her specialty the year before in the team taught
4' 1

classroom. Herpre-service_training was heavily, influenced by a thoughfur and,

innovative mathematics educator. She participated in 'summer workshops, related
, _ .

to mathematics education and was/active in a-local mathematics teachers asso-
. ,

,
.

. .,

.
.

ciation. She talked with us extensively about the-varioni constraints operat-

ing on' mathematics instruction in the school we worked in: what the children

.

had in earlier grades aid what they would be expecte to have in later grades.

She was explicit, not only about 14hat she was going pdo but also about what.:

alternative route she was nottaking,to achieve'her goals. She integrated her

gener 1, pedagogical interest and her sensitivityo the local constraints in

her mathematics' curriculum.

. : (

We wanted a mathematics cycle because it is such a nicely constrainedr
,

\. . padomain. The work, of Judah Shwartz and others at ProjecVrorque.and theyork'di..

John Seeley Brown at Xerox provided an analytic edge for us.' The talk,. the

black board, and the paper and pencil-producte.of-instruction,-wereall amen-

able to rich analysis. Furthermore', division is clearly amoVel topic for the

children in this class: Everyone in our culture knows of the fourth grade

introduction to. long division and this school . was no different. 1 A- long
.11 Ea .

I. The New Yorker magazine used as a' column filler a headline.. "Pope Seeks. to
End Long Division" with the comment appended, "Fourth graders of'the world re-
joice!"
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division cycle met all of our constraints and this teacher provided us with a

bonus. Our work was merely to

plans, and provide us with the

were essentially prospective

knowledge of this domain, there

get her to explicate her practices, justify her

Openings to make some small suggestions. We

documentarians.- There was no doubt of her

was no doubt about the tracer: the "bring-

down'! algorithm. Her script worked; there w4s a normal procedure that could be
.

`re- located from analysis of the tapes. As a'result,

J

we' are able to note vari-

ation related to ability grouping and to examin how a complex matter gets

taught (see Chapter 6, below). 2

o

Betx4een electricity and long division were 5 cycles that applied our

approach to cases that' tested one,-or. more aspect of the. teachinglIearning -pro-

cess

Restricted domains: referent tracers. - Reacting to the unwieldiness of .

the electricity cycle, we developed two quite different cycles the first year.

Each was an important step in our ability to take advantage of the teacher's

knowledge. In two series)of lesson obtaining, adequate tracers we focussed on

three categories of -_information about six Native AmeriCan groups as they lived

just prior to extensive white contact. For the third cycle we focussed on the

4
variations in two categories of properties of animals: We arrived at very

specific tracer elements that served three purposes:

(1) coordinated .interactions in lessons between teachers
and children;

12) -coordinated 'planning interactions between -teachers and
. researchers;

(3) allowed us 'to relocate the tasks in the data records
of the various 'problem isamorphs
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We elicited extensive help from the research community'--libraries, muse-.

ums, anthropologists and biologists. We generated an extensive curriculum for

each cycle, providing a wide range of background information for all the pos-

sible activities. We had the lUxury of choosing among a variety of sub-.'

topics; teacher familiarity with the sub -topic and the teachers' gauge of. pos-

sible child responses were easy to accommodate as we narrowed down our plans.

,The tracer element in .each cycle was a filled in chart that associated the -

groups of people or the animals with the appropriate variables of the

categories being focussed

The materials and procedures developed to teach the categories and the.

variables were creative and quite lovely, ranging from gOded discovery to

role-playing to problem solving to use of written materials. The teachers

were particularly interested in more, or less recapitulating the abstract

structure of the Native American cycle in another cycle because they were

struck by what they noticed about the weaknessei,same of the children had in
.

organizing domains of- knowledge. One of the children, grasping the important

point of the Native American. lesson, gave us a wonderful quotation: "They're

all the same in their own way!" From the point of view of the attitudinal out-

, co4e for a social studies unit thisWas rewardidg:.Gone was the Undifferen-
, V

tiated feathers and horses image from cowboy Movies and here was an entry into

understanding human,universality and cultural specificity. From the point of
- .

view of the importance of understanding catekes and variables, the 'child's

. ,

-comment was also important.
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A As our work progressed, modifying the-conceptual apparatus ..and creating

new cycles, we'lleveloped a deeper.understanding ofthe non-trivial relation. of

our work to contemporary education and a thioretical'explication of how the

specific examples and ,domains relate to basic research issues.

While memory, especially meta-memory, is not: an ordinary topic in a

fourth grade classroom, our team agreed that.it could be defended as educe-

tionially relevant. As we developed plans for the cycle on memory, what we gave

up by and large was the teacher. .Since meta-memory was the content domain, we

had ptychology graduate students who were experienced and interested in work-

ing with the children to help out. Since it Was: in a sense, memory "tricks"

that we were discussing, wCtook advantage of the presence of a professional

:mnenonist who taught in an.entertaining manner.

We picked one of the mnemonist's devices, unusual sentence elaboration,

traced it across several problem isomorphs. One problem with two facets

became apparent: It was very difficult to initiate the trader task, outside of

the, situation' where someone. was told, to remember a list. ,We had e.'good

specification from the literature about this meta-memory technique but we had'

difficulty planning school or club tasks that would truly motivate its use.

It wasn't hard.to think of lots of variations on'the task (it is a .cognitive

psychological mainstay). It was hard to find a place in the children's lives

'where they were called upon to remember lists of unassociated items: The-chiD-'

. dren weren't learning vocabulary in 'a- foreign language; that WAS t only idu-

cation's' activity that was suggested as motivation.for this memoryostrategy.

ti 2 4
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In addition to the practical difficulty of getting enough ,interesting

problem isomorphs where the tracer task'might be "discoilered" by the children

as they went about some other nominal task, we found a related difficulty in: /'

the literature. In spite of the exZensive experimental work on meta - memory;

the research community had little to offer about how people outside .of/ an

expei=iment chose to use any particular strategy they might have in their

repertory of meta-memory aids. A colleague working on assesspg.and developing

the range of memory- strategies. that mentally-retarded individuals display

claims that the work on this,"executive" leVel is years away rom being infor-.

mative..

The solution of course would be to again teach a specifid:, domain, again,

downplaying the meta- memory aspect. This dilemma, along with'the startling

absence of the teacher and the rationalized educational televande'combined to

4make the execution"NI) . -and analysis of this cycleless interesting to ms,

-cialif as it contrasted with the division end*Chelaicals cycles of the. second

iear. ,-'-Overall, the Children were able to learnr the strategy and appeared

use it across situations. T6 make more of a claim ind'tomake It about meta-,

memory, we now undersdand we would' have tolexamint many specific domain

cycles, finding a range of activities !like those that Neisper (19XX) has

arranged for analytic comparison.

A.

These Considerdtions.prOduced a mapping cycle-. The mapping cycle .roge

as way to combine two aspects of the schdol curriculum with a current
`,1

research topic. Drawing and mathematical proportions_ were both involved in

maps: Now children varied and changed in the way they represented theiryorld

in'mapp was a' -topic of interest. The tracerelement was the representation c.f
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\
.three=dimensional structures on paper, some mapmaking 'and some map reading6

460

activities, were, designed. Although ,We had little research and teaching time
,.)

to'davote to.the.unit, we ran a mini-cyCle4.

Unfortunately,'the timing-of the Cycle' was such that it' overlapped with

other cyCles and continuity among,the events in the cycle was lost. The divi-

siOn cycle had the firstclaim on timing because-it had to fit into the year

long mathematigs curriculum. The memory cycle timinghad to be coordinated e

with)tur outside experts asipteachers. Mapping lessons fellin between and got

rescheduled, and even abandoned. ,We,did not succeed in executing enough of

the problem isomorphs to allow us the analytical edge that we needed. It was

clearly the case that there was educational relevance for this cycle,, and,

udging from the children's products, the mapping task was not something they.

The timing ptoblem disabled our efforts_to.get the

needed variety of the situations for adequate andp.ysis for this project. .

the Clubs. During the first pair, we designed the club activity as a

part of each cycle'. We relaxed institutional constraints on discourse, mixed

had encountered before.

the child group§ in ways' that didn't appear in the classroom, changed' the

location (once in a special resource room, once at the university; once in-W

part of the classroom that had'had,its.furniture moved),
A

outsiders rather than teachers as the adult resources.

.%. .

tapes. The children made a blinking Christmas tree, visited

the LawTenci Hall'of Science (courtesy of a consultant from

pet stores), hunted and gathered wild lettuce and played an

and we. introduced._
,

There's fnn in the

a mini-Version of

.tbe Hall and local

anthropology com-

puter game at. the University. However, there was no sense in which the chit,-

dren were electing to participate nor were they co-members in a continuing
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endeavor. And the clubs were heldpduring regular school time.

The second year, we made real clubs. Eliciting help from our colleagues

who had interesting hobbies, we offered the children a choice of clubs and a

.choice-of times outside of School that they could meet. We spent time arrang-

ing for the children to negotiate interest and friendship groups. We spent

time arranging to embed tracer tasks for our second year units in the club

activities that would be going on anyway.

Three clubs resulted: a Saturday ,morning Back-Pack Bears club, devoted to

camping and hiking interests, and two Computer Capers clubs, one on Saturday

morning and one after school on Monday. The first task we tried to embed

the clubs was a Piagetian combination task. The Back Pack Bears combined

elements of freeze-dried meals to plan for a healthy and interesting menu on a

long hike. The Computer Capers children were suppoSed to arrange a combina-

tions of children for a tournament of computer. games, but the task had trouble

getting initiated with the children who were experiencing their first hands-on'

computer time in a relaxed atmosphere. The Back Pack Bears ma2ped in relation.'

to the. napping cycle, but the Computer children didn't. BOth groups did some

.:elevant'division and memory work.

The child-only small group sessions in the classroom gave us some aaalyt-

ical :insights (see Chapter 2) for further analysis of this part of the

corpus. Of particular interest for further work is an examination of these

situations in terms of goad.- .formation. The-difficulty.of getting a task in'-

titated is not found as often in teacher .led groups, but this very difficulty

in clubs make them an interesting locus for investigating howthildren come

. upon a_problem and identify it as one where a school learned skill could be

ti"" 27
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useful. The child-only problem isomorphs instituted in the classrooms during

the cycle provide for a sort of "near transfer," while the clubs provide for a

"far transfer" test of the learning that takes place during the classroom

parts of the cycle. Even in the child-only settings in the classroom, the

discovery of the task that we had embedded was not always made. Fpr some

children, for some cycles, the tracer only came in when the teacher brought it

in. In the far transfer to the different materials and social setting of the

.clubS, task discovery is even more complex and variable in its appearance.

Hence,' club settings appear to be very promising for well constrained analyses

addressing-the problem of how educational activity gets transferred to every-

day life sjtuations.

Chemicals cycle. In this remainder of this report, much attention is

paid to the Chemicals cycle that we ran in the second_year of the project.

Like the division, cycle, it is a,good. example of the five working principles

that we started with. In addition, the chemicals cycle provides an illustra-

tion of how the joint planning can be Marshalled to produce and present work

that can be seen as non-trivial from either the point' of view of educational

relevance or the research community.

The researchers-searched for some tracer that

(1) they knew yell from the research literature;
(2) they knewh'pri been studie4 using different sorts of materials

and with different confkgurations of social organization;
(3) they kneW .N.,7.a;an unlikely part of,- h0-chqdren'S'prior

experience;, '

(4) they knew had been used in trainit*-ekperiments- that might
guide teaching Suggestions;

(5) they expected to produce varia$1 peNformance by fourth-
graders

Tasks related to the Piageti'a theory of op ational 'stage fit the bill.

28
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Given both the historical relation of Piagetian tasks to education and the

current emphasis on Piaget's work in discussions about education, it. seemed

likely that we could find educationally relevant and iMportant domains within

which to instantiate a Piagetian formal operational task.

We did not make the mistake that we had in the meta-memory planning: We

knew we needed a specific domain to map the prablem isomorphs in the school

lessons onto. While the tasks may be viewed as general in the, Piagetian

theory, we had theoretical reason to suspect that domain specificity was

important to investigate (LCHC, 1982; Piattelli-Palmarini, 1980; F ldman,

1980). Furthermore, to get the practical work done in the classroom, domain

specificity.ptovided ceordinates-for the planning and the teaching. We didn't

want to repeat the problems of the electricity cycle, this time allowing con-

fusions about epistemics to disable our interactions. We alsol did not make

the other mistake that appeared in the meta-memory and the mapping cycle: we

didn't just create educational relevance, either by rationalization or by

developing some integrated curriculum that the teacher could not rely ou as a

motivation. to guarantee that the lessons be taught regardless of the other

demands of the school year and school days.

The teacher, working on a curriculum committee over the summer as well as

with our planning team, brought news about curriculum topics that the district
Or

was interested in introducing intifithe'' schools -.Together we examined the

existing curricula and the new topics, trying to find some in which Piagetian

tasks could be embedded. Household chemicals became the focus of our atten-

tions, and the Piagetian task of "making all the pairs you can and no dupli-

cates" (the intersection procedure) emerged as thetracer'element. As was the

23
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,case with the, successful first year cycles, we were ableto develop enough

activities and.enough mutual understanding of the domain and the tracer that

we could -choose among possible sub-topics,- and gaUae,well the children's

responses. The on-line repairs and the suPplementary leSSon planning 'done

.---

during the execution of the cycle could rely on the well-understood problem
- 4

thi,t we were coordinated around.

The richness of the-educational experience was noticeable: The children,

cleat with the uses/ancr.dangers.of common household chemicals (like-cleaning
/

,

agents) ._ They. had access to -the reasons that the pioducts worked, what cer-

tain ones had- common', and how the ingredients acted in combination, to

accomplish their-function.. They developed consumer awareness' as they dealt'.

with labels and with homemade chemicals. In addition they learned a bit about

scientific methods, a procedure for epistemically arriving. at all the possible

combinations ofT pairs of objects; and how records could be kept to aid in.an,

investigation. Several chapters of thissreport are ;devoted7 to this cycle

because of r ofrichness in illuminating several of our key_issues,at once.

Cycles and models.

3

From the problems that we ran into we learned to define what it means to

build artificial educational models. is what building artificial models is

all about. We knew from. the start that there would be a blurry line between

the task and the social organization in which it appeared. Our model would

have to handle this blurry line: it would have to embodSr strategies for treat-
.

ing what other models or -theories call the Cognitiireliersus the social

aspects! We took ideal cognitive tasks, our, tracers, and tried _forcing them

into a variety of social configurations. Our major effort was to do enough
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work with the varying social situations so that we could specify- how iti was

the case that tasks appeared or disappeared Or became mutilated or

transformed. As soon as we could do' hat, our model would be a modelof cog-

nitive change: the persons in the situations are the ones who have to carry

out the tasks, who make them appear or fail to, who transform Chem into easier

or harder or very different versions of.what havebeen there.

The analysis of the research problem that we started, with developed, of

r
course, as a result of our confrontation with the reality, of the ClassrooM.,

-We came to view our work as -one example of a "formative") exPeriment. It is

also a concrete example of the principles we discovered about cognitive

change, now applied to ourselves'. First, our learning was the result of c

rying out a. joint aCtivity'ialth others who had a different analysis of our
sq

shared' situation (i.e., practicing teachers); second, there were;concrete con,

straints froth the specific domain we were all working in that increased Ole,

chances of shared understanding and decreased the chances of the task. disin-

tegrating; third, ,we, were not subjected totdirect instruction (which in any

case'we would not have understood at' the outset!), fourth, our new forMulation

of answers to the questions ,dtae posed was first worked out inter-personally in

the interactions we' had with the teachers,.withour colleagues and among our-

selves before any one of us felt individuaily (intraL-personally) that we had a

firm grasp,of our current analysis.

4 4.

These features ofour learning experience are far iliar,to to most research-
,

erd' who have tried to collaborate., with others. These features are gefterallY

absent, however, froth most ct1rrent accounts of 'cognitive change. 'we- hope

we can show, this,pattern'of mutual disinterest is not accidental.' There are--
F

. .

.
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1.

systematic reasons for the psychological assumption of_ the individual as a

unit of analysis which have been_ extremely important in shaping

educationally-focused research. Our goal in this report is to provide an

alternative system based on, and illustrated by, the interactions. we'Observed

during our work in the classroom to provide teachers sand policy makers with

the means to deal with the pressing issues they face daily.

At the end of this report we will return to summarize our concluSiona.

The Plan for this Report

The first Chapter makes the case. that. labOratory tasks systematically

obscure the process by which Ehe subject comes to have the goal of the task.

The task is the task as understood by the researcher and the goal. is already

prepared by the researcher as a condition for obtaining sufficient control

over the experimental situation. The fact that a subject,.esPeaally a- child

subject, may have an alternative analysis of the tasis either corrected dur-
-

ing the instruction phase or is made invisdble by the coding Scheme by 'which

the subject's performance is ,measured. By comparing laboratoryand peer

activity versions of the.'same task" we can cleaqzy see this limitation on the

laboratory setting. in the peer activity the childrpn's alternative analysis

in many cases led themtolcarry out a different task from the one they all

carried out. under the' constraints of the laboratory. But we Can also see

Ott; in prdneiPlethe researcher is not much different from the teacher. In

both cases we must appropriate the Child's actions into-okur Own system of

. ,

activity. The teacher creates. interpretations of the child'A actions that.,

-
organize the ,interaction between the teacher and the child. To a large- -

extent, tbis process dl appropriation can gO.on irrespective of .the child's
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prior stem of activity. A version of this chapter will appear in an edited

volume concerned with the development of everyday cognition' (Newman, Griffin 'El -

Cole, in press)

The second chapter sets out the essentials of a theory that can ade-

quately account for the process of appropriation that we see happening in

7

teacher-child interaction. We find in Vygotsky's soci&historical theory, and

) Leon t' ev' theony. of activity concepts of enormous usefulness which he been

largely overlooked in American cognitive. psychology. These approaches provide

a strong base for a theory of learnihg in interaction because they treat

social interaction in a principled way as a source of change. The concept of

appropriation in fact can be found in Leoneev's theory where he speaks of the

child actively appropriating the tools of a culture. Our. usage includes the

reciprocal: the culture appropriates the child's ac'cions as a way of gAving

NEI

them meaning. We also discuss Vygotsky's important concept of the "zone of

"proximal,developmen0 whiCh for us refers to the organiz'atiod -of teacher-child

(or more geners4ly, expert-novice) interaction. We find that a' full account

of the appropriation process requires that we consider the ways that the child

c41 internalize the organization of that interaction: That is, the chil'd graL-

dulally takes over the interpretations of his actions that are supported in the

'interactive "zone" by the teacher. We explain how such a view of cognitive

,

change requires a theory iwhich abgtract schemata can have an interpersonal
,

As well as intrapersonal existence and in - which behavior is not uniquely

interpretable. Among the benefits of this theory is 'an account of 'hog more

powerful, structures' can ,develop in the child.. Higher-level structures are

appropriated by the child from the interaction between hin;self and the

teacher. This chapter is based on a paper presented at tthe biennial meetings.'
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Of the International. Society for.the Study of Behavioral Development (Griffin,

Newmad.& Cole, 1981).

The following four chapters return to data from our classroom corpus

expanding on issues that follow from the above theoretical considerations.

The third chapter takes up the problem of coding cognitive t.rocessesin a

classroom. We point to the pOssible misappropriation of children' behavior
Yr&

by claSsroom researchers. Two standard schemes are applied to a small group

10Sson. We find that the schemes work only for children who are engaged in

the task as understood by the teacher. A112';shorter. version of this chapter

appeared in the jOurnal, Discourse Processes (Griffin, Cole & Newman, 1982).
o

In the fourth chapter'we discuss -aow Vygotsky'0s concept of the- "zone of

-

proximal development" provides a method for 'assessing childre ile in
. :

.p interaction with adults. Our attempts o use this method indicates crucial

ltTttations that arise when the -IIobserver's" task is.teaching rather than

researh. This chapter is based on a paper presented at the annual meetings

of the American Educational Research Association (Newman & Broyles, 1982) and

rs.has been submitted for publication.
.

.

..

IA' the fifth chapter. the teacher. whose classroom was. the. setting for.our,/

.

. ,.
experiments, discusses the conflicts inherent in the teacher - researcher rela-

*

tionship.. flier observations are ali5.Wful illustration of how classrooms. and
.

ti

labOratories differ as contexts for conducting research. This chapter

appeared originally as" an article in The Quarterly Newsletter of the Labora-

tory
,

of Comparativeluman.COgnition (Quinsaat, 1980).
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In the sixth chapter we show how the "zone" is actively constructed in

the teacher-child interaction and how it becomes organized differently when

the teacher interacts with children with _different entering skills. The

analysis. is based on data from a set of lessons designed by the teacher to

teach long division. We find that the learning of a crucial step in the algo-
.

'rithm was neither taught directly nor invented by the children. Rather, it

-emerged in the interaction as the teacher appropriated the ':trial and ,error

attempts of the children and Used them to instantiate the expert strategy.

.-Differences in ability groups led to differences in this interactive process

such that the lower ability groups were unable to move beyond the'teacher's'

0

explicit inatructions.. A version of this chapter has been recommended for

publication in the journal, Cognition and Instruction.

We conclude by specifying the implications of our work. for researchers

the cognitive sciences and for educators and others concerned with improving

the quality of education.

I '"\ :

L.
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CHAPTER, 1:

FINDING GOALS OUTSIDE THE LABORATORY

Our point of departure is the psychological laboratory. Here the inves-

tigator constructs a. model system within which. it becomes possible to make

principled, but limited, claims about hypothetical processes (currently

referred to as cognitive processes) that can be said to mediate between states

of the artificially created environment and behaviors of the subject:

The key to making claims in the laboratory is the psychologist's control

over the task and the conditions under which the subjects undertake the task.

In terms of experimental ethodology,two kinds of control One

is obtained by carefully contrasting particular conditions in the model syStem

and by having a sufficiently. large number of subjects undertake the Saw! task

under the same conditions. This is referred to as experimental design.. These

design ccstrols presum practical control over the task e.g., the goals of
. - . .

the subject's behavior and the, conditions the subject is subjected to The

experimenter must be sure, for example, that subjects are actually working on

the task they are expected to 'be working on.arid that it is, the subject's

behavior, not somebody else's,'-that is-being recorded.
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Whether we use laboratory settings for testing cognitive theories or for

administering psychological tests, we like to believe that- the cognitive

processes we model, and the cognitive accomplishments that we test for,

represent_ more than esoteric gamai. There is no doubt thatperformance in

these games count. Cognitive tests not only predict school success, they are

used for a wide variety of decisions that influence economic fates. But as-.

many commentators have noted, the constraints on activity used to create model

systems render them systematically dissimilar to the .systems of. activity

created in the society for other purposes (Bartlett,. 1958.;-Cole, Mood & McDer-

mott, 1978; Lave, 1980). As a consequence, our cognitive theories are weak

in just those areas where they relate most closely to practice-7 those

"everyday" cognitive tasks that are significant contexts in our lives.

Thfs chapter is directed to the question of how behavior ocdurring in one

kind of setting (defined in terms of its social organization, participant

-goals, etc.) Can be compared with behavior in.another kind'of setting.in ways

that are productive for cognitive theory and that contribute to educational

practice.

. -

We will discuss examples from our data in which children confront the

"same task" in two different settings. These data allow:us directly to. cOm7

pare children's performance to a rathersta;tdard, laboiatory-derived task with

behavior in looSely supervigedience activity. On the,basisbf our

analysis of the way-the children confront and are contronted by these tasks,

We will argue that the standard "division of labor" between researcher and
.

subject in laboratory settings tends to. obscure,an 12portant featureoficOgni-

tion. When experimenters prese a well defined task to the subject, in a
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standardized wa);, they have .iittle thence A:6 observe the formation of new

goals by the Subject or his/her application of a procedure to new situations.

In making these comparisons, we do'not assume one setting to be more

valid than another for the charactetization of .cognition. Jlather weargue

that both kinds of settings make available for analysis, important, and

ferent, aspects of cognitive activ

LF

. We believe that the integration of ana-

lyses from these different settings will be required if we are to construct a

cognitive science that is relevant to a general range of'human environments

for learning and thinking.

Making the "Same Task" Happen in Different Settings
f"

In the early stages of this work Cole and his colleagu&s set out to-
,

locate psychological test-like behaviors occurring in classrooms and after-

school clubs-. The idea was to analyze the nature of known cognit,iyeL tasks

when they arise in these nonlaboratory settings.

In the subsequent phase-of our work, we have, in a sense, reversed the

earlier strategy. Instead of waiting arbund for something recognizable as a

Aeognitive task to appear, we set out 'deliberately to find-.-ways to... make

hypothetical "same tasks" happen in several settings inhabited by the same

children. We worked closely with teachers and club leaders to construct a set

-
of activities (one-to-one tutorials, small group lessons, child,gdided work

groups) all of which had a particular problem structure embedded within. them.,
_-

We went a step further. We put into those various settings what we call

"tracers ". The tracer was some bit of'knowledge or some prdcedure which we'

'taught the children in one of the settings and which would be potentially use-
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fill if they recognized that they had been confronted-with what Lba considered

the same task is the new setting. This set: of constraiatd.greatly increased

the probability of finding good candidates for, analysis ,Lind of uncovering how

the "same task" is transformed, made easier or more difficult br'aVoided

entirely under the different organizational conditions.

When is a Task the Same?

Wp put the term "same task" in quot6s because the. sense in which :two

tasks can ever be considered the same is a central question for this analysis.'

It must be said at'the outset that we had no ,illusions' that a cognitive task

could be specified independent of its social context. Our orientation was

quite the opposite. From our perspective, cognitive tasks. are always social.

constructions. Transformations of the social organization of the tasks that

we studied drastically changed the constraints on behaVior, thereby rendering

the tasks instantlydifferent according to widely shared ideas of what consti-

tutes a task in cognitive Psychology. It. was our hope that by highlighting

the way in which our efforts failed to make the "same task" occur in different

settings, we could arrive at a clearer specification of the class of social

constructions represented by such activities'as testa and experiments- (See

LCHC, 1978, 1979 for a discu'ssion of the'histdry.of the viewpoint in our col-

laboraxive.work).

When we set out to make "same tasks" happen our ideawas,to create a bet"

of what are called "problem iso*phs" in cognitive psychology. Problem iso-

porphs are a set of problems which share an abstract, str-ucture but, differ .111

concrete content ( .g., Reed, Ernst & Banerji, 1974; Gick & Holyoak, 1980).

In the cases- we will be discussing, children were asked at one time to make
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all the possible pairs from four stacks of differently colored 'cards and at

another time to make n11 .tha possible pairwise mixtures from a .set of four

chemicals. In cognitive psychological studies (where probleM isomorphs are,

used to study the effects 6n a subject's performance after experienct with a

problem, "of the same kind") every effort is made'to change only the content of

''the'problem leaving.thebstract forth of the procedures, initial conditions,

legal moves, and goal unchanged. So, in our exclmi)le, the content clearly.dif-

.fered but the abstractly defined goal 'of "finding all the pairs" tglained the

same._

The "problem isomoreh" formulation for what we were trying to do might

have worked out fine except that we changed a feature of the task environment.

which is almost never altered in cognitive psychological research. In the

chemicals activity we departed from the one-to-One social organization of the

standard laboratory setting; we bad'groups of-children working together. ;This.

Change in social organizAion not-only .increased the social-resources avail-

. able for solving the problem (thereby making it hard to say who did what) . It

-alai.) changed the source of the problem and thereby the nature of the task. In

the One-to -one situation the tutor motivated the ptoblem as the one'- to be

done, the children were presented with the task of finding all the pairs

of problem elements. In the chemicals situation, the 'children had. to formu-
-

.late the problem.for themselve,s,:As they began to run out of pelt's to mix.

This shift in the origin of the task clearly .changes the nature of the task

such that one would,hesitate t6, call the: two verdi ' isomorphs".
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Because task in cognitive psychology-is a goal plus constraints on reach-

ing the soal presented by_ the researcher.to the subject, the researcher does- a

. lot.of work to formulate a clear task. In everyday situations people do --%not

always have the "advantage" of this kind of help--they often have to figure

out what the problem is, what'the constraints are, what resources are avail-

able as well as to solve the problem once it is formulated. In everyday

situations people areconfronted with the "whole" task, not just the solution

part.

Armed with this broader conception,of the "whole task" we have some hope

of analizing the transformation of a task when it is embedded in different

social settings. When we look for-the ;'same task" happening outside tof the

_
laboratory we_ lhave to look for how the work of formr ating the task - (which is

done by the experimenter in the labor'atory) is gettk!, do4e and who IA dbing

it. This analysis will provide us with the basis for ..arOing that the practi-

cal methods of maintaining control in the laboratory lead., us to ignore the
.ro

crucial processes of formulating the task and forMing the'goal which are often
.

the responsibilities of people in everyday settings.

We can now turn to the concrete details of how 4e-tried to make the "same

task" happen in different settings and to the analyses that our efforts made

possible.

The Combinations Task!

Ire

'Yr -4.

To create examples .of the "same task" in two different settings we needed

a task that would have as a solution c.n'easily analyzable and recognizable

procedure that the children would not already know. This solution was our
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tracer. We found an appropriately simple butexotic task among a set that

Piaget and Inhelder (1975) used in their studies of combinations and permuta-

2tions. One of thes'e tasks was aimed at the ability to generate all possible.

pairs from a set of items (they used stacks of differently colored chips).

There is an accepted "formal operational" procedure for the systematic Solu-

tion of tl-Qs combinations problem'which we thought was both elegant and prob-

ably beyond the capacity of our fourth graders' as individual inventions:- For

us, the combinations task was also useful because Inhelder and Piaget (1958)

studied another version of it which involved combinations of chemicals. Since

the classroom teacher was already planning a Unit on "household chemicals," we

had an opportunity to embed this well analfzed cognitive task into the ordi-

nary course of classroom activities.
.

"Laboratory" versioli .,f the task. In our one.lto-one tutorial situation,

each child was invited into the library corner of the classroom by a

researcher and was,presented with stacks of little cards. Each stack of cards

was of a different color and bore the picture of a different'TV or Movie star.

Starting with four stacks,'the child was asked to find all the ways that pairs

of stars could be friends. Specifically, the.child was asked to make all the

pairs of stars and none that were the same. The child then usually went about

choosing pairs of cards from. the stacks and placing them in a colutn.

*.t

f

2. We were not concerned with testing Piaget's theory or testing the
children's 'operational level"; we chose the task for its usefulness as a
tra9er in our design. While we occasionally make use of Piagetian analyses,
we are essentially taking the. task outside of the. theory which generated it.
But for a discussion. Gf Piaget's theory in relation to our`. approach see New-
man,,Riel k Martin (1983).
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When the child had done as many pairs as s/he could, the researcher

instituted a short tutorial before doing another trial of.pair making. She

asked the child to check to see if s/he had made all the pairs. If the child

did not invent a systematic procedure for checking, the tutor suggested. one.

She would ask "Do (you have all the pairs with Mork" (if Mork were the first

star on the left). Then she would ask about the next star to the right. With

these hints, we wanted to give the child the idea of systematically pairing

each star with every other star. We could then see whether this systematic

procedure carried over to the next trial at making combinations.

When the checking wa's.finished, the stars were put back in their piles

and a fifth star was chosen. Again the Child was asked to make all the possi-

ble pairs and none more than once. At this point,many of the chilgn began

by making all the pairs with the left most star., This star was combined with

each to his/her right. Then the second star (from the .left) was combined with

each to his/her right and so on until all the combinations were made. For

children who did not arrive at this particular system of producing pairs, the

checking procedure was repeated. But this time the tutor gave as explicit

instructions as were necessary to'get thechild step by step through an entire

check. That is, the tutor would ask about each star and his/her pairing with

.

every other star in-a systematic left to right manner. In the final trial,

the child .chose a sixth. star and a-t-tempted to make all the possible pairs with-
(

six. 4

The "tracer" procedure. The tutorial accomplished two things. First,- it

acted as a pretes,t, we tested each child in a tylpical laboratory setting on

one version of the'combinations-task. Second, it taught. each child a 3ro-

-0'
'
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cedure for determining that he has all the pairs. 3 The procedure of combining'

__each item with each other item could then act as a tracer in a later task with

a different social organization. If the.. children later used_ the particular

Procedure- we taught (and. if it were reasonable to assume that the procedure

would not be ustd except for the goal of finding all pairs) then we could say

that the Children',s use of the procedure would be'evidence that the child-

participants had identified the "same task'''.

.Piaget's analysis ofthis. procedure is useful to consider because it is

abstract enough to be considered to,Ipply to combinations problems presented

in other modes. 1e referred to.the procedure as "intersection." As he -con-

ceived of it, the child is coordinating several series of correspondences..

This can-be understood as treating the single array (of four stars, for exam-
.

ple) aiif there were two dimensions which intersect. bath item on one dimen

sion is paired with the items on the other dimensionin the manner of a matrix

like that shown in Figure 1. With this matrix conception, choosing pairs fol-

lows planfully from beginning to end. Allthe child has to do is work through

the matrix. 4 In contrast,,a child without the conceptual matrix will .typi-:

tally make pairs without an orderly pattern or will make patterns such as 1&2,

:3&4, 2&3, 1&4. Without the matrix concept; the And ill not be certain he

has all the pairs; "he.just can't think of" any more patterns. This endpoint

lacks the certainty or sense of nao4S;Ity that is found in the intersection

1. The task as formulated by the researcher was to'i.vike all the pairs and no
duplicates. :We will concentrate our discussion on the goal of getting all the
pairs which was the primary focus of the checking procedure.. I
.4. If the child is just checking if all the pairs are,donetit is, often just as
easy to go, say, row by.row even though checks are duplicated.' In the produc
tion of pairs where Auplation is not allowed, the system of dropOuts is usu-
ally used so that only, Say, the top, half is produced.
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Figure 1. The intersection procedure "schemaN
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procedure.

We, can consider the intersection procedure to be potentially general

enough, to apply to any numbe Of-or any kind of items should the structure of

the activity make it useful. In cognitive psychology, such any abstract' and

general structure would usuallybe called a "schema" and would be considered

to be a feature of a subject's' internal concePtnalization'(cf. Abelson, 1981,.

Rumelhart 980). We will be looking for thiS "schema" outside of the labora.

tory, and we have 6 be careful not to give it ah'exclusively mental status.'

In looking for this schema in the peer interaction setting which we set up

later, we had to aAow that it would be found as much to be Mediating social

interactions as to be, mediating' an individual's action Even using this

tracer as a ,frame.'for comparison betWgen the wo settings, our attempt to

.locate the "same task" would be far from straightforward.

The chemicals task. Th-e second setting in which we attempted to. locate
! .

'tracer" looked very different fiom the. MOie star tutorial.. We developed,

in Ocillaborationlhth the classroom teacher,, a unit on household chemicals. A

series of lessons and activities lead up to the second version of the Oombina-i.

tions problem. It was presented as a special work -table activity. Groups of

two and three children went tb theback of, the room where/the teacher super-.

;wised some science activities one of which involved making combinations of
t

chemicals. 5 Each group of children was given four beakers of colorless. solu-

tions which werenumbered for easy reference, ''a talc of test. tubes and.a.sheet

5. The children did two versions:of theCombinations of clOmicals6ask a few,

days. aPart. A second versitOn closely.resemble*the otigital !Wielder and
eget procedure, but the one we will discuss here was slightly ,simpler and :its.
goal snore closelyrmatched the combinations -of- movie -stars task.

46
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df4paper with two columns marked off on which to record "CHEMICALS" and . "WHAT

HAPPENED." The'foui chemicals had been chosen (with the help of-UCSD chemist,

Dr. C. Perri) such that each pair would have a distinctive reaction.

The written worksheet instructed the children to find out as much as they

could about the chemicals by making all the combinations of two and recordirig

the results. After getting a child to lea the instructions, the

teacher reiterated some safety precautions and directed the children to -make

all the possible pair's without duplicates. The teacher then sat down at the

end of the table and busied herself with paperwork so that she could observe:

the children with-Oht directly supervising them. She intervened on occasion

when children .ran into difficulty or asked for help, but, for the most part,

the pairs of children worked on their own. It was thus more markedly. like a

peer' group activity with fewer laboratory-like constraints on what was to be

done. or how to do it than we typically observe in co tive experiments.

How We Tried to Make the "Same Task" Happen.

We went to considerable effort to givethetadic a good chance of happen-

ing in the two settings-.----Most notably; in both. cases the .researcher or

teacher stated the goal of making all the pairs at.the initiation of the prob-

lem. These ,instructions. were not always sufficient to make.the task happen, a

failure of instruction that enable-a4.)te of the central claimb we want

make.

We anticipated some difficulties. in getting the task. to happen in .the

chemicals -setting. The movie star. activity posed-fir fewer practical. prob- .

lems. The movie star card; were jUst.the right size for placing one pair
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under another in a neat and accessible column (on the mat next to th child).

Once a column was constructed, it was easily scanned and chdcked (the cards

were brightly colored and the pictures were distipctive). The chemiealS'were

much harder to manage. They had to be transferred from beakers to test tubes

and once a pair was in the tube there was no automatically available visual-
.

record of which ones had been put in.

If. the'children were unable to mix and keep track of the chemicals we

could .hardly expect them tovattend'to the, task of getting .all the coMbina:-.

tions. Our solution was to set up an earlier lesson in which the children had

to plaCe a solution from a beaker into a test tube nd record-the results on a

form which was.to'be used later iri the combinations o :chemicals task. The

recording paper (and the previous instruction and pr actice on using it) pro-

vided not only an "external memory" for each child but also a common reference °

for the groups who were (expected to be) working' together.

There is, of course, no way Of measuring precisely the relative diffi-.
, z

culty of, the two situations. But such comparability is not crucial to our

(
analysi. In spite of the ng list of,differences. between the-7two

tions, -there was still an important way inwhich they-were the same. They

were both settings in which. the intersection procedure -our tracer--is poten-=

tially useful if the children accept our notion of the task. However, the

nature of enterprise. required that we. take some chances:. In the-chemicals

activity, we could not direct the children to usethe tracer or force the task

to happen. The lack of teacher/reSearcher directiOn was. the 'Crucial .differ-
.

.

ence we wanted to maintain. If-; despite thatdifference,ye were still able

to locate the. tracer we Would have' an anchor point for which to begin

4E3
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analysis of the "same task" in two different settings.

Comparing the -Two :Settings

We started out assuming that we bad problem igomorPhs.. in the ordinary.

sense. We suspected that this.assuniption would not ultimately be warranted,

but we wanted to push a standard approach asfar as it would go, to discover

how it broke down. The problems.this.approach ran into forced the alternativec=,,

analysis which we will describe below.

Our Initial Attempt to Code Performance

Once the videotapes were collected, we started out somewhat naively to

code the events for occurrences of our tracer. Once coded, we. could simply

run a statistical test to see if performance on the two tasks was correlated:'

If a child uses the'intersection procedUre in the movie star task is he likely

to use it in the chemicals task?" Or is it the case that different children

used it in one setting or the other?

In coding. both tasks we were illking for any instance of a child .going

uhrough a sequence like 1&2, 1&3, 16,4 2&3 and sol'on, i,e., a sequence'in which

.

each item is paired with every other item in a oystematic way.we could recog---

nize. (The sequence could contain duplicates). The sequence could be either

a complete run through of the procedure or a fraglaent of the procedure (e.g.,

-

all the 2's: 2&1 2 &3 2&4). We uSed.a.three point scale where "1"' meant no.

fragments of the procedure were found, "2" meant that some fragments of the

'procedure were found, and "1" meant.that the child produced at least.one:com.

plete run through of the protedure.
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In the-move star task, only 3 children (out of 27) started out' in the

. first trial using the intersection procedure. But- after the checking

tutorial, 17 children used a complete run through of the procedure (and 4 oth-

ers used it partially) in the second or third trial. In the chemicals task,

the coding c'redited only -4 children with a complete run through of the pro-
,

cedure although 8 others did at least one set. (e.g., all the 4's). In sta-

tistical terms the conclusion from such a coding approach is a low correla-

tion between performance in the two settings (Kendall's tau is .37; with 1

child doing a full run through in the chemiCals but prodUcing onlya fragment

in, the last trial of the movie stars and 5 children using it in'the movie

stars but not at all in -the chemicals).

t

We might also_take these results to indicate tit, in some 'sense, the
. -. .

movie star task was easier, confirming our suspicion that the chemical materi-
,

als.were difficult and unfamiliar. The result was also not surprising given

that we taught the intersection procedure just befOre the second movie star

task, a lesson that came months before the chemidals task.

But, for the.current discussion, there is a more important.sense in which

the movie star task was easier. It was far easier to code. 'For one thing, we

knew exactly where to code. We were interested in just the testing trials.

.

where the child was put on his own to produce the pairs from A; 5, or 6 stacks

of stars-' In contrast, in the chWid'al-s* activity the intersection sequences

were located at various points in the episode in the children's talk about

what pairs had, or_had not, been. done... Also, children were-not isolated frOm

sources_of help. ,The intersection sequences which appeared during the chemi-

cal task were often collaborative 'productions'which were difficult to code in
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'done.
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comparison. Th

symptomatic of differences ,for the'participants (includ-

Locating, the Tracer in the Chemicals Activity.

\
aii

, \

,

The chemicals activity presented us with difficulties from t e beginning.

We can gless'these as- problems in locating our tracer i.e., the !intersection

procedure. There were two kinds of difgiculty: a) knOwing where tc\pi. Ur.:4 the

tracer in the course of the children's activity, and b) knowing to whom we

a

should attribute the Procedure.

Finds n1 the tracer. 'We thought that the children would use the procedure.

(our tracer).to produce the pairs of. chemicals as they had produced he pairs

starof memie stars in the tutorial. We thought that some of the childr n would

start out with, say, 1&2 and proceed to do all the pairS with 1'a d so on.

arough.the. six possible pairs. This never happened. Instead, the gr ups .of

-children 'started. with whatever pair "was most convenient or was 1,1th ught of

first" (for lack of a better description). The Sequence of'pairs eith r mani-

fested no pattern at all or took on patte e h as; for. example, d ing the
.

...,,,, ,.....:
.

.

-..,,

middle then the ends\ . fhese patterns were not us ally produced as par of.

.:_._ ....'-''

ingle, coherent sequence by,the children. For example, one comm n pattern;

.started with'1&2 then 3&4 when the two children zico were part of the-g oup-but

_working independently, each took the two beakers closest-to him or erself.'

When it appeared,--the intersection procedure arose in' the talk among t e chtl-
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When the children could not think up another pair that.had.not yet been
0

consult one another's-done they would discuss the written record or would

memory.

A group composed of Thomas, Candy and Elvia" provide a good

this process. At the beginning of the task they settled on a

order which they maintained throUghoUt. During a turn, one child

mix the chemicals and record the results. (This is not to say

were working .alone; many of the decisions about what to mix

example

turn - taking .

would both

the children

and how

describe the result were made after extensive discussiOn) At each new turn,

ones child would choose a pair and the other children would check it agaiptt

, the' record.. The sequence a choices f011owed to apparent order. through the

six possible pairs and, until the last two pairs, the children had no diffi-
.

(.

culty. thinking up a rieW pair that had not been done. The last two pairs were

also arrived at without-apparent system butwiih growing concern about finding

more to do. -After Candy's, second turn, the six pairs had been-done but Elvia

from.the.rack,. preparing to mix another pair. With a'took as empty test tube

sigh, Elvia says "I don't knc.0 what color to use now ..." Thomas suggests 26,4.

but Elvis finds it on the.worksheet. Thomas jokingly suggests 2&2 and Candy

suggests- 2&4 again.. Thomas thinks of 2&1 but finds it has heen done. Candy

_sugges'ts 4 &2. ThereAs a mild rebuke frbm Thomas that it is the

El-vim _comes up with 4&3 but Candy finds it has been done. Elvia

and Candy recalls that she did- it: - At at point Thomas says

Same as 244.

suggests 4Ti1

"there's no

'More," Candy thinks: of 3 &1 and EIVia thinks 6E 3 &2, but of/

-.
those on the-writted record too, Then Elvia suggests 3&4'.-- At that point Tho

mas says "wait..a minute; kay, we got, okay:we got all the 1" moves hi

finger up,the record sheet add hesitates when he only finds two of them-but:-
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then finds tlIthird. Candysays "all the ones with 2?: '2&3" and pauses then

says, "they don't have 4E41.," but Thomas4"points it out. At that point the

teacher asked "You have them all?" And Thomas answers "yep."

. -

The intersection sequence:Can be recovered from this interaction. For

almost a minute, the three children naMe,offprtis with 4'until Candy moves to

3 &1 aftet which Eivih.names the other pairswith 3. Then Thomas looks for all

the l's and Candy suggests looking for the 2's. The order is not "perfect"

but' as a group they manage to check through'all the pairs with each of the,'

chemicals.
6

Finding our tracer, the'-intersection procedure, in the talk, among the

children- as they set about to check- their work 'should not have been a

surprise. The tracer'was first. introduced during the movie star tutorial

the tutor-child checking interaction. 'What we found was that the children who

used...the intersection schema incorporated' it as a checking procedure iii their.

4 .a

produdtion of'paira, 'They used it in much the same way as they were taught td

use it:. as a checking procedure.
ei

Determining who did it. , We expected the second difficulty. Because the

children were not working alone we could not al2ways attribute theprocedure to

a single_child: In the example of Thomas, Elvia.and Candy the- sequence.
,

was

made -up of contributions from all. the children and no child carried out the

- .

6. Usually these checks would.notstrictly follow the 1 to 4 order but would
skip around partially-depending on-the order the combinations were recorded on
the worksheet.. For example, a child would.search'fOr all the Vs- y reading
down they' worksheet and naming off all the'pa*rs with 4 as they w&re encoun-

: tered. .This.strategy has theadvan,
memory

of .making the search of 'the record
more efficient although it meatus the load1.6 increased because the
child'muSt keep in mincWhich of the pairs. with 4 have been found. '
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whole strategy independently. We want to say then that the intersection

schema is.regulating the 'interaction among the children rather -than just.regu-

lating the individuals' actions.

It is also the case, however,' that peer collaboration in the chemicals 1

activity did not automatically obscure individual accomplishthent.. Some chil-

dren divided the labor in such a way that it is possible fo, attribute the

schema to an individual. In-one case, two boyS who were best friends colla-

borated closely such that Jorge would write down what Mike mixed and whek they

exchanged turns Mike recorded what Jorgemixed. , They alternated turns through

the. six possible combinations which did not lollow any apparent-.- patten... At
.

that Qint,,lake took out a test. tube to begin another combination,but stopped

to look over at the record. Mike started a checking sequence at 1&2 and from

there- continued through the whole sequence ending with 3&4. While he as nem-.

ing the chemicals, he pointed to the numbered' beakers which remained in a neat

array:

was nam

divided

Jorge, in the meantime read the record, finding the combinations Mike

Li*. Mike and Jorge, divided ,up the checking roles just they had.'

up the roles in producing and recording the chemicals. One dealt With

the chemicals while the other dealt with the written record. Because Mike was

the .one to name off the sequence of pairs we Ab not hesitate to attribute-the'

schema to Mike. But'it is also clear that the- -schema. A:s regnla)tftg the

:.-

interaction between the two boys.,..Thus we find again that the intersection
....s...-.-.--,

schema is notjust,
,

\ e

or even,priinarily, an internal knowledge structure. It is

alto importantly, iocatabi,e in the interaction -among the-children. It is, in

Vygotsky's terminology, an.interpsychological, cognitive process..
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an important sense the accomplishment of the intersection procedure

was vilways social ..accmplishment in our data. When we look back at the

tutorial .it is clear. that the creation of the protected system in which the

procedure could be carried out unimpeded was a piece of collaborative social

organization. Such organizational support for problem solving is a sygtematic

feature' of settings organized 'for indi4idual nssossmen. But when individual

asscssMent is the motive for the activity, the organizational. efforts tend to

go -unnoticed because nay are background to the "data". Jr' the less con-

strained setting, Mike's and Jorge's marvelous bit of organization can be

better appreciated.

Locatine the "Same Task"

One thing that our'r,Jaing neglected to identify was the task that we

wanted to find.in the two settings. We found our tracer, in :zany of the ses-

sions (most of the movie star sessions and some of the chemical sessions) but

what does--that say about the existence of the same task in the two settings?

When we set about coding the movie star session we felt confident that we

knew where the task was and that what we were coding was the child's perfor-

mance on the task. We identified the task with the goal,-"make all the pairs"

which was stated by the researcher just before the child began forming pairs

of mode Stars. The researcher wA.-4xeful not to give any information until

it was clear that the child was not going to make any more on his/her own.

The slot between the researcher's Instructions and the child's negative answer

to the question "Can you make any more?" provided easy access to the

dual child's use of the intersection procedure. We felt confident that we

could say that in response to the task of making all the pairsSome children.
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used the procedure or used it partially and some children didn't use it .at

all. ' Our struggle with the chNI.cals setting, however,-led us eventually to

question those assumptions about the task always being present 'In the movie

star sessions in the way we thought it was.

/)

in the chemicals activity it became clear to us that the children, when

they startedou
\L.
t, ware not doing the task. The teacher told them to make all

the pairs before they started but there was no evidence that they were trying

to make all the pairs. We have two kinds of reasons for saying this. The

first is that there were other goals the children were clearly pursuing., The

second is that they were not using the intersection liocedure (or, apparently,

any other systematic procedure) for making all the pairs.

oin,,, other tasks, if the 'children were not doing the task-of producing

all possible pairs, wha were they doing? The teacher's instructions at the

bek iing of the episode stated but did not emphasize the goal of getting all

th- pairs. She emphasized the problem of finding out about the chemicals by

seeing how they react with other chemicals The reactions Which were produced

by different combinations were. fascinating to the children, and they were gen-

eraily 'interested in the problem of describing the results and getting it'.

written down. Tracy's approach illustrates the common interest in the chemi-

cals themselves. Instead of using the numbers on the beakers, he used the the

actual chemical names printed-on the beakers. After mixingChlgrox (2) with

copper sulfate (3) he is excited and describes in detail the blue-green and

brown dotted reaction, He appears to want to pursue reactions.with,"copper":

Afte,r histartners, who were working together _trade their beaker 4 for, his

beaker 3, he looks up from the worksheet and objects "I got copper!" While his
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partners had been making an attempt to choose their next pair with reference

to the worksheet. so as to avoid duplication of pairs,.Tracyls criterion for

choice appeared to he interest,ina particular chemical.

Not doing intersection. A child who is not doing the intersection (or

soAre other systematic) procedure while producing pairs Of chemicals is finding,

the pairs "empirically" according to Piaget's original analysis. By this,

Puget meant the child thinks up a pair by some means other-than-the intersec.7

tion procedure and looks to sec whether it has been done. In, this. .caSe, the

child has no way of-knwing when he is finished except that'he can- not think

of any more.

Piaget's analysis suggests that a child Who is making pairs empirically

'isj.loing the same actions (mixing pairs, writing the.results on the worksheet)

but is not doing the same task as a. child who knows the eodpoint the

researcher -has in mind. For the chil4withaut intersection, the task-is- like
V.

a request to jump as high as you can. The outcome is an empirical issue and

could be different for different children. For the child who hasthe idea of

.

intersection, it provides a definite and general goal to be achieved.- In the

chemicals activity the. teacher's statement of the task.gOal "make all the

pair" was not acted upon. The task (is the teacher and researchers under -

stood -,:Lt) only happened when the children themselves formulated the goal of

finding all the pairs because they walited to make wire pairs. .

Evidence fot the task in the tutorial. Tracy s comments about the chemi-

cal reactions with copper give us a kind of information which was almost never

available in the movie star tutorials. The chemicals activity was loosely

enough constrained that alternatiVe tasks were possible. We can notice that

5 7
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children were --not doing tke task hecause we could' find them talking about

doing other tasks. In the tutorials, on the other hand, little was allowed

other than pair making. Tracy, forFexample, starts his second trial (With

five stars) by mAg a row of cords. We have no idea what he,might have been

trying to 'd (what his task was) because he was immediAely "corrected" by the.

researcher and told to make a,column,of

The strict enforcement of pair making in.the tutorial'makes it difficult

to notice that some children were not doing the task of making all the pairs.

Sm.

Differences in ti pattern of pair placements did not stand out as indicating

a different goal because. it was not accompanied by any other.. behavioral evi- .,
dence that the children were doing some other,taak. .We assumedthechildren

in the movip star activity were all doing the same task but only some were
-

using intersection to do "it".

Piaget's analyses of task performance already implies that some children.

are not doing his task. (His analysis is,. therefore, somewhat more.powerful 4s

a task analysis than many laboratory analyses ,which can not distinguish

.between doing poorly and not doing the task at all). The analytic weakness of

the tutorial setting can be seen when we turn to Piaget's claim about what he

considers to be a transitional-level,of performance between "empirical" and

"intersection"-, These are what he called "juxtaposition" sequences and

involved patterns such as cl-Ing the ends then the middle; e.g., 1&2 3&4 1 4

2&3 and so on. He describes these as a "search for a system" implying that

the child

/

Ayderstands the task. and is searching for a 'solution. When,such
lI

sequences occur in the tutorial we can not tell whether or.not Piaget is right

A

0
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that-the child is doing the task. In the chemicals activity,' however, we

have clear evidence that some of these sequences were produced while the chil-

dren were not doing the, task.

For example, when Trady, Leslie and Rebedca started out, Tracy took 1&2'

while Leslie and Rebecca worked together on 3&4. When.they finished. their.

respective mixtureS,:Tracy offers his l'for theii 3 and mixes f2S,3 while the

girls mix .1&4. When the girls finish theirs, Rebeeea checkS the record arid

decides to do 1&3 so they trade their 4 fOr his 3. These-ttades resulted in a.

sequence 1&2 3&4 2&3 1&4 2&4 1&3. In this 'case the pattern-reSulted from

trading .for' chemicals each had n:It used yet not from an attempt to create that

particular pattern. In this respect, the unconstrained setting provides us

with better information about task perfoiinance than the- laboratory setting.

The constraints of .the laboratory obscUre whether or nOt some subjects-are-i

doing tau: task.
4

Our original coding scheme must be drastically reinterpreted.. We can now.

see that most of the children in the first andsecond trials of the.movie star

"task" nidy not have been doing the task at all. Scoring a "1" (for no inter --

section) may not be a low scoreit.may simply be' an indication of not doing

the task. In the chemicals activity wha'f. we are coding must also be

7. Our tutorial design does provide one kind of relevant'evidenCe. We forind
that children who -made juxtaposition patterns were not significalitlY faster__
than "empirical" Children to learn the intersection strategy in the
This suggests that those patterns are'not.a stage on the way to discovering a.
boluCion to the .task.

8. The tracer method for. identifying the same. task can indicate (when the
. child does use the tracer) that the child did engage in the task but .1:6 not

good for indicatirig that ehe.child 'did not engage in thetask (when the tracer
is no used). The child may,..of course -, engage in tha task and.decide not to
.do anything about it: But as far as interpreting the test results is con-.:
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, . .. . . . . . ..

reconsidered' None of the children started out doing the task. For those, who
.

. .

'finally did, therr'achlevement goes beyond the ac evement of any child in. the
. .

.tutorial-because they discoVered the task on their own.

Getting the Task to Haman in Psychology an :Education

.

4

In both psychology and education there,is the need to get people 'to"do

.

tasks 'that they would be unt-ikely to'confront if, left on theirdown. In both

cases an expert must interact with a.novice to present the problem, and to

oversee the methods that "wee devised for solving it. But in an important

sepse the psychologist's job is.a.lot easier than the teache'r's. 'the p6.chol-
_ J

ogit must' move the child from not doing the task to doing it when told to do

. it in th'elabotatory., The educator must move the child. from not -doing the

task to doing'. it on his/her own in everyday life, In everyday situations .

---1 ---

there is not always an expert, getting the task to happen - and, explaining the

procedures. But educators want children not only to-be able to solve.problemg

when they are told to do so in a lesson or on a test but also to "find" the

problem in everyday situations.

Learning About the Goal

We designed the movie stars activity in part as a testing situation and-

in part as a tutorial' on the procedure we wanted to use later'a6 our tracer.,

The part of the tutorial during whIQh:..we taught the. checking procedure was

designed to make use of the principles which are5part.of Vygotsky's (1978)

theory of the "Zone of proxiMal development". These principle's and their

application are discussed moreluily in Chapters 2 and 4. Suffice it to,say,

cerned, ignoring a task is just another way,of not doing it.
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in the procedure we used, the tutor started out the checking tutorial giving .

as. much help as the child needed to carryout the system. -:tic cheek. Where it

was necessary, the tutorwould start out-askinr about every single pair. But

as the tutorial progressed,.the_tutor began giving less and less help until

the child vms, as the expression goes, doing the procedure on his,. own. Thus

the procedure moved-gradnaily-from---a. lou,ttan-"inu--the-tntar-child intera.'etion

to a location 'in" the. child.

,

Following Tyg.otsky'S.....theoretical folmulation, We would expect tasks Wbe

found first in the interaction between expert. and novice and later in the

novice's independent activity. We take this to mean that the:novice not only

lacks the skills that are necessary,for carrying out the task on his/her own

hut more s/he does not initially understand the goal. The expert_
----------

-.,

must insure that the -task, itself, occurs in the interaction between the

expert and novice. We want to suggest that our teaching not only provided

(most 0 ersect fon prTeic

goal of finding all the pairs. That is,-it introduce them to the task such

that the .goal. and. the procedure are simultaneously internalized in the course

of the interaction. 9 Examples from the tutorial and the chemicals activity\

suggest how this, ight happen.

In the movie-stars tutorial, the children first produced a column of as

,

many pairs as they could. and then the,tutor-b-eian teaching the checking Stra-

tegy. The conversation at_thflpoint is important. The tutor,asked 'How do

you know yOu-ha-Ve all the pairs?" The child usually answered Vaguely or, like
'5

9. This is not alausthe_case., More than one procedure can achieve the same

goal and iftte child knows one procedure and is just learning another, s /he

does:not hae to relearn the goal.
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Tracyj with a hint'of frustration "I can't think of any more". The tutor then-

aaked, "could you check to see-if you have all the pairs?" The child usually

said little and the tutor said "Well I have a way to check. Do you have all

- with Mork (or the first star on the left) ?" From there she-proceeded

through. the checking procedure allowing the child to take over more and more
'

as they went alog

The tutor's question "How do you know you have all the pairs" presupposes.

that the child was trying to'get all the pairs. This may be -a false presuppo-.

sition but It is strategically useful.(cf. Gearhart & Newman, 1980; Stone &

Wertsch , ) The question 'treats the child's column of pairs.as'if-it had

been produCed n'an attempt to get all the pairs. The teacher then invokes.

-thelintersection procedure as a means to fix up the child's "failed attempt to'-
,

. : ..,

produce all the pairs." In ,other.. words, she appropriates the child's pair-

making, making it into an example of how to achieve the,stated goal. It
.. . IP

.appeaEfiat Zien'Elieir own 'empiricafflvroduction.of pairs is retrospectively.

interpreted 1;n terms..of.the intersection schema children begia to learn the

(researcher's) meaning of "all the pairs".

Thivetrospective appropriation process can-also be seen at the. end of

the chemicals activity. The teacher always checked when thexhildren thought

they had finished and-attempted to elicit. a rationale' for their thinking.

Like the tutorial, the, teacher is working with a cOhcrete set of _already pro-

;

duced pairs which acre not necessarily produced by the children using the

intersection proCedure., In the chemicals task, far more than in the movie

star activity, the (researcher's) task completely disappeared from the scene 4'"

,
l_n, many cases. -The-teacher'S'qUestions at the end bring the task back to the

--- ..

. .
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interaction. Tier discussion demonatrates- to the children how,the work they did
. .can he understood as doing her task.

In an important sense the tutor and teacher .were treating the child's
Cproduction as if it were' a poorly executed attempt to achieve- an. agreed Upon .

',-
goal. In education such assumptions may be a useful way of .importing___the_goal

into the teacher-child interaction and from their into .the.child.'s independent-

activity. Our original coding- sehew? also of ,the-_children's pro-

ducti7nis as poor strategies for getting all the pairs. In psychology, such

over:interpretations Can be dangerously misleading. Children are scored. as
. _

.doing poorly when in fact they are not doing the task in the first Place.

The traditional business of cognitive psychological research has been to

identify knowledge and processes in the head of the subject. only.

natural, then, hat.: the subject should be isol'ated and the part of the experi-

ment _during_ _which__,-t_hc..,-_____exper-imenter--ancl-.--subject.---inter-aet--,---1-.-er,-,..-the---init-i-a-1-'---

instructions or training, should be ignored. But just as the laboratory set-

tins does not have privileged status as a place to study what...people can do,

"irrthe. head" does not have privileged status as a place to locate schemata.
, .

They can also be located in the interaction between the experimenter and sub-
-.

ject or in the interaction among bgroup of subjects collaborating On a task,

or in the interaction between .a teacher and a child who is learning to do

something new.

1.
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It-is one thing to get' tasks to happen when the teacher, (or researcher)

-and the child are in direct Interaction._ It is another thing to get tasks to

happen in the everyday world over'tilhich the teacher or researcher haVe little

or no control.

A difference between everyday and laboratory-style tasks which Is impor-

tant for our argument is illustrated in the folloting 1Rample.frOm_the chemi-

cals activity. 'Rebecca was workyg with Leslie and T cy77---When .it seeded
_

like there Were no pore combinations of chemicals .to be made Rebecca looked to.

the record sheet and began naming off the eombinationsjollowing. the_Antersec!,_

tion schema. She did not use the canonical order, however; 'The first pair c

the sheet is' 4&2. She.statted.With 4&2 and anned the record for the other

combinations with 4 and then fox the.combinations wi 3.' Within each group

:(i.e., the 4s and 3's) she, named the combinations in the 'order they appear.on

the 's7heet. Whea shc- got to the end she said "We're done" and the teacher came

over and asked "'low do you know". Rebecca repadeed,her intersection strategy

but,, this time she spoke more.clearlyand did the sequence in a stricter nuther-
.

ical order: 4&1 4&2 4&3, 3e1 ,3&2 ansoon.

I

The difference between Rebecca's first and second intersection procedure

corresponds to a crucial difference A the source p.f. the task. As Lave (1980)
. n

o

haSpointed out, everydy tasks usually arise, from, and ',are constrained by,

the actor's own higher level goals.' When Rebecca checked the worksheet the

first time it was to establish for herself that ,all the combinations were

sPir

done. The 'order* in which she named the pairs followed fairly closely die*

order on the worksheet she was checking. When she did it the second time,

64
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,

was to display for the teacher how she had arrived at her conclusion and she

kept closer to the canonical. order. She was answering the questien "how.

I

you kaw," not trying to find out: if the were more chemicals.. to be dbne. °
I

At the beginning of this chapter we introduced the notibn; of the "whole
c.

task". We can now give it mire Specification. A "whole task" is -a task con7,

sidered in the context of the activity or higher level goals whlich motivate

it. Whenever there. is a task, there is always a whole task. in some set- .

I

tings 11.1 the laboratory or the classroom (or wheaever.there'is;a hierarchi-

. I

cal division of labor,) .the high ' level, goals may-net.be under an actor's

individual control. In other cases, the actor(s) n ,t formulate the instru-
i

mental relation between the goal of the task and the' higher "level goal.. they

are primarily trying to achieve,: This is whit we saw happen in the chemicals.

activity. The children wanted to mix more pairs of chemicals o they .tried to

figure out if they had done, them all. Finding alb the pairs as not a 'task

wh -ich --was :Pre s ente -by-so:web ollowe d--- oncre te-

k

situation they were engaged'in. In standard laboratory pr'actfice, in which it
I

.

is necessary to have as complete control as possible over he goals the sub-

ject is trying to accomplishsubjects.are never called u on to formulate

their own goals and so are confronted with only part of the problem-A-the aolu-

Lion part.

This As not to ,say that wholc.,,taks are not part of tole social interaC.-
..0

.

. .. .

tier in the laboratdry. Thp ,sulject may be very uch aware that the

researcher has goals .which are the .reason for getting.the. subject to do 'the

.task, even though the subject has no part in .formul tins the task. When

Rebecca changed the order oFEhe procedure, she appeared to be displaying the
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procedure for the ya.9 of the lesson the teacher was conducting. In short,

there, Is always a "whole task,6t standard- labordtory cognitive tasks are

organi'i.ed so that there is a particular diVisioirof labor such that the sub-.

ject is. confronted only-w th the solution-part.

, t
. . -

,

'
,. - .

_In eclucatioh th4.-...re,---is an--atteiapt -to -get-chi-ldren able --to --do -the vgliole

e. '
S.

t

rn!Sk when an appropriate 3ccasion-s arises.. We suspect that providing oPportun-.

4
. .

.

ities such as lEollnd in .the chemicals activity where children were allo'Wed to

disTVer-a tpsk.in the course of 'doing some higher level problem, is an:impor-

tent kind ofexperience for children tO.have if they are going to learn how to

apply what they,know .to .new situations. They will not learn to do that if

they are always presented with a ready -ma /': task. A teacher's retrospective-
-.

discussions are also a crucial part of na, experience. For the eyjdrenswho

did not formulate the task themselves, such discussions are an7opportunity to

see that a task had been pptentially in the activity.

A framework such ,as the one we _have been. working with, that conceives "of

scbe;Qata as moving from the interaction to the individual, makes the interac-

,

tion. and how it changes over time the central.topicof analysis rather than an

aspect to be set aside.' Our discussion Of the combinations task:nes provided

a corecrete illustration-Of a whLe task fiAt appearing in the research-child
: e

interaction and later emerging in the peer interaction. The concepts of whole

/ -

task and appropriation kind a central place in the thedretical .framework we
a-.

propose in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 2:

BASES FOR A THEORY O.: LEARNING IN INTERACTION

In chapter 1 we saw an identifiable procedhre being carried out sometimes

by groups of children, Sometime coopera vely by a tutor and child and some

times by indi-N*fidual children. The procedure we called "intersectiOn",.to

row Piaget's term, allowed us to locate the "same task" in two quite different_

kinds of settings; But this exercise leaves us with profoundquest,ions about

what will be required'of a theory of cognitive change. As soon as we allow

our abstract schemata to mediate social as well as mental interactions, diffi-

cult questions arise about the.existential status of such abstractions. How

_
can a psychological theory handle entities that are not reducible to mental

processes? Perhaps even more important: how can a psychological- theory handle

situations in which the sane material objects (e.g., the array of cards in our

combinations tutorial) can simultaneously have two very an4lysesje.g., from,

the child's and the tutor's perspectives) as is required by,the process of

appropriation that we illustrated in chapter 1?

h

. In this chapter, we take somd'tteiis toward answering these questions- and

formulating a theory of learning in interaction. Our point of departure now

is the'"whole task". We assume. that cognitive change.. -includes more than

learningsolutions,itincludescomingmunderstand. And, formulate the goals

of the task as well. Tasks that is whole tasks, are usually divided up among
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peopld, -Very often experts and novices, so cognitive change is usually a

socially interacttve process. The change we, want to trace is not just in the

mind of the lenrner but is simultaneously a change in the interaction between

the teacher and learner as the capability and responsibility for the whole

4

task comes under the learner's control.

We draw heavily in this chapter on work, done within the sociOhistorica.

school of psychology particularly by 'Vygotsky (1978) and teont'ev (1978,

1981): Their approach is useful,bec.ause it treats the social environment for

learning in a principled way as part of theprocess of change rather than as

an unanalyzed fonce impinging on thelAdividual'organism.. We will explicate'

#

severgl theoretical constructs, particOlarly Leont'eV's analysis'o.f activity'

and Vygotsky's boncept of the zone of proximal"development continuing to draw

on the combinations tasks as a source pf examples. Ve will attempt to.draW

,.

out furt,her implications and advantages of the framework as

, / .

,

well.as same of the questions that still remain unanswered
.

but which becomd of
_____

interestffrom this'point of view.

Theory of Activity.

,We fihd in the Soviet approach to psychology ideas that are of great'
. .

practical value to education and research on-learning because they take into

account the influences of the soc4,;..141'invironment wi01.0.uE reduCing the roles of

the teacher and learner. to mechanistic ones." In doing so, theories such as

that of Leont "ev add an important element to developmental theories. r. While

accepting the fundamental :notion put forth by Uaget that the child, actively

constructs, knowledge 'through interaction. with the -environments Leont'ev

;replaces coilcept f with ' the concept-
.
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---0appropriation". With this distinction he moves from a biologically oriented.

//,!/ .

approach to a'socio-historical one.- For:Leont'ev, the objects. in the child's

world- have a social history and as definitc'function that cannot be discovered

':.hrough the child's unaided ex.plorations. The -E._..nction of a hammer, for exam-

ple, cannot.be understo6'd-by ex.ploring the hammer itself (although the child

may -discvcr ...ere facts about:weight and balance) . The child's appropriation

of culturally devised "tool::" comes about through involvement in culturally

organized activities in which the tool plays a role. Leoneev thus 'preserves

Piaget's fundamenta insight that the child has his/her own structured system

of activity but pints out Char. the .child cannot-and need not
10

reinvent the

Artifacts that have taken.millenia to evolve.

The child is not the only active organism in the social world, of course:
-----

00r particular interest in education leads us to notice that thq,teacher also

annlic,q the process of appropriati in the domain of __educational activity.

The. reciprocal appropriation that we notice in_16acher-child interaction calls

for a theory in which-artifacts like:!intersectior." can be mobile with espect-
--

,

to the multiple systems simultaneou,47y at wor A the teaching/leaning.

,

interaction. Several features of Lcont.' v s theory are well worth. attempting

toexplicate and illusttate in this context.

10. 'For a child to appropriate such objects into his own system of activity,
the child does not need to,recapitulave tha social history that led to the in-
vention of the socially defined object. The child has only -to come an

'understanding that i5 adequate for.usiagthe object.
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Three level of annlyIs can play a part: activity, action--an'doperation.

illescl one he viewed as a hierachical .roup, with an ac-tfity being composed of

actions which are co:Iposed of operations. An-entity like "adding 5 and 32"

could be one of the operationsnolved in an action of "totaling the check'

that is a pa.t of .1)11 activity "waiting on tables for a living."

Operations originate as actions: once an action is embedded in another

-action, it can hcome technicalized; its goal is no linger distinct. At this

point it is analyzable and performable as an operation. In an analogous way,

actions originate as activities when an activity is removed from its object

(a'; in a 6ivision of labor). Intermediate goal-directed actions provide the

link between activity and object. Activities originate in the system of

social rulatiorships within which people connect themselves adaptively to

objects in the world. Any "independent" activity has its origin as a colla-

bor , social, interPsychological activity.

in spite of this genetic sequence for the origin of the system (which

srve..; to en.:plicate the hierarchical relations 'among its units), Lcont'ev

take,; vains to not that in everyday life, the genetic transItions are not

vidiretioaal, nor dpes every syster! efactivity c: -;[?7,ti all levels

of the hierarchy. Mutual transitions are possible b a id intra-=

psych...jogical activities since practical: concrete ne77:fLy 'v2nought" have

a conP,oa structdre. An activity can be transformeC into an If:A.1Thn implement-

a difforcat activity one it loses its mo;ive; an action can acquire an

i.sIdependeat fllAf\Re snd becom an activity.
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Usually, whin a theory requires Chat one think of units like these three;

on'. looks to se 11:y.7 paradigms for each can be constructed. One expects a

'descripLion of-morphological features that group together instances of one

unit in a paradigm. This description should also exclude inctances- that

belong to -,theri-paradi7;ms and desorihe permissible variation. Paradigmatic

idc:-.tificntion allows the investigator to do two important things: first,

Instances of the unit can be identified in an ongoing streit of behavior; and,

second, different instances of the unit can be identified as-the same in some

respects and -as different alternatives in other respects:,

A theory also needs to provide us with an account of the interrelation-
.,

ship. awmg the units, e.g., among the paradigms. As we, have already said, in

the theory of activity as devel3pe0 by Leont'ev, this syntagmatic relation is

hierarchical.

The syntag.-.1etic and paradigmatic aspects of a unit in these. kinds of

theories are intrinsically feinted, raising-problems arl Koducing tisunder-

standings if 002 is accustomed to 'standard cognitive psychological theories,-

Unless one entertains a different notion of how units can be identified and

related, these kinds of theories appear vague and seem resistant to empirical

inquiry. On one occasion "the same behavior" can be artalyziad as-an operation,

and on another as an action (cf. Zinchenko, 1981). Two different analytical

'and participant perspectives can be afTlied to a sir.zle Itphaviorinstance,-one

treating the instance as an action, the other treating it as an operation.

Behaviors with radically dgferent morphological features, can be analyzed as

tho same kind of unit, say an action. This Mobility of the basic units of

analysis is a problem given normative expectations 'about paradigm construction

iL
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The nobility of. units is also a problem for normative expectations given

the r'yntagmatic hierarchy defined in the theory. .Ud need to consider.two kinds

of syuta,gmatic relauions. First there is' the hierarchical syntagmeme posited.

by the. theory. Second there are the real.- time relations among behavior

.

instances during which the hierarchical relations are transformed to s ch a

'degree that only abstract analysis retrieves them. There are also nonovert

action s, discontinuous. ac.tivities, fragments and collaborated constructions..

. This r al. time syntagmaEic variation and the paradigmatic identity of units
D.

. 11are mutually defining and together define the theoretical units.

From our perspective, this mob- o,f units is fundamental to e?:plaining

the nature- of cognitive change. Implicit in the theory is claim that

instance; of behavior have a property which .makes; them available for- social

r .
0, 11. This is jhu,t such a case as .the one in grammatical, theory where' the word

.class 'Noun' describes instances that occur with certain .morphological
features,(fit.in a paradigm) and in certain po,sitions in constructions
(theoretical syntagmatic relations) and is permitted---to undergo certain
transformations (real time_syntagnatic, relations). Only abstract analysis

\would retr.ieve each of the underlined instancesias a member of the class noun
(phrasq:

(a) It is going to rain.
(b) That Harriet wants Alice to become

a physicist is not relevant.
(c) The Dan sang.,

Another definition of .Thoun', a word describing, a person, placev or thing,'

Would be 'offered by a grammatical theory modelled on usual kinds of psycholog
ical theories. Igiptification is essentially paradigmatic. While such a de
finition apli'ears."71aore certain and Substantive [and may be seen as satisfying
given that the semantic identiJication can be used as an Independent factor
allowtnj, mare (0 the sentenc6 syntactic theory] ,:in "Pact it runs
into difficulty in accounting f:-.11- data. Further, the degree to which it

-true can be de.rived from for accounted. for in an interesting way,given,a theory
of the less uShal type which provides. the first definition.
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negotiation and transformation. In pafticular, it permits analysi. s of multi--

plc concrete locations for phenomena like "intersection" whose existential

- status we are ezamining: Wa shall-call this property of the units "non-unique

analyzability."- By 2.non-unique analyzability We mean (1) that a- behavior

in stance can be analyzed synchronically in more than one way- -by a participant

inIthe,behavioe or by an investigator of the system producing the behavior and

(2) that it can participate in diachronic systems (development, learning) in

-c=)
more than one way,

1 >
Theories ,.rich include this kind of- dunl nature (paradigmatic and syntag

matic) of units and thid- kind of mobility,_ cannot reLy-on the.precise and

conte!:t-free identification of bf-havior units that is typical. of. standard cog-

nit-ive psychological the:,rics, Instead We arrive at a procedure that begins

first with alvidentification of the largest relevant units (activities) and
-

12
proceeds in a cOntext-dependent: manner, tp the lover. units:-

Thus, in the_general flow of activity. that makes up the higher

TsychlogIcglly mediated aspects of human life, our analysis distin-
guishes first Separate.. (partiWa0-activities, using their ellerg'iz-

, motives as the criterion." Second we distinguish ...actions --=the

ocesea subordinated to conscious. goals. Finally, we..distinguish

he operation--which is dirdetly dependent on the conditions under
which a concrete goal is attained. (Leont'ev, 1978)

A

.

;12. Elaborated discussions,of such kinds of analyses, often called system ana-
. lyses, can be-flound.in Bates-on (1980) and Scheflpn (1974) where attention is
called_toNtheir history and development in a variety of the natural sciences.

33. Warning'must he given that the use. of the words " motives" and "goals" are
somewhat different in this framework. ,Leont'ev (op.cit-.) .discusses in some

detail these topics; the differencds should not interfere with,the-use made of
the .constructs "activity" and "action " : in this paper.

7
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These transLtins, which are necessary for systems Chat undergo cognitive

Challe nterction with others, raise,difficult issues for determining the

(2?:itenttal seatus of abstr;Ictions likr, "intersection". To solvd these difft-

cuiLLe; we must introduce the concept of a "subjective object". Consider our

2

v.vle of materials. The material r)bii2,:!LS %72 provided (stacks of colored cards

with pictures on them, beakefs of liquids, workshees) were carefully-picked
. ,

/. .

_
to 1/tahl. the f6e, of intersection; where they were Iced and when and hoi:

they were ged to the children was carefully planned and executed. ,44e cp,

dOsay that "inrnrsection" has an existeutial status in these material objects:.

in fact, the changing states of these objects'isToutinely used by experi-

4
mentel:s to claim that intersection is "there" or not, and the child "has" the

formal opertional strategy or does not.

Lcont'ev theoretically motivates a different understanding of the impor-
e6.

1ance of these materialS-ond underscores the problematic nature of treating

them as the location of Intersection:

.

...the object of activity emerges in two ways: first., and foremost,

- in its d-Z,..pendent existence as subordinating and transforming the
subject's activity, and secondly - as the mental image of the

object, as the product of the subject's detecting its -properties.
This detecti:on can take place only through the subject's activity.
...the mental reflection of the object world is [produced] by
processes through which the subjQct enters into practical contact,/

with the object world.

The product of such activity is What we refer to as a "subjective object".

We, the .investigators and teachers, participate in a system where the little

colored cards and- the beakers of chemicals are subjective objects for us. We,

. , .

as subjects of an activity (courtesy of Piaget's-experiments.and his cultural-
. _

.-1 .

. ::

tvansmission of them through writing) participate in the transition. of the
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object s to intersection. Once -.objects have been made a part of an, activity

that embodies a coo..7ept like intersection, their properties as objects change./,

They now emb-ody a part .of those prior actions. In this particular case, they

embody ,"intersection." It is this consideration which lies behind Leont'-ev?s

comment th3t: ...the transition of the process into a product takes place n.c.t

only froM the subject's point of view. It occurs more clearly from the point

of view of the object [as it] is_ transformed by human activity." (Leont'ev,

1978)

14
In this ca:m, the materials and the "..r. existence! as an. extmple of inter-

.

section, for the teachermake possible educational activity in xqhich intersec-7

tionan.a subjective objeLt can emerge for the child. During instruction.,

, 'intersection has an existential status for the children on the interpsycholog-
_

teal plane. In the tea Cher- child interaction it can become' a subjective

object. .Any acrivity, according' to Leont'ev, constitutes a "special inhere, t

_fun spec-I_T-17c1.-11-,7"-the f unc tir.,n o of plat lvw- tho- sub, j ec t' in to ob3 ec tive

reality and transfc.n.ming tiiis into a :subjective form" (p..1.fiY. lIswever; it

must be remembered that in;_iching interactlexis, there are. (at least) two

subjectS Of activity% ;bae subject, the teacher, has a.special status. For

one thing, intersection as an objective reality and subjective form has aL. ,

prior existence for the teacher; for another, the subjective object as an

example of intersection is a tool of the teacher for placing the collaborating
NN

child subject in the objective reality of intersection.

14. Such exiffOles in Soviet WOO,- .are called "genetically primary examples' be-
cause they provide' a general but concrete instantiation of the abstractions
relevant to a domain of activity from which all the relevant abstractions can
b.e derived.

S.
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. c 1

Our interest is primarily in the status an mergence Of intersection for

the child-subject-. In the .socio-hiqtorica fram mrk, the issue of when and in
0

w,hae' sense the,child "has" Intersection is not as straightforward as it might

be -in- Sme--others. r The actual (activity) -.Corm of-intefsection is nt the

ter's alon,..s.; it the firm in tp,a collaborative activity, limited N hence,

by the child subject. Furthermore, as the activity unfolds over time in

sor 1 al interaction, the subjects change, especially the child. In fact, kin

- f

object of educintional activity is to change the child subject. An analysis of

the mobility of the units of activities, actions and operations reveals some

of tljese changes.

The emergencil of inCersectlon for the child subject should be seen. ori-

..g,inating from the intorpsychplogical system participated in by the teacher and

the child. Its emergence as an action Of the child should-be-sam originating

in the interchange of activities between the teacher and student subfjects.

Tnt(11-6XLIzAtion of inters:tctiol, fo1.lo ng Leont'ev, can be claimed to emerge

for/in r (chi1J) subj6.ct when' it appears as an actin, as a goal directed pro-

cess medititing between an activity and operations.In short, it is the genesis.

of one kind of unit from Another and between the inter- and intra-

15.
pSycl)dlogLedl. J)lOnes that crefistitutes coga-xtive :change.

15. Components of a task analysis my be inived as -activities, actions or
,oP'erations that undergo gandis; differences associatdq with successive.
de*Acipaental.stages are not inconsistent wi0 genesis. The theory of activi-
ty -loes not rule out stages or component task elements; it simply .considers
themALIsufficient to describe the'process.of cognitive change.

4

76
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Teacher-child dyads. As the theory' suggests, "same" behaviors can be

analyzed differently. Pair making is a good example. For subjects for whom

intersection is a subjective object, the issue of howmany pairs can be made

has, an epistemic status: there is an answer that can be arrived at via inter-c

section, six pairs if there are four objects to be paired, ten if there are

five objects, fifteen° if ther.g are six, etcetera. For subjects for whom

tintersection is irrelevant; its status is different: the command "make as

many pairs as you can" is not very different from the command-to "say your

'name as often as you can," or to "count as high as you can- count up to.." Sub.-

Jr
jean with only this, .second analysis of pair-making do not deal with the

notion that there might be a general answer (one not influenced by .rho is

pairing what on a specific .occasion) or that there might be an abstract

I approach that was somehow the same each time it was used, even though it could

result in different concreteanswers depending on what number of objects were

Ivaing 'paired.
se

4 .

Our claim is that the tutor, works with both analyses of pa;r-making: that

lateNection" has an existential status as activity and action and that

specific concrete pair-making, where intersection is irrelevant, is siMultane--

ously present. In fact, the tutor agropriates the child's specific: concrete

pair-making actions and pr/ducs. and in this act of appropriation, the inter-
,

pacholoaical emeraence of."intersection" becomes appaerent. Regularly in our

tutorials, the child-sUbject claim's to have made all the pairs that s/he 4

could; the teacher, then offersnhelp el4eek the work, going through the moves
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'fable 1

The intersection Procedure

given: A BC DC
first A lc

sec grid move: A (

third move: A 1)

fourth move: A E

fifth move: B C
sixth Move: B D
seventh move: B E
eighth move: C I)

ninth move: C E
tenth move: 11. D E

0
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schematized in Table 1 with the child. Same pairslfrom the child's indepen-

dently produced c5lumil are discarded. (duplicates) ;/ ther pairs are made up and

,adde. The general concrete solution is achieved between the subjects. If.

there were four objects, the sollition is six pairs.; if five objects, ten-

pair;. In the column of pairs and in the sequen e of behaviors -of the teacher

and the child, there is evidence for the aim that "intersection" as an

Interpsych-flogical function appears. The columi of pairs that the child-.

Isubject made and his/her actions and operatiTs in making then (00e appropri-

aE'ed and re-organized by the "intersectionl'prdanization of the child-teacher

system DI actions and operations. l

i

1

i

in our tutorials, the tutor repeated the) "make all the pairs and no

dl,plicates" request several times, each time lad.ding another object to the row.
-I

C _

Thus, we have cIpportunities to see what happ ns after 1 tersection has gained

an interpsychological ex-iscential status. / Sometimes, for some of the chil-
,

dreu, just the sane thing happens over again: the pair making they do alone is

organi.Aed as a series of actions--which pi's made next and when pair-making

. I

should stop din not exhibit any orientation to an epistemic notion' of how '

many pairs can be made of the objects inian epistemic sense, i.e.,.intersec-
.

tion is not visible as a subjectiyebject for the child. Instead, the.s,

cli-ild'schoiceofcardsappearstobe.ased on ,.pleasing colors or any of a.

variety of different systems for dealing with the situation; the Child stops

making pairs at a pint fOr which we havw]no particular explanation (e.g. run-

ning.out-of "room" on the mat s/he was working on) . Once again, as the

tutorial 'proceeds, the adult approp.lates the child's actions and products /

. i

, I
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However, for most of the ci dren,'intecrsectLon appears in a different

after its jnterpsychological emergence. For these children, on thestatus

second or the third trial:, the independently produced column of pairs looks

just like the array in Table, 1. The operations that occur are uot exact

copies of those undertaken earlie interpsychologically. There are, in...this

theory's terminology,, transforma ions. For example: During the interpsycho;-

logical emergence -of interdection, -the pairs are talked about in the order

charted in Table 1, but as a pair is found to be "missing" ,,the pair may be

added rout of order" at the bottom of the column; however, during the ,subse-'-

quent iadependdnt action by the child, the pairs are produced materially in

the order charted in Table 1. °The interpsychological appearance was: make
, -

sole pairs, talk and act with the tutor to change/add to.pairs,by "pairing

each carCi in the row with every other card in the row." The Intra-

psychological appearance is:: make the right pairs by "pairing each card...
16

For these' children, intersection organizes their operations"; it emerges as an

action. Ther is a concrete general solution, intersection, which, when

brought to bear on the Specific problem yith five objectsTroduces ten pairs;

with six .objects, fifteen pairs, 'end so on.
fi

Among' ,the group for whom inte4Section eillerged with an intra-psychological

status,'three are particularly interesting to donsider. '

.

.-. ... . ..
16. With the notion of transformation, the theory makes interosting a variety

of questions, particularly what is the permissible class of transformations,
and what are the constraints on them:

A

Su
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. ,

(1) One vmde a leu!;Lhy column of pairs 61 r;' the" Moves

almost in th,. order, charted in. Table 1. She did noLinClude one r!eqUired
N

pair. Observeu of theOha'.'icqr as \jell as the tutor. and. Rebem (who talk
N

rj,

about this) all agree iVect Rebecca "fprgot" one pair.' But.:, she did it right.
4.

,7.-
1,vory agrees. 'Th'at "forgOt" one pair has. little bearing on the

.inference. that she' cae ,i;!:.)du'r...e./Iall the pairs- In terms of. the' theory pf

activity, Rebecca s 1Spse.and ths interpretation of it by obsnrvers1 brings

out an latereqing,,RDint,;..:Missing an operation or two.maY halcrd a minimal

impact on the 'action, and / :,c on judgements about whet,iher the aCticin was

present. "Jos t. forgetting't or "cheing wrong on the details but right in-gee-
,

49

eral" may have a specific characterization in this theory..

S

(2) Another child,_Nina, manages to produce a column of pairs without

.

produejn any sln2;lepair at one Nina counted'out a group of cards from

the fir0: stack on the left of the given row,.(represented .by A in Table 1);
h.

0,
,

rtivc: tutor intervened as "Nina started taking more than one from that first

stack:,, hut: Nina told her to wait and see; then Nilla piled the stack of A's
c.7

, .

'near her (In the mat; then She took.one card from each of the other. stacks (B,

C, D, and E in Table. 1) and put that varied sta4 near her. Nina then dealt

out a column-of cards Bi C, D and E,and next to that column a coluMn'of A's,_

Nina transformed 'a coillmn of pairs into a pair of columns as she demonstrated

the intro- psychological status of_theinterSection action. The transformation-

froin the inter- to thd-intra- psychoiogicai plane wipes out then operatipns.

that occurred on the inter-psychological plane., and i stitutes.novel 6pera

The.theory of activity" provides,:this characterizhtin for thia rather

interesting ituation: the child demonstrates that s/he has learned what has

been taught, but not 114 11212s, on the level of operations, what ha% been
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this remains underspecled a5 an empirical' claim. As the

constraints on transformations from '..the intet- to the

intTn-"p!Iyh7.)fogic;41 'plane arc pr,;*.riqed, Nina case will be seep. to he either

one which is predicted (i.e. .there is a class of transform /Lion that will map

a function f.):0m the behlAviors of Nina,

behavior). or it i7L111)econnter-eyiderIce
. _

In of Nina's kind of learnj.ng.,,-

and the tutor o9.to,Nina's independent

to this (or perhaps anyysocial ori-

..(3) Tracy, another child, at first displayed:interseClon-onlyTas,part of

a collaboraLive action with the tutor. Then, On the next/trial, he displays-
.,,

intersecti ln a perfectly arranged column of pairs without the -tutor's.

intercession. When the tutor added another

specific problem would therefore be 'harder.

matter. -how many objects there were

drawn to Tracy's statement; it seems

of int'orsection, not merely a s,:q1481.

attend to the fact that Trcicom:leri-J:..d

object-she Mentioned that the next

,

Tracy objected,. claiming

it wouidn:, t be harder. An ;observer it

sn3get an-abstract chAracterization

tliat no

concrete one. Almost any theoty would

on intersection. In the theory of

activity, this behavlor is.not-unique evidence that, intersectIon can organize'

Tracy's behavior, because WE! have already seen interaction emerge as an action

,

in Tracy's adept arrangement of the card. In the theory of activity, inter-.

nal representation is seen .as emerging when a function emerges as an action;

the internal representation is (some tran
. _

form of the function. Howler, the theory mak

this evidence (verbal and nonverbal)

int.rsectiOn as a part of Tracy's system

o

-*14

formationr,of) the prior external

,c1;a..1.ms' on the basis of

for the'gencrality or abstraction of

of intr.a-psyclploglcal functions.
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A designd prohle- intersectioa 'wonld have to b2

, perr.,.:-i!. u, and

.a',r;rrio in ive fol -)f

It 1U c,ii.n to not:, that the frame%i:oc.k, Iihich puts

i.; what 2,7,2T; on "in the intenir-in" rntLer than iut "in the

, thoreLic,111 iaterestia a ran;.y, qaeFitions about what shape

has "iri Theiries tr.;1:1t pUit a priori structure

say, intrsectin, cay question about wha,t intersection "in
,L

horld a a: time" lool-A 1 A Piagetian 'operation", for

tii;i1 .11y I. as CO-1 tc1.y .cenral. Acci,rcling to Flave3 &

Uohl.%!i.11 961)) ac oh a child "has" Cne -4ith respect to one

Lak ::/he hay; the in co,.ral. Tas% diifficulty is considered an

in(!epoudeut Itnictional barrier to the operation's expreson on other tasks.

La 'thL fir h, ele n.tt intrsection -11'; "in UAL?. 1:121e," is just a step

thci wty; ca-1 he riscd nhNo.Ut what generality intersection has

for Tracy and YhIL kinds af H.)stractioP:: are involved in it for h:m.

crote;. comhioatioas task was also presented as a

)p task Tn the gron7 task, quastion of attributing

c,r2prficintntionA 1:7J the' 'jrid17-idual ,prticipants is systc,matically

The group ativitly also provides evidence for another aspect of

interseci.in-as-aA-actionic!I ie.atically unavailable in the tutori-
,

Lals. Thi,; aspect is goal f-n.:qtion. As Leont'ev notes:

Uuder 1.abratory con-lir:dons or in a ped!,07,1cal cn:periment we always
iie bia r,ubject a "1,1-2pRrod Thffefore, the process of goal

foroation usually ,71p7:; the !ii,festigatpr's attent,ton (p. 27).

Actions :!re :.!,;',11 directed WI thrmt: a study of the geue5Ls of the
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1.11- , in the t in] th P. children

a 1r1.,.!1,-;1 incomplete. we smq irt

(,-;-,,,_ 1 , I n I be 1.711 i 1 h TA! a situlrion there the process

r

g-c11 wbere the goal was never furmed, where

luirsoctio,1 ant lea aply,ar until the teacher cme.'=3 into the scene
.

in a p:,daz;o_,,ical ciiarcir;f2 (cf. Gearhart & Newman, 1980) . For some

grcmd,, intorsortion ered among the children. Typi-
.

c Illy, sr,m; pair- L chu 11,,d already heea Plixed and recorded when a

al.):?ut: "what to do 112:.:t". Sometimes the question was focussed'

on whether a particular child "needed" a particular chemical (that another

child, wanted to beep) in ord:tr,to d3 a pairing that should be done; sometimes

it we. focussed on wether'there were any More pairs left that -someone could

work on in order to gc-c. another turn at mixing. Whether a pair should be

;Ind w:lether any more pairs could be clone can be solved in spocific cou

crete wayir. are any more test-tube ,s left for mixing,- is anyone

ii I (.,,ir!-: ted 1St d') ely acre is the child with Ole chemicals a

":;11:17,r"? thc. ether hand, lutersectin provides a general 'solution to, the

11:d. pair L;117,11U1. or coul rinde. Some oi the groups

childl:u1; vLL1) the li5q: of pairs on the worl'sbeat and the -row of

f ch,2Hieal ia jut time 1..,ay ,,:he tutor in the adult-child situation

1):H ;.);,hid cclIAL:n p:irs o; lards. Ilitoction omeres to reor-

Ca l d a !Th dii d b

o'PeraLL7ns of pais ,J.chemicals into a

;in t: the goal. of. out if a now pair

S4
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1.,cnt'e: o)tes "th snlject(s) diJ n._)t devise or establish goals

gEc,a in the ohjecti::e circumstances" (p 28). The cir-

11,2re 10_ thc! question of what:, tf anything, could be:fit:cad

net. The rine5tionrise3 becnuse (I) thin children want to raiz:- all they can

Thud (2) no atit.: pnir" action com:.fs up (i.e., tire spo:.ific con-7'

crete solution in c hn-jr (3) the "next pair" that one or more child wants

by scarc.., res:?ur, only one beaker of a chemical) or

ano:i Los riJny peo,.)le with conflicting actioas(i.e., the variousdistributed

1=11)t: ;.[ the s nbj et; Eire in conflict) . It seellls '

i n L ci:=:ies from two sotIrces.: 1) the activity' stlzen [Mr, f:

fa!:(7, en ..1 2) the limited,value of the alternate. actions (simply

isah La pa-Irs). T1-1, children seem to b.- acting out Leont'ev's "relatively long

r-cf-q; ti rough Tction" (his emphasis). Making a chain of

pairiug nctioa,., failed to satisfy the dei,,nds of the group activ. and

internecti-Jn r'mc-rd,

SP

The childree:-')nly gr-,up data pro,:ide us then with evidence that int;trsec-

trol. 01-,ier:;os wIth the ey:istefltial status of an action. Recall for

Leout'ev, emere,enc of a func:Lin as aa.acrioh is associated with Internal

Topreatation; wo rye here in the case of these children-o:iii activi-.

tiO ,rtivity. We seldom have clear evidence froil

4
the 'interaction th-rt one child.. is organizing and.appropriating the

aetion and oparat:ion:: of rhe others. In short, we do. not know how to nttri-

linte the int:el-11;0, repre:nLatiDn that the theory implicat-sJn the emergence

I 7of an ii oceur in intpsychological activitiest We are not

17. Thc prol,lcm at s,'r-sen la the analysis of the interpsyclIological action
or th:: teak:her an:1 child :a the tutorial at the p.)int before the emergence of

85 /4
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r is p)iet if the rhe-iry neeLH t) b CiiiiI to block the imptication

; macbi!f::ry r::::1ds to be added to it.

J:
i m-11.

Vy01.:,dv's uotioA of n 1:-/.-hne of pi7oimal develOvaent" (ZOPD) has been

m.-)st of ten disc.:11.7,sec] in the c-iatet I psyc1icn1 test of mental ability.

defind the 1Hi3 as tint difference between the level of problem ,

difH"-mlry that the child coul d en',,acre in independently and the level that

c :1 d be accompi Irh:d with ndul t' help (Vygotsky, 197g). ' More generally, the

re Fers to a col Tab -.).ceLive ef fort in which -za more capab,l.e partner ks

o;_i .0/::)111;., s..,oee else who could not work on the probleni effecti.11Y

le our w-,r the term, ZOPD, includes this brondnDt4ou of collabora2

Lt1L: sol-JicF; In which the more ;:nowle4enh1 e par tuck is in,i7.er,,st,7e in

h efl:;en1-,1c... 'par tne r ove L as much 0 I the work as she

C:10 .

th- Hai .1(1 t1j(: tc t ion. But, in the tutorial situation there are som:-.:

to'..7ard First, the. clirity o;.. the ten.:,her's role as the

H -the is stril.,ing (c.f. ilehau, 1979; Oriff ill and liumphrcy,

Civen her conversitl.,nal role, it is easy Fe the analyst to pick out
ti r1c'r as the sub; aCt viho ha an in ter lel i zed form for intersection.

5; r nd Me pri..r stenti Cl status 7,r lute :.-sPction as 1 subject lye form for
t,:.(11-2.r is witnessd 11-,t only by the hi:-)r y of activities which we have

rec-,rd-, of her ia but also by her nv:A1,..7ement: presentation. of

tin ,,iibjeiive ahl cc tens a generically prime:y zample in the tutorial.
this mais ir el.;y least the teacher has on internal

repr,:netioe of inteme(,:LHIk as it: 1-.2aer;;onnqan intcrpycbological action.

Pow,.ve, we have as yeL r und.si..:..standin 2r whether or lint intersction should
ould be claimed L, have an internal. repre:leutatio'n for the child who is
Hi!.ored before ftem,.2r::,..!s as that chtld's TladependoW_
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thr! n'ist !,,:,:c-oaceptHDF. a Z9I'D is that'it was

d %/3: .t tt that highr psychological functions

socialculstitut,o.n ZOPD are -the

roirred not .);:1y ! what is carried out between participantS, but

thyy arcy nut app .:ehscquently as the independent function of the

nificc. That is, the intition lwten the expert and the novice is inter-

1, y a new f unction of CI ndiVidual

The theory that prior to any particular episode involving a'

no-.rice and a mor:: 1:iowled.g-ile person (an expert) the novIce's psychologicnl

fun::t ions coustitlit(: an or:::nixed ;,",:;1:em that permits the novice to form some

1.:-)Lion of what the episodc is oie to 1)2 about. But this "entertng" organi

atiou of lion:: wiThly variable wit k respect to hot; closely it maps

the that will organize 1 -vior In the full realization of

-Ictivity at hand- The majJr that the adult some way to

.1.71'..1nde the chil,1 in th(2 activity that s/he wants the child to master. This

may be accomplii4hod in a variety of wap;" some of which 14ave been

ev,p1:ccd (V:ertsch, in press; sac L.C.11.C., 1982, for a more eKtended discus-

sion).

The importaut is that a great variety of systems of -cognitive func-

. .

, .
c

ii_ain.,1, mly he appropriate.entry point'S into a givet-ZOPD, such that here is
. ,

.

'no simple mapping from adu. stem ,Into child ustem. Fikx'th, ermore, children,.
. f-,-.

,

who '..iy he similar with respeA to their
, entering cognieive systems may have

' '7

e:.:perionce3 in very diffvent ZOPD's with very different .4interpsycholosidal

cognitive syste-Y:, so tin _
there is also no simple' mnppl1r betOen eLitern

child and resultant -cild syteN4,
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Particip%tiOn in the 7.0PD does meire than simply supplement the child's

orgnnixati.-,m of functions. Rather, the ZOPD is a- novel system of

funtlons s on the inter-psychological planc, as a system of func

tions b.weeri people. As 1 consequence of interactions in the ZOPD, there is

some probability that thr. child's entering organization.of psychological fync-

tiOns will he .Modifi-d. In thi. case, we have some relatively spec'

hyp)theses about: the form that the modification will take. We expect that the

.child system will come t approximate the system of interact,ions constructed

in the ZOPD. These will be dominated by the adult (expert) .system of under-

standings with respect. ti the activity at hand. If. the child subsequently

performs the task independently, the new system of functions displayed by the

child is seen as the "next step" of the intra-psycholoical system attribut.- /

able now to the chilt.. Here the Acio-historical school departs 0;_-147-recntij

from other developmental approaches.' The child's neT.7 system of - rJon

is seen-to'be comm t:Iiirus with the prior interpsychological system -E.-ep-eilvened

by interaeLious in :Ale ZOPD. It is discontinaous with the system Lha t. the

child dispieyed prior to enterine the ZO1'D. The relation be6,reeLl steps in 'an

r irell7Hne independent development is not immediate, but rather is mediaL..

by Lb: social situ:It:Ions in which the lndividuni participates.

Altereneive frnu!eeo:le-;, such as Piaet's,' eontinuities between steps

indopeedent devetopt, an enterprise

aLLac L in recent yere;. Yjci.ji (1980) points oe'L n problem wi.th the Piagetian

eliich has collie under concerted

Coe 1 r t1,1 t lam LIst r. ',;11211b One attempt f (1:Yfive- a formal .

met:bee:a Lica]. model of ; higher order eal.cul us or 16giC car

derive lower ordr ones bet cannot be derived from them; 1-!-..ce. it is very

83
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stairs todilficult to see how children can pr-.,ress frog ."'lower". loginal
A

" it SI
I

1 L. I 1 ;tages unless one p'sits (as r.:(1ir Would) ()hat the "higher'

.2)

sla:! IS .inlatcly In plea a and that what looks like constructivist

dovelop,o,:nt Ls in fa ,--L just-the grad' al matbration and environmental--

tri.ge:in? of tin mechaaim:;. Fro:a this vantage point, the claim is that

Lho innate hi6g:,:notinnllv uonaIraimod. cogniti7e constructs .count for the

(Cormal operational) aild that earlier logics (sensori7

mot m-, 6)ncrete opera,Hon-.1) which caa be derived from them appear under cer-

taifl ,aturationnl aria (aiimal) environmental condition The argument

ripp,',"1Th f;:1111U.

In the same article, Fo,lor dev.2.1ops a Critique which he apparently

. 18believes similarly cednces- ri-Vygotk.ii:n position to an innatist theOry. Tn

na interestin3 way, Fodor 's argument provides its own contradiction. Tie con-

sIder:;,iplie typia::1 "coacept lenraing eHerim(-nts" and claims that Such work

can cafe!. op in om rate of 1!-,arming and in on learning ("fixa-
,

- tioll of belief") hut can1 .A.1 inform the investigator about ere concepts- come

from,- leaving inquiries about 'concept acquisition" to the nativist. He

de. -ibes in detcil the ifi.::ps of such learning cxperimnts,'showing that the

exprienter pro' id'es soe- materi'als and some interactions and that differ-

encea iu thes con itioas can -be studied to sec what conditions. proioote',. say,

4

fa;-; tea le a r 11 in ; ut r says , )7") U C CITITC) t tell where the concept comes from

p. it in Important to rota that the scio-histori:Cal, school, and particularly
Vygdt!d(., are ,not in principle oppos'ed to positing innate elements; work in

fram,:work 1.nclud,2s wark an biological materialism and phylogentic inquiry.
it I coasistent witirthis Yrnm7,!w)r1-, to posit th4t some aspects of mind o-ri-

ginato and are constrained bio;;encti:-.ally and that others originate' and are
const:ained culturally. Thi. n is similw: to a position Chornsky presented at the
confcrace where Fad-jr developed critiqons 1 V80).
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rut: sohj(...t I loaru fai so slow: We Teadin!, his arti-

t- .1)1:1 111; 1d11:1...: r frcim: It comes from the

Thre;is a u.)::tal oriin for the concept, just as Vygotsky

Of in OW C;113._! that Fador uses ("miv" in red and square) , the

it is-vrather odds small and restricted (the labora-

t)ry Lety) .:ad the social intections are rather dull and limited (the

sta!, procedure s'.:ript..), bo!.: n)-IcthelesS, the social origin is clear..

L-; even :important ill such c..rim,mts that the concept being investi-
.

ca Lod c-..,,:! oily from thi.: restricted little society, lest unknown variance

, .

,
.

fr ,';'. ' I ?, L 1 i,:i; I::1 17 y .v 1. t. : I Le cticli:flt.',.,: . (Where else could "miv" for
\

e.
:)the.

.

from (2-4(ept. from some sac:iety of.exprimantal psy6hologists?)

4

rod-u: is wrong with to Vygatsk-)rs theory when he says, "What it

doosn't tell you is where the hyp-ft-.heses (and the concepts they deploy) come

,fr3m!" (p.146).. VygoLsky claims and rod r himselEdescribes the experimer...rolds

or :)r. the subject's concefit. Fodor \is corre.-J:, .with cspect

to Vygo':sky'r: ther..ry, when he say:; "...it presupposes the availability of that

cn:ep!." but is evidently udaware that the theory ,)1:usuoe:: that the (::.,ucept
e

1

c in. 'Elie social system and that 'this is a reaatrble alternative, to

vT,.'ar':: supp:::-;ition that_ the concept must: be presupposed mailable- via ir.:Ite-

Suirhiioi Conr11-5,

\

dire; fr:amc...2Drh i idea .concepts fro-ill the theory of .

activiLy aud ICO I the 7on:. devei,apm,r.nt thr:t a1l...7.1w investigators "in

not.; ahstractions .1i111.....,rsection" in multiple loca-
1

1i i1 a a can be 1 .):,:itod in 1) the

,j J
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hct. i t.v oE thn teachcr and the col].;-i0 Jrat r.:.!se;irchers; .2) in the sub] cc-

L .bee n lt ono imr11. .1,1vel..-pm,_it :; 3) in the in terpsycholoilical
cl ol th teich.r and child sehjec:Ls duir-ing the tutorial.; 4) In the

:hitrrLn:ych:Jcyftrtl. t toach.2 r and child subjects dux. [rig both. the

tint ,.m.1:11. ziud 'che clicm pet ; and 5) in the t ra.:2L3yelloloalcal

Of -;inue r the child ;-,ubj eeLs clur irig the tutorial-.

The fram:work frrt1ier Ftecifies the external locations (tile inter

I);
, (,1):;c r %.'ehl :2 instances) are related to the internal locations.

arc difficult to ;-..0 : the rd :r t li a is . on e oriin. 'Trims (;orm ions

dUritl; -Lht.! the inter- to the intra-pycho 'Dgical plane, can be

C.Lrd as coin:eve:ices in LIe ceorgimi iLin of opera Lions del'cribed for chil-,
d 1;cbc,...ert , Tracy in the tutorials. 'Fran:: Eori,lations also

orc terser iron activity- to action or when it emerges. in

all lc.: L. iv i ty an an ac . Silbj COtiveObj Oct , t.12-17sec , is

rh.: t

(ii Lh' tivity an cl 1 ;1.1 in 11 n trapsychologi cal state) fairly well

ted by the chIrted ia however, as s/he caters into the

i. 5 iu'ccc:t with he child, "in section" can take cu .a great many
I. C tr. f:Jrry, IL a Ii o, begin OS an' incomplete column of pairs

by ;1 verall ordered sevuenee of pairs; end with pays, out .D.E4
A

th p'referred order in the material column.. As the intersection action

c,iler,-,e5 for the children in _the chemical activity, there is a similar.

L::en!'-;fOrmat ion of the material display and mediation by the verbal display.

1-1,".;lic.!re iii our records any observati"SA of intersection emerging as
ar, operation ; n 1:)ssibl p. t imag Inc "counting by intersection" as one
co an s by 2's or 1 0's and :is the m1(1411-'11 gets tojtchn Leal:b....et] in the
r..,Lo vec 2, II, 6, 8, :m.) 11301.r.1 intersection get teo.hnicalized (be an
, 1 ) : ! r : I L i . ; ; 1 )' [n a rote recit,Itioa 6 LO, 1 5 , 2 1 . Seldom, eVidenLly, in the 'tut-

u-L.1n act I t Les and ac t ions of uur cult Lore im there an embedding of 'iatersec-

-,_,,

19'

-: 91
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In al 1, tit,- f-/t. Lhon,,>. interested in empirical

- 1 n,-;tr 1.i17.y i t even provides US with 1

1

A
s intecesHiv, anA Lhc2.ir'Cri_cal qU0'.1LiCIS.

to w: the relntin of the framework to the practical

aci.i;iLy of -)f ail, in a fcnewTirk where psychological func-

Lions e:.:ilected to 11i: -_ in ::Ktern.11 in-t:u4yaychological origin, educational

The discontinuities that this frameworkeni:ountel7s are 'Annrly iroporta9t:.

cl e::d1: in n child's de!velopi-,eat tt .,-fiation in th- educational

activiLlet? a.rrina (lhitdrn will result in variatton5, and perhaps in Inc-qui-t\

tie, am;.-1, the childril's it ten of psychological ,functioning.

1. 1

that a value-laden view of educational

ecti,'4y e. 1),?. de',.-elope(1 wi ih.,a def..cnding on the problematic vehicle of

(-)titcoe m.r:nsures. Bather than havng to rely on whether the c ild..

cnn.,tri-fo-rr. the o73jett 'of an,n,n,:aLf-_:11 activity to'a testing situation, the

ye
A

that we eau w:n:tine the activity,syster, directly. An

can locate the -:,hject: Ja the interp3y,2hological plane ac- e sae IC an

(inter) subjecti's,e form of thc .)hject-of edteetion,appears. If it does 'not,

ther: 11.J :-icen no udip:etion. The child eier already knew it, and performs

intra-payeholHienllv, ol he still hJsn't encountered it as en (:Later) subjec-

tive,object;'Hurther'., re an evntttatur can locate the teacher's use of the

childran' ma hunt attcpn:" and a Fan a the sitcss of his/hbr ability to (a)
V

Olicit iirst iltVelapts in an ac:tivity and (b) appropriate these actions, ope'ra-

t-1:7;17 prLiwt.F; of the chifdt'n for the activity which the culture has

hi lii parLici;:ate in i.e., the'currie.enm topic .that

tr ectifw:1;n,::h that it wou!.d tinde.,,o this kind of transforma-
1

tion ,

tion . , 1k r t: ji n
1 tif
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Preferable educa tion.,11. actions for

c-,t11.1 h-;;;(2 bc I -tr.(2(1 nUed i.n torteher train Lay; and curriculum
1

dev..!ar,euL.

Thirdly, the cram:-.-wor% Irls a --,phciCic -recommendation for currlr.ulum: tbe

pr,-,.-)1,'m or t b, r3ubjects are always in s tua Lions Where

they daul. V71 Lb "prepa red ;,ori1.;" in n .pnly a problem for experimenters. 'file

Li oF whe skLL In Learned in schools wJ.1l. be used in the outside

11 '1 th cjU 1 i rut 1 re.ulat-1.)r, deal with . A cr iter L'm for

top IC h i i i ti,1 shoal/1 he that-At somehow is embedded rfn life

a I ter chi r, 1,;(,,,: it Lilo cm ic not.-specifically provide for

r!,"!:Hillic-:; Wher. i:11.;,:i. ,:'ill.l."'(!:'1!, ;call ")e ,ii..overed by the children , and prac-

t i c.d , rind 1)..!rh:!1,:: -,1:.:;,,;, 1, t. le-,1 1 hey eru-i It claim to he a prepara ti on for

oats I 1c I seII.Jol? rh..,0 kinds a activities , where children

c..1: ;you tlie ihj act of ed16:0 t Loui r. difficult task. As 'c mentioned above,

our chem Ica' i.1 to " \.-u1,." with several of the groups of chil-

d r f_ai ind ntr.Licn did nut eiorce.

Witi e the ,impr.:!.:nic.m. that we think it. is important to be

a'ula to identify aud under tn.1e true educational. activity , We do no^nt to

eavu, the Lon that we rn/ink we always accolnpl inked it, or that we can

d with 'our current knowle( In fact, in spite o.f elaborate preparation
- ,and liae.l-:-; ro und work iiiirl IlnIVII,1421-y-t-ic-re:.;ourcei for the tutor and curriculum

pl.-inner , wc-,.. . can point to f a .i.l.e4:es ..v.it_1-1 particular childre.n . When it came to--
\

,

,

- ,

a ppc.-)pr i -1 r-',in,, s-.)-1e children' s actions and produe ts Lan an. irite r psycholog ical

La Le r5j : : action , 'sh2 fa Lied to . produce , on line., an abstraction Li-1r could

It

to spec f ft con f L iratlYon that the child' s behaviors and products

9
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crudl..(... Aft , 11, ulr fac %.,.., e.an r.,,1 ice Hint: th .:: child \41F: usin-:, .(sny) an

0
\

. .

hr in..:1,.,I0 ricry; Cie nrrns,7; he ii rd t-.) he inov inp, f rninl r i g ht

1-11 I 'a IcM) .1licly)r and tric: vniih1 choi.cc . Ater the fact we can

i that Ow 1,N L :u1 -121a of Lhe ;fintltr Ltls contributed to the\ prob-

had pi.(2.ture;: of ivie 8Itar'; on our little cardS, one movie star for

L.L!
far each color. The children and the tutor

eucourned to lu;a the star' l; name to 'refer to the cards. Unfortunately,

tor Ne:,rdo tw.3 of the stars he was working with had names which he pronounced

in a Irctr1:2 it difficult for thf, tutor to discriminate between thern

when th!!), wovct,Aised ut f c.oni.L, ilis pr..munelation was not abnormal for a

Spnnish ape:11:er prodne.:1T,., a proper noun. When ItTeardo. said Sean, the

tutor i.lerpreted it 1::; John on sWc:ciccv:ions nnd an others as Sean. The

8nTe' th pointed out the imp:)rtance oE the verbal ordering of

the pni in acti.7,n--the, ordering does not appear

ne;).t.l.y in the riP.trial oE pa;irs. Neither Ricardo nor the tutor could

produce Inni7211 zr.-, an subjective object under these

couditis. Sadly, ears to be the beginning of the emergence of

"intr,7:ynn" as an in0c,p,,,eThnt action for so the/ children gets sub-

ne in th.e dicficulty of the interpyschDloR-icai operations and never

on.-!irs in 01. tutorial.

Lducatiorli n(Itivity Is nt>la unidirectional process for the child, for

thy te;7,chu!r or the teac.'2erild/ i.nLri action. Tn the..Chaptcr,,7, that
,

tal:e np of thEY:,AifficnitiLe5 and opportunities affor6....

f 94
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The work we will descrthe in this, chapter is par toil a general of fort by

ol the LaboraL)ry of Comparairve 1111m,:a Cogaftion to develop an overall.

4

the')ry of 1.11.; N which the Cultplorganizatioa of ezpori.ence Jaflhences

.

in partici:1:1r. sLady, we,'are interested- in how dif-

fccent yays ol !,irc'curieg ela.s4o.-:mc "events :I.fluncc the cognitive activities

:tar: achi-:vem4.,nr. of different dhildrea.

lircra th po It of view of thy: prat ticing teasher , the phenome.non.

as basic to oar inqiti. cy frequent a child knows more, is

more capabl,-.., ;than Ch:/h? -shoNs in a given ev:iluati',.`t' In an

,
. our video tapers of the activities of third and fourth graders,' there is a-

,

to kaov a great deal. ahcalt the sr)cial 'organization of Native

A ;1;;;- i..an . Tie volunteers relevant infuLmation, answars quetions effort-

1.easly . He "haows it ;Ill." But when a' secMingly task requiring that

the. child f i 1 1 in an incomplete; chart Contain ig the information he has just

presented, the chilrff.:*.dls effortlessly to damonstrate what_ -"we

krt) hr There is no scientific apparatus to account for:. such observa-

L ion': 4 lt is to provide, such na apparatus in a suf. Eic.Intiy explicit and

dnta led form that it ean he applied . to a vAri ty of issues that grow from

this familiar observatin th,?.t. we have undertaken our current reseurch.

93
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tJ.a r".'ldi1i.;Y:1 is :t version 'Jr 0 problem that faces

reNreh in *N TIR! ;;caern1 statem.,nt of the issui2 is:

0:2

?

on olc :irf!ar;iou r;,1:170 to pecfau.c.2

thf.!.2i;',110.ca

ou another occa-

,;e6.0ral issus can be seen in studies considering: the cognitive
-

J1. ,w0f; o;: education, includfng investigations we have undertaken with

A{,,nes' in Olo Yucatan (Cole, Gay, 'Glick. and Siiarp,1971) and in Liberia'

Sharp Nnd Live, 1976). By and large, and as.long as we stay with evi-

denee from commonly used tests of cognitive behavior, the :findings are that

schooling has produced a very sl,.;nificant tranSfonnation in the way people.'

think.

There,are good-rensons, however, to be suspect of the face value of this

cidonr..o. On logical. voundr,:alline, we might be concrnedthalt-fali we Wave

-don: is C1 show that sp2cial pract-ice produces specialized Learning. That is

used tests cogaitive behavior have a special relationship to

1}:,p1,! do due ink; their schooling; thus , conclusions drawn on the bas ..s of

-suTh Lt ---,t:; arcs problea;:.lc. The issue can be posed best by stepping outside
,

\

of ch)ol L7) n LesL for che conSequences of career .
CN1; Sb;-trr, and 1, ..re (19/6) provide the following el:a:1101e and .discussion:

Eoxexa!qpje, that we wanted to assess the '...:consequences of

fc,ir.-Phv to be Et carpouter.. SaWirliandering ace inStaaces of
5easorinor-,C ppordinatorl.; LO incasure, to mitre corners,

an,.1 t.) huild.vertical walls requires mastery of a host of,.in,tellec
tual nich must 1)2 cOordinated witil each other and with 'se

t.,7, produce a useful-product (We are sensitive to
this tr.:aple. ':;wing to our own laelt Of)succe\;,.s as carpenters!) To be

w011d he willing to certify a mat,er cixpenter as someone

t
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do had lintored carpentering skill=;, but how strong w.)nld be our

cle.i.m for the generality of thisont.c.une? Would we want: to predict
Hi Al the meanre.oent ;l ad motor :ills learned by the carpenter make

him a .skiltad electrician or a ballet dancer, let alone a person

with 'moi:e highly (P:veloped seasorimotOr and measurement Skills?

Lest it be thought: that tha example is too absurd to merit jux--

taposItion with the outcome of schooling, consider "psychological
experiments in 'light of the .contts from which their procedures

hao boon 'derived and the d_;: :-sins in which they are routinely
applied.

Some version of virtually every experimental task reported in

this monograph can be. found in Alfred Binet's early 'work on the
development of behavior sam'ples which would predict children's suc-

cess in school. The inspiration for their content came fr.om an

examination of the school curriculum, combined with Binet's sage

guesses about the fundamental principles that underlie success in

matering that curriculum. The correlation between successful per-

formance on Binet's tasks and success in school was a tautology; the
items were picked because they discriminated between children at

various levels of academic achievement. Might we not be witnessing
t:he converse of that pr'ocess when we observe people with educational .

experience excelling in experimental tasks whose form.and content
are like those thcy have learned to master'in school? Is there any

difference in principle between their excellence-An recalling word
lists, and the master carpenter's ability to drive in nails quickly?
After all, practice makes perfect; if we test people on'problems for
which they have lots of practice,-why should we be surprised when

tivi.y demonstrate their competence? Conversely, what leads us to
conclude that they will be equivalently good at solving problems

for which they have no specific proctice?

This.work reveals as a problem the close tie between the strategies

avaiIablc for psychclogical studies and the tasks embeddesl in educational

also makes clear the need for developing new strategies in order

to :investigate psychologically interesting phenomena related to education.
*

Specifically, we need to be able to locate and study behavior in tasks other

those found in standard experimental studies in order .to undstana
44

whoner the .2.1"formance difference notf.2a in studies of the cognitive- conse-

of education is anything 0i :het than a function ,of the s(diool popula-

t ions' prior exposure test tasks in sc'hool.
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in order to nnders,land on a more basic level how perf,rmance in cultur,

ally orani.i.ed ednentonal settings is relatc,-1 to an 4ndividual's cognitive

beha41:ir in other sjttings, or in gen'erol, we also need strategies to deter-.

mine 1) how schools do tls:t reorganization of,Otnkirig that they seem to do, 2)

ha tali: -come ed Hy schools are related to, the competencies

deman,ded by ,other .,,p,Irts of life, and 3) whether students transfer learning,

Bruin the. school to the non-school setting;

ALI of these qnristions presuppose for ,thkr answer knowledge cf haw

school; ,and non-school-like tasks come about, inside and outside of schools.

However, noun of themtthodologieal pre-requisites exist currently in the

social sciences,. from which it follows. that we are riot in a position to make

professional statemcnt:-; aheut the effects of education on human thinking, let

along -'the 'impact of differenL kinds of schooling on different-children.

In an effort to discover how to answer questions raised by orr cross-

cultnc.1) work, we began a series of ir_Nestigations of U.S. children. In an

Initial _study, we looked at ?. group of children in a range of activities:. for-

gal_ tests, various kinds of school activities, and after school clubs (Cole,.

T

Hood, and Mcilermottt1978). 1-1617 and why our current study differs from this

first attempt is basicrily the ,story. of this paper.

That first time we looked to -"aeveral cognitive activities that .we

go.

believed would occur in the every-lay world as well as, in school: rememberingil.

n.ticing similarities, reasoning and so on. In the tests, we found these cog-

nitive act i-vties to -be dense and visible;,in.the classroom, we found them to

be scattered bat more or less visible; but the club was different: Except on
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rare occasi:'ns it was very difficult.to identity any of the-eognttive tasks
. .

at we had posed for the children in their teting situritjonq and seen during

our ob'servatiDas of the clasroo4. Som6how, cakes.. were getting baked, plants.

-gro , rat mazes eonstructed, and electric circuits lit without anyone° doing'

anything that a cognitive psychologist could recognila as thinking. On thin

rare occasions t wheh we thought that a cognitive task-like problefif had

occurred, we found it virtually impossible to specify how.a particular child

- had responded.

-Perhaps otir difficulties should npt have come as a surprise to us, but .in

terms of our goal of building a technology whereby cognittve'tasks'cout_d be

discovered and their sequali.studied in non-classroom and non:-test

tions, we were'(and remain) in deep difficulty-
-,

Crudely speaking, cpy. data indicated to us. that: the source of the

culty resides in the social constraint -s. operating on peerle during. the conduct..

of a problem. The psychologist's task (classifying, paired associate -'`learn - -. .

ing, lrgical reasoning) is riot a physical object in the world. It is,.rather,

a set of activities (perhaps involving physical objects) the goet'lpf Alich is

2
specified by the psychologist alon with a ',get of'constraints'that must be

honored in meetin,,, thk gal_. One or. our dffficultio Weil.moving from' club
.

) ..

to school t., test was that the larer social conext within which "the same
,:-

i _,

task" was-embzedded placed very different constraints' oil the individuals parhi-.

cip:Iting in the .scene. AS a consequence, the indiAduals were more or less
,

.

free to Change the conditt,:ins. of the_task, even to the ..point of making it..go.

atgay, deponlin upon what social context it'octurred in.
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'goal S. Even' casual

analysis o.f a sing1Q testis 4iittiati:in..quickly reveals: that ap enormous amount

- 2 ,

of "social work" goes .into maintaining the PsychologiSt's ,task as a focus of

,attentien. , Subjects often areas anxious to demonstrate their friendliness or

or simply to get-it-all-.over ras-quickly-aS-possible, as they are

to "think hard." Test situations are designed
g
tomrniplize the impact of, these

al.ternat'ive goals, of course, and large groups of subjects are usually run on

quantifiable asks so that, "valid". inferebces, regarding thinking can be

achieved. 20 r;:fit iso crucial to point out is that in non-test settings incltidr-

the school. and the club, the multiple goals that occupy an individual at

any,single point in time are vtry difficult to:fgtore because the set:tings are

rarely constrained to the extenti;that. thy keep people from working to achieve
, .

.

,

.

sevqai goals n,t, the sqme time. That means that vie have some difficult prob-:

.

lemS of "task aanlys.W. to deal with in order to specify real task similarity ,

across contexts. An wi.thouL task similarity we cannot get 'far with an invee-
Hr.

Ligation of how performances on different occasions are'reLated.

'20. We don't Wish to question the validity of this approach (See. Cole, Hood,

and McDermott, 19/8 for an extended discussion). Of course it is possible to
claim, often uAth great justification, that the psychologist, has been nnsuc.--

cessful in creating a properly constrained model task nyironment and that the
.subjects are not simply trying to achieve the goal specified for them. Else-

when e- we have developed the implications of this critique (Cola, Hood and
.

Mc)ermott, 1978) for.experiment4 psychology. Here we want to. point out that

even with maximal constraints erected to_permtt flawless inferencenabout "in-
tent" -the flaws remai:n.

J2.

1O
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.

A useful starting point for thinking; about making 'different cOgnitive

tasks occur in a range of different contents is to consider the procedures

that psychologists use to maximize he probability that the same task will

re-occur in the same context. The key idea. goes under the label of standardi-

1

zation. Materials .are pretested so that. *the. subjects Can plausibly be said to

'

be working at a uniform level of difficulty; instructions are.given in a

standardized manner restrictions specifying what the subject'may. not (16 are,,

emphasized; the tine taken ,c.i'deal with any part of the materials is fixed;

scoring procedures are rigidly adhered to so that only "releVant" parts of the

.
,

subject protocol are ,included.
, .

Even under these.circumStances; all'psychologists recognize that the same
.

., , . . ....

task is never repeated in all- of its details. Instructions_are sometimes gar-

. , -

bled; subjects ask questions for which rv$,'standard.answer _exists; a subject
7---,

with,a cold. keeps taking time out to blow his.nose: To accommodate this recog-

nixed varLahili.ty, the psychologist w-A..ks with a model .of "the same task"

that permits him/her to proceed with-the work. The model assumes that the.

variabiLity ¶n whit happens from one experimental/test session'to another is

randomly distrihuted with respect to the essentials Of the task. This assump--:

Lion is built. directlyAnto the statistical tests that are used eo evaluate,

psychological tests; these statist:!_c1 tests include the assumption of-random

error: by making. each subject's score consist of two components- the true score

and an error term. Discussions of test reliability looked at in this way

reduce -0 tests of the .size of the random etrorcomponent,relative tothe'true:'

effect. It is also -important to note that this model .of, standardization relies-
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on testing relatively lar3e numbers of subjects so that the ref. effects -can

be disti_nguished from error.

This model Is not without 4s,ccitics. Although. the argument is made in.

a variety of-ways, the basic point brIlls dOwn to the contention that the error

'terra in the ..standard model is nbt rapdw. For example, Cicourel and his stu-

dents (CicoUrel et al, 1974; ehan, 1973) show that experimenter/testers sys-

tematically provide information for some subjects that. they do not provide for

Others, theteby inadvertently changing the difficulty of the task. When this

observation is combined with the work of Labov, who makes a convincing. argu-

Ment 'that some subject6 their task in somd 6tandardized tests as that .of
2 't

self defense against an cvitagdnistic adult (Labov, 1970) or a variety' of

demonstrations that the contents of tests are.subtly non-equivalent:fordif-

ferent sub:1kt populastions (see louts, 1977 for a summary of such criticisms) ;

one comes'to appreciate that the sense in which-many psychological experiments

and tests represent instances of making the same task happen over and, over

again is a very technical sense indeed.

It Is also essential to consider and make explicit the basic pro-

cedures by which conittJe psychologists mr.lke plauSible their claims that .a

pr:ticular task has occurred in the first place.. Cognitive tasks, don't just

happen, they are made to happen.-,,Speakidg sdhematically,the psychologist ,

creates an environment-for action and observes the actions that follow as they

relate to the hypothetical structure of the edvironment-as-constructed.

PsHlologicc,1 tanks constructed in'this 'way are virtually' never one shot.

affairs. Rather, the psychologist does a good deal. df work. This is

the part of thestudywhere the experimenter's intuitions about the task that

1(.);,)
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ha. Ills r.onstructea are tried out: The psychologist looks to4see if the .

en,,lc-Jiv,:ent-as-constrUeted seems to bathe envirodment-as-responded to-.t. 'is

CrWA,A1 thAt the ,.;uhjects ba responding t the stmuli (including the.instruc-

Lions) in the mnniir prescribed and that the subject ; -no't engage in behaviors

thot arc considered to fall outside. the limits of the task. In effect, the

psy::h:,logist creates a m' el system and studies' behavior -within it. The . goal

of theorizing is to account for as rtany details of the subject's behavior

within the model environment as possible. In this afiprOach, the psychologist'

theoliy is simultaneously a theory of_ what thi-_ task is,.'what the relevant..

behaviors. arc,,and the relation between elcmentS.of the tasks and elements

behavior. As a general rule, the psychologist's theory of the task- behavior

interaction he has set up will prove faulty in one or more its details.

This leads,to the construction of'a new task environment that differs, in some

principled way from the first, but is similar to it in many respects. Abe new

task presents the subject with somewhat modified conditions for action and

again the psychologist sees how N,A.:11 his theory can account for the pattern of

bchnviOr-environment relations that results. Excellent accounts of this

research process are to be- found in .Estes (1975-79.).

Two major, characteristics of cognitive 'psychological research can be

abstracted from the foregoing discussion. First, cognitive tasks are,con-

structed,not discovered. Their cohstc.uction involves the design of a

tionnl, system (Lunia, 109) whieh .provides for the structure of micro-
,

envIrom3ients. Within this system, subjects are constrained in a \iariety of

explicit and implicit ways. These constraints are essential tri the analysis

becnu7e only when they are met to n reasonable degree can we think it plausi-

ble to conclude that we ha v9 identified the task that the subject is engaged
°'

1 u3
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in. Seeond, the pr..-,edures for constrtu a tas ath6 yield a get of rules

aW,Itt. what c",',untS' behavior. In effect, the psycholo4

gist has constrnet.#,11 .scolti-Q, 'scheme for behavior. It includes many sub-.

Categories of relevlut hehaviovs and a catchall category Callp4 :err6r,
4

In ortle.r to vi:fssroo'm eobservations to labrntory-gclierated' cognitive

psychology 4.1i anythfng other Alin a casual way, we mug( find says of.specify-

ing tasks and establish the -elevant behavior's in 4 manner that scan yield the'

4

1

same kinds 6f statements about task- behdviar interacti6a8. In so far as we

fail in this ewterprise, We are.subject.to Virtually unlimited. _uncertainty

about the validity of our claims concerning such matters as "cognition,

transfer,- and learning.

Our .current work with third and foui7th grade children -grew out bf- the

earlier observations Of children in tests, classrooms and clUbs.- But nOwpur

collection of data is d& signed so that we can construct something like the,,

psycholohjsts' model systems wiehin which. we can study the childten'u

,behaviorS'In interction-with various environments:. What we .haVe. done is

introduce ,a "tracer" element, in- the form of a topic or a problem, that co

,-- '

.fronts the childn in lesson, and in pcerwork situations, and in ty,torials,

and in clubs. The topic ot problem can serve as'a,trace of -he task. being

-

sertrcbd for, a% it a.ppearS in diffetent guises, "1.1.11derdif rent constraints%

in diff4eat-settjngl, and.as it evoRes different be aviors from varying par-

lk. .

ticipants. We

..

can Locate recurring situations ere 11.goal 'q-an 110 isolated
. ,

(that is, we can identify it via its relaCon to the tracer);ankthe interac-

\.,

tioni; of that goal with otber' c,.,- occurs- ng goals can'be studied. Byshaving a
. ,:.

tracer Qlement, we have a clearr chance to see What is .varying; we 6:la see

04
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: reset) rc.her / teacher/Q1ub 1 ender' s plans concernLng -the task are

r s'
tr,utsfIrmld t..) create the 1.:,1:11: t :1 ;1:s that the partitipantg perform. Some_

\

of the pro!)loias revealed` ibyour earl:!r

resolvable wiing this technique..

Assistance flom Edn-cational Research-

empt. to look at children seem to be

't.

, I

. If our tracers work, then We will have engineered the appeaga

, .

.

wSameh, behavior (or :at, least "same in some'respe -s") in a variety of dif-
.

1

--.

ferently organi.4ed.events. But .what wej111 need, in order to see if we have

i

.

been succesf;Eul, is somethinj,,,,.eoinding to the other aspect r: the cogni-

',-/-
_,--.

tive psychologistork: that is, we need a way to idenfify what is to be

>,-
counted as.---relevant. for analyses of how performance on one occasion fin one

se > / byone-person) is related to petformance on another .occasion.:' .The-
, 6

construction of the highly constrained taslc.Settings produce, in effedt; a
\ .

. . . X%

coding system for-the psychalcigist; we need the same effbct in order

analyze, the rochaiors in our less constrained and more 'varied task settings.

In eduFtirmal research, there is a history-,of concern with this issue. The

paradi& in educational research developed as a way-to

.

Int4estigate how 'the conduct of teaching sessions (i.e. the proc,::sses ;involved

in education) .are related to what the students end up ,knowing (i.e. the4ro-,

ducts,: of educaton)

1

Some problnms in the prooess-prodet. paradigm have been discussed in

.

Soar and Soar, 1976; 1$enatermaCher,detail el.:;ewhare (Koehler, 1979;

B.Jrich et al., 1973). R.I.:oral inter-rel'ated problams Arise, in connection with

the product nenure, the test.. First are the difficulties of 'the sir et we have-

al ready referred t.ci: The non-random,.errorS that can be argued to occur in
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exper inent.s can als.D be found in tests ; the close relationship

0 tests ;tild with the. proble;ns we encounter in our work

on the eognitivo. cons.equenceq education.

, central to our general Jinn of work, is that the 'reli-

ance on produ(A: measures often includes an implication that what is measured

(cogultlye-level', academic skill) is an entity apart from its use. An analogy

is in erder: a tape measure can .6a used.. to determine whether two pieces of

wire arc of equal. length. Say that one -piece of wire is hair thin tungsten,

the other is coiled ni-ne. While there :Ls standard somewhere, a theory-

of tap-.2 measures and of the materfals tape measures are made that 'Will

tf,,l1 us that the meastire is adequate or to what. degree it might vary over

occasions of use, this theory may not be sufficient for all purposes. 'in fact

'one must decide what length 'means for tungsten and for nichrome (bow much

stretching or uncoil..-ing is \.,alid) in order to use the measure at all and one

must decide this in relation .t6 the use to which the lengths of wire will be

put. :ength, like cognitive .developmltn"-- or academic skills, is as much the

peoduct of. an occasion of use of a measure as it is of 'the measuAement's

measuring theory-;. and length, 1.1.1;e cognitive development or academic skill is

related to the use to -which it is put' outside of 'the measuring. environment. A

ptoduct measure used in educa,Sional -reSearch Ma-y- in fact vary ';.*:_lth respect to

how geaef:ali7.able it is to other corltexts .where the skills measured might be.7.

used and may also vary related to, differences amOng the -children. For. some
c,

children it,may elicit the bihest performance they. have .ever had avail.-able to

them, for others -LiC may -e11.cit the lowest.

1U.6
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171J111. problem with the proCes!:;,product rt,.s':::areh, from our point of

view, is
, n8sTler;.that t12gnitive or academic

skills ean,AlL mew:uced in sitT; but tltis.assumption,flieF.4. in the face .of

what- the 'clrn;sroom te.4.1cher does4everyday. Mehin, 1979; Cazdenr:J977;.,

Criffin and Humphrey, 1970. In effect; process-pr6duet studies write off the
t ,

chance L answer teachers' 'need to .know h6w to t7ork. with the evaluation.

aspects of dally.instructto'nal 'encounters; tp what degree and how can you 'find:-

out where a child is (and gets to be) durlag the: 4.)r a'unit; .what kinds of
.

iilferences hbout children's capabittities in what situations, are warranted and
. ,

.

what kinds of situati6nal variation ..in displays of compe tenr4 is one likely to.

encounter?

'In spite of these uncertainties, our research has much to gain from an

examination of work carried out in the process -product- paradigm. The

strengths of the paradigm include: (1) reliande on obseivable behavior in

naturalistic settings as data, i.e., non-test tasks are considered (2) treat./

.
.

im'nt: of at "learit some of the enwir:,nmental var&atians (e.z., teacYer

,o 7. '

behaviors, time on task) rela ted to childcen's'behaviors5 and (3) an int8rest

/
/

in differentially evaluaLing perfrirmaaces by various' children andqr from

Vari%),Jc; settin3s. A great many different kinds of process measures/have been

4ev,-.112Nd Ihatreflu,st tht!se strengths.' Process measures cha*tert. what

. .

goes On in edue,ational settings
V ./ /

oft:,:o by categorizing the kinds of questLons

21
Leachers ask .and the lijnOs -I 17esp.pnscls 40.1dren,provid. ,

.

Q.

21. Elsewhere (WAudradc, 1974;11brich et al., 1978; Griffin and Meharli. 1979)-

thete are extensive discussions 64 the ,problems that arise ig many coding sys7-.

lemslof these types. t
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We ar-/int.ero,Aed in .sfln,,. triw.muchfurther ,,:!!: can

/

sy:11: 'that 'sere as process measaes, to se If they can meet: our needs.
.

With our "tracene we have a chancep locate tasks (and, "same'( tasks in dif-
/

(-
ferently organized- semtings) Our question is whether existing coding systems
-/ ,

.
.

.
.

.

.

.,

can n help-us locate differences in the achievement of children, and among chil-
. .

./ .
.

.

.

.. //then, and perhaps differences in the tasks the chi,141.en encounter as the tasks
_

.
.

.
..

that we preSent to the children are operated on bY_the varyinercontextual con-
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stretch the*- coding

straints. In short, we want, to know if existig nieas'tires can (or can be

. .

adeltted to). show `When childr6n, appear to be more and less smart .as Well. as

) when ,their work appears to,beseasier, when harder. 1

We have. chosen two coding systems to illustrate the kinds of variations

that can be noted and the kinds of problems encogintered,when the systems are-

,

.used. Stallings" system ,developed for the Follow Through evaluation project..

is the first example (S,allings, 1973);--the second is Elank'S system which has?
.-

been both for studies ,Of children and studies of lesson apProprtateness (Blank.

/ .
', . :

: '

1

et al.. ,1978)-. . 11'.>th, systems have been applied to one of our lessons from a

unit :, the topic of/which was cultural variations among six groups of Native
4 .

.

/ ,

Ame,rj.cans. The .lesson we chose is'a:good candidate for this purpoSe because

,
of the variations noUieable.. It' was CondUCted as "al small group lessonYidEh. a

6. teacher" and five children. Wi..thiuthe esson, the participants'make overt

m'ention ..',I how much some- of the.children know, and they also notice negatively
t

.
4 ..

.
, . .

the performanue of 'ancither' child. FurC.hermbre, the lesSon has clear cut
. .

phases n episodes that sCrve- as mint-contexts in which the "same" task' can

reoccur.
4

We coded ten phases: Phase 1 --getting organized; :Phase 2

1 U S
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thc: nalt wi.thout ald.-i; Phase 3 --reviewin -by reading from a

H,;;; L; ---revieyin cha-;7-icteristics of bonds and tribes

,f'7,1,rc'.1 in detail the day b.iforc';. Ph-!se 5 --rein,! the concept of states,

a wu-c-a-'a; plIaJ.. 0,--gettin.; organized for role play regarding the

ch4racterist\ic!-; of states; (Pha)e 6A role pinyin whiell we omit from

corrsWeration Iirc Phase 7 -4drawin conclusions about the characteristics

of state; Phase 8 --review by filling in a partially empty chart; Phase 9

discussion of various 'farths of social organization that occur in the

children's daily lives; Phase 10 supervised shory matching' item

test. We Will concentra(e_ on what the two coding systems can reveal abut

two of the child participants in this lesson, Chuck and Angelica.

Stallings' Five Minute Observationsystem '(Stallings, 1977) while clearly

descended from Flanders' scale (Flanders, 1970) differs from it by taking

individual children .as the unit of analysis rather than the whole class. Each

turn in the lesfion discourse is coded separately. Speakers and addressees are

cod: ,0 for every utterance in Who and To Whom categories; a flow category, cap-

turin; basically emotive aspects, is optionally coded and proved difficult for

us Lr, apply consistently La our v-i.d-topcd data. ost important for our ptir-..

pli=1: are he What.categories that clIssify each turn according to4:he kind of

task that is invoFved . There are thirteeri classifi,cations alogether;

arc includcr.,

three

Code 1 asks for a,response free of arnment or speculation.

Th.re is one expected, acceptable respanse that is to be carried

out, verhalUr or non-verbally...[e.g.] "Draw a line"

Code 1Q qunstionn elicit the following responses: statements of

prereri_incei statement'; -of fact, iLmizing, classifying and

deflnitions...[e.g.] "If you had tu) years and three apples, what

wauld you have five of?"

q.

luJ
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Code 2 questions encourage responses that require: interpreting
idemA, cnu^ aril'ufft er,:tablishing relationships, making comparis

applylcu; previously learned materials to a new
ru., t 1 '-1 al d do acs- ill frig proce r.; F.; . [ e.g Tel me how an electric

train w)-:hs" (Stpliics,1977:269)

Tile other lZhat codes include differentiations among responses, nonresponses,

Iniormativa stiltement:s and- evaluticTe statements. We adapted Stallings system

by credtin;, an addiLion:.il. code to distinguish among correct, incorrect and
V.

irrelevant turns-. Wo.alsoadded a dimension' to the cumulative scoring sysEem

so thII_ we could notice vaciationsocc.nrringlamonthe 'lesson's ten.phaseg.:

.

The coding provide-3 pictures of: Chuck and Angelica, the two children that

we are focusing 611, that are best described in terms of their similarities and

differences. Stallings' code without,our adaptation shows striking similari
,

ties between, the children: neither asks openended questions or fails to

resp.md;11 they .respond about the same number of times; the teacher asks each of

the children about the same number of questions, and only one of her questions

addressed to each child is a higher level question (category 2). Most of the
0.2

r F; p .; El C.. r.; given by both children are to questions that are not speci/fically

addJo.ssed to them. Angelica makes more requests and issues more evaluations

than Chuck. The teacher accepts and praiE,es Chuck 10 times, while, only

acc(.:pting and praising Angelica 5 times. By using our adaptations, we can

display- an intrqsting difference: Check, is correct for 70% of his 34

re,;P)nses, Angelica is correct foe-on:cy 46% of her 37 responses.

By looking at the ten different phases in the lesson, we can see that

.4/

Duck gives more of his correct answers during thediscussion, Phase 9, than

anywhoue,else; Angelica gives as many to her peers in the minitest as she

gives to the teacher in the .discussion. During Phase 7, drawing Conclusions,.
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1

bo h ch 11 ,?/..en g .1--,:e IT ivc cor re.: t. re spoil sc:s , buE Ai)] i ca also g ive s five other .

resp-J.1.-. ,f,;-, 01,,,,..:;;; one. in gener,J, the modifications seem to ',work -and

.
,

Staltio,s' coll,,.; sw.Lem seems Lo captucc- -......,me of the// situational variatiOn an

veil as making a diE fer,2nLiat. ion between a more competent Chuck and a less

comp.:(.-1! t.

There is an clear problem, in principle, related to the use of a system

like this that is peculiar tp thc,--naturc of turn taking in a small group

situation: As it happened, only one higher level "open question" was specifi-

cally addressed to each, child. This should not be understood to Mean that

there was only. one resp..dri by each child to a "higher" level question. . In

fact the ; preponderance of the teacher's questions in ,the-lesson were Code 2.

.Notice further that one of the ways that small groups differ from large' gro,up

lessons is in the potential for questions being on the floor without thp

answer-turn having been allocated by the teacher to a particular child. (Cf. .

GrifEjn nd hlnuipiurey, 1978; Mahan, 1979 for disci of tile strict 'turn .

alloct.'Lion procedures that wor1 in keeping large group lessons together.) In

dyads the addressee . is specified automatically. But in small groups, the

turn-allocation machLnery is not called upon as regularly as it is in large

groups and there is no automatic indication of pho should answer. questions as

. _
there is in tutorial dyads. On many occasions in small groups, children' can

scJI-FielecL La answer. ilDwever, in,. a" systeM like Stallings, the only way to

derive that a child has ans..,7ared a question of a particular type or at a par-

tinnier level is to 'Iodate the child's- name in the To Whom category for clues-

Lions of that type. Hence, when questions are addressed to members of the

group ,-!t large, and Chuck or Angelica answer we have no way of noticing the

level of the question they are responding to. The nature of.. small. group
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com,ann;c%17ion and thy' natilre of this 'kiwi Of coding system make sys-

nnrciailable for an-lly:;is a reliable zIssessment. of how hard the ,

clucLion; w,:n7y tnt lure ans.:Wering or failing to answer. Although %".-7t-
0

tho. syst:m ,is handy for on the spot coding, there is no adaptation that we can

:Lm a,; thlL w)uld overeo.:le this difficulty in using the Stallings' system for

our purprdSr::s.

Blank's system, specifically concerned with the issue of how "hard" or

"cos;" the demands on the child are, can be expected to avoid such a problem

(Bl.ank,197/; Blank et al.,t978). The system, designed for use -with pre-school

children's language, codes the- speaker on two levels: one is the social role,

e.g.,Teacher vs Child; the,other is the conversational role, e.g., initiator .

of an ekthange vs
,

responder., a:Initiator's utterances are also coded on two

levqls: Fir -se, a determination is made about wNether the iterance puts' an

explicit demand on the responder to,respond; if so, it is an Oblia, if not it

is n Comi:at% z;econd, each Oblige and Comment. is coded for a level ranging

from (in the order given) lessto more` abstract, viz.: Matching Peanepljoa

(Level. 1); SelecLive, Analysis of Pencelltion (Level. 2); Reordering Perception

and Reasoning about Pereeption (Level 4) . (See Blank et"

el.,1973:8-21).Blank describes an underlying model of cognition and language

that a2somos that acquiring language is a matter of mapping from'one 'represen-
___

tationar,pyStem (the child's conceptual notions) into the language system.

Thus, an account is-provid6d foE the-ordering of the -levels which "reflect

increasing distance between the perceptual style with which the Children' view

the world and 'Clie language that they apply: to these _perceptions." (Blanket'

al., 1973:15) An additional hierarchy_ ftom Fully Vequate to No, Response) is

provided for.codini; the utterancep of the Responder.

112
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Our adaplati:daJorusi.a.,::, the system with Gld,r children. followed, from

sul,,e.:;tjO0:-; made 'riy Mauk. She speculated. that no interesting differentiations

would h jhi,oi betwa ta!;ks. at Level 1 and those at Level 2 for older Chil-

drea, and that the interesting differences would be between Level .3 end Level .

4 tas!:,;. We therefre decided to adapt the Level 1 and Level .2 c6des to cap-

ture particular aspects of our videotaped lessons that seemed te,!., require spe-

cial treatment. Our first adaptation was to code as Level 1 any utterances to

which an adequate respon5e.could be made based on what was available in writ-

lug or pictures at the time if the expected response, regardless of what level,

the utterance could have been assigned on other grounds. We Suspected that tle

presence of these kinds 'of environmental supports in a third/fourth grade

classroom should low:2r the difficulty level of the task. This tactic is rea-

sonable given the matching aspect of our-special matching

aspect of Iftank's original Level 1 code. Qur second qdaptation.was to distin-

Tgnish aao speeiril category those utterances that are related to the. elements

of the domain that had been drilled in the leJson just 'prior to the lesson

bin', coded. Such utterances were coded at Level 2.. Again, thiS adjustment

seems defensible: these special 2's set up a demand for the selective analysis

of .the prLvionsly drilled materials analogous to thee original level 2's. Our

third adaptation won a direct recommendation by Blank, the establishment cif an

Ack21.1.yate Elus, category for exceptionally good, relevantly elaborated
-

responses.

This coding system shows few similaritiqo between Chuck and Angelica; the

AfTecenees between. the children are most striking. The teacher asks Chuck

more questions thaa he asks Angelica: 86% of Chuck's codable units :,are

113

ques
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teachet: (22) while cn'Ll.y 34% of Au;?,elica"s are questions from

thLeacher (15). Only.9 Chuck'.:?..n nits are repotitlons, while .28% of

.

ChncK.EI.xeetition in answe to a qUesti;on occurs at level

Angelica repents ld,responses at levels 1, 2-and 3. .'The only indication of
_

4;

Ano19.Ca being' higlier. than Chuck is*that she issues two level 4 comments while

lie. -;.sucs Tn,g.oneral; th'e picture of'Angelica!is-one of a chlld less

adJailtLel than Chuck and the fact .that. she performs adequately in response to

:%
obliges' she engages.in. deepens the contrasts with Chuck who is;only 477 of tele

71 the

however, there As an even more interesting

decrease:,

/

Contrast. Chuck's adequacy

-
grade lly as he is asked higher level questions (from 100% at:level

1 to 89% to 80Z to 50% at level 4). .Chuck is a model child for "Blank's notion
4.

of levels, .Ang4ica, on the,other hand is almost directly opposite: at level :

1, she gets Only 33% correct,. she clichs to 507,1/4 at level 2, to 43% at level 3

and is. correct the one tie she is asked a level 4 question. Angelica seems*

to b-e-Ilve contrary to Blenl:'s expectations.

.

An expination of how this coding system operates.in the.different mini-
'

conte related to the phases- of the lesson as described above shows an

interesting relationship between Blank's level of difficulty and the phases in

thi -s lesson. Twice the phases progress in.evel of difficulty in a way that

Fits Blaqk's notion of the progressIokthat should take place in lessons: The

.teachcr asks only level i.
Obligesiin Phase III, only level 2 obliges in Phase

IV and ..only level 3 obliges in Phase V. A similar .progression occurs, after.

the-getting organized Phase: Phase VIIIhas only level 2 obliges and-Phase. IX

stal!ts with level 3 and goes On to level 4 obliges. It seems. that Blank's

114
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Overall, Blank's systw seems to be an kntetestLeg base for our work: and

amenable to adaptations related to the !'illini-contexts" of a lesson and to the

specifics of'the lesson topic. However, the problem with Angelica point to a

mak,rcor.eern. Children li.e,Chuck "fit.'!'the assumptions underlying the work.

Children like Angelica do not "fit" the assumptiOns. One of the phases, Phase.
.

.r

7, ls alo odd.-- it is riDt a part of the lesson's progressions in difficulty;

in Cict, it does not -have a cr:olsistent level 'of ,difficulty like the other_

phases do. The system could allow us to draw a Cdclusion that the differ-

enCes are quantitative (less developed child, inadequate teaching) rather
r

than qualitative -(Angelica and Phase 7 have.a different, Nrhaps morecompli-

cated, relationship to level of diffieulty and demonstration of strengths and

l',:a1:00:;;Sc than the relationship thatother people and/or situationsrhave).

The way- that An.geliea and- Phas 7 diver'&e. from the norm of Blank'-s syS'tem are
. ,

related to the way they are inadequately accounted for in the theories (folk

and fornal) of education, cognit :tor and discourse, that interact with the sys-
,...N.

tOM in various ways.. Angelica is from a Spanish speaking background and has

been using Poglish for Only a few years. Phase 7 calls, for ,some mixture of

what might be called convergent and divergent thinking. The demands on

theories to respond to these' kinds of Variations ha ve not been met adequately

by thepries avai.labl.e t.I`R.,.1.ar,k, or to--us -- which brings us full circle to the

general work of our group.
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;1170 tw-) gc.neral- probjes with.coding systems for edUcational talk

nn:1 thlt hear an'.. Interesting relationshIp to the problems tl-;;IC.We

encotintro,d in our earlictr attempt to locate .cgnitive tasks in the clubs.

1,irst L'u.?.. point: of:control. .c.-roblent.

Most coding systems assumethat there is a roint control standardly

locot:lbj 'and that the categoi:y cc tly control utterance is assigned

affccif: the categorization or ide:s mud ii. f utteraneeswhich it controls.

4

For czample, most codirl s;ms de,:ive the cognitive level, category of a

.child's response from the Cognitive level category of the adult's question.

We kn-iw enough about teachers' differential expectations of chil.9zen and about

the chance of these being evi2.ent., in teachers' questioning behaviors (Cherry-

Wilkinson, 1978) to suspcct that usiag the teacher's question as a way to

---72-2-aescrihe the-cognitive level of the child respondent will systematically dis-

tort the data. Some children will he pictured with inflated, levels acid others

be underestimated. We may have a better picti-eof the teacher's expecT

tat:ions than of the children's capdbilitfes: While we do not dispute that the

teacher and Lacher questions. have a lot to do with constraining the -tasks

that children perform in classrooms, (and that the academic or cOg4tive tasks

that are our primary concern are very heavily influenced by the teacher)., we
w

Must not ignore the facts that m:.)-re 'than teacher questions can be in

specifying the tasks the children undertake and that teacher questions do

other things beside Specifying tasks..

416
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We are here in the opposite corner' from the one our earlier look at chil-

Aren in varied settings had painted us into. Ther-c/wewcre concerned because

the Multiple goals in the settings made it too hard to see the kinds of cogni-

tive tasl:s that could be seen in the engineered system f the experimental

setting. We moved to a solution of that problem by specifying tracer elements

that would let us highlight certain goals in our settings. Now,, if we use

coding systems that award control of our understanding of the child's., pert

mance to some preceding question, we will find ourselves a.ssuming awaythe

issue of multiple goals and how they interact. We have planted task so that

0

the children's behaviors that we capture on video tape will be .a little bit

more comparable with the experimental subject's,behaviors; the tasks are cul-

tivated in the richly varied. real world of the children; we cannot affordto

have, an analytic tool that works by looking for seeds.

.Thc .second general problem with many coding systems is related to the

sequentiAl.' nature of discourse.. The best illustration of it is-Commonly

available by noticing one of the best indicators of an easy task:. children

raising.theirhands,.shoutingfora turn. In Many.lessons,including many of

ours, there -is a'point close to an end boundary where everyone wants 'a' 'turn.

The same question a'aifferent question by virtue of its placement in the

sequential development of the lesson. In one instance, like in the chart used

in the lesson described above .the may be six slots to he filled and six

fillers to use and so, of course, when five have been covered, the sixth is

quite ,easy. One need only .attend to what hasn't been said. In other. cir-

cumstanees, answering late may -face the child wall a more difficult task

because all of the'eaSy answers arc used up. What has been said can make

subsequent questions easier or harder or perhaps even different than earlier
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:questions. Testers an :': teallers and peers all use the sequential nature of

discourse_ c..!nt5 t-) be co.-7.:7ntrutor.r.' of an answer with the person who

aPPIrs to be the primary performer. This point- of view is .adequately__argued

'and demonstrated in the work of classr_ooffi discourse analysts. But, in corm

.

monly' used - coding systems, an utterance is categorizi d uniformly whenever it

.

occurs; changes in the constraints on it occasioned by the situation ih which

it'is embedded are disregarded.

Once again, we return to the problems we found in our earlier attempt to

_locate cognitive tasks:. the constraints on-behavior differed so. radically from

situation to situation tbat we fourid it difficult to locate tasks,. If the

_coding system- we use in analysis assumes away. the constraints imposed by tbe

sequential nature of the discourse, then it may make it ,easier' to locate

tasks; but we ha-,'e little faith that the tasks so located will be the task's

the participa3ts were engaged in. We cannot afford to base our. analysis on

"same" tasks that are the same prim..ily by fiat of a coding system that

ignores the influence of constraints operating on those tasks.

We have no easy solution to the problems we have been pointing out. We

are pretty coafident that there is no way to do .on-line coding of this kind of

interaction that can capture the complexities we haVe pointed_ to. : We are

currently trying to figure out how much specification ,is possible using our

video taped records, and our in depth,(via our planned,tracers) understanding

of,- -Rome parts of the situations. that we tape.. The reSearchAn psychology and

education upon' which we are strawing.is impressive. ',As with the child we men-
.

tioned in the "beginning,,We- are struck by 'how much is known; but, as with the

child, there are occasions, when this knowledge falls 'to -be displayed. Qur
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tack is not unli the,practi.cing teacher's: we try to .understand what under-

lies Lhc success .7)1 this research,dnd what occasions the problems,' and we .11c

0 it over and over iuthe hope that We will finally get it' right.

Another Level of Analysis

In the light of the critique developed above, it is apparent that- and-.

lyses of classroom interactional data have Sever limitations. On,the sub7.

stantive side, it appears 'difficult ,to make claims abobt Who differ

from the mainstream. On the methodological side, it appears difficult to

integra!_e information based on talk exchanges with information important .to

psychology and pedagogy. However, as we consider bioader units of analysis,

the picture changes in both respects., In this section, we will describe

change thatioccurred ilLthe course of the unit and an aspect of teacher-child

--/
exchanges le.;.,;s.ms that appc, to be implicnted in the change.

After the first lesson-of the unit we.had an amazing outcome: 'the group

of children who renresented the lOwer achieving. part of the class'acored

better on a test than the children- who represented the higher achievers. By

the end of the unit, everyop was doing better than they.had done initially._
1 .

.

However, by the 9nd of the unit we had succeeded' in tecapitulating.theo

achievement order: the higher achievers werci once again scoring better than

the lower group children., In the coursq.of.three weeks, almost daily lessons

lasting dhont- half and hour, we had a little microcosm of failure. In a

sen'so, our unit was even Worse than , real l'world:.The children ,-wham educa-

tion failed tohelp had started out n71t merely equal, butaheadof the chil-

dren who were school successes. Eveci s7), the group labeled ..high, achievers

regained their illte-successful position by the,end.of the unit. Like k--real

v.
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world, there waLra dispTop,...,rtirmate representation of children in the low

group who "conld`'he identifiedeas different from .the mainstream in tenors of

.langunge and culture.

Otir analysi!, of thiS educational /instructional microcosm is simple:

(1, .The low group.children had to do an extra.plece,
of intellectual work in the course of the lessons.

(2) The."extra.work-iuvolved exchanging one conceptual
organization of the deMain for another.

(3): On, the nominal task (the "basic" work) , the' low, group

children were impeded by s'very'general and pervasive
feature of classroom talk exchanges.

The UominalAtash of the unit was to master the following set of facts:
. .

The Diegueno people got their, food by hunting and gathering;
they governed themselves in bands and they moviktheir
small families arourrd.

The Shoshoni people got their food by hunting and gathering;
they governed themselves in bands and they moved their
large multi-generational families around.

The Tewa,people got their food by farming; they. governed
.

themselves as tribes and they had permanent homes for their
large families.

The Navaho people g3t their foOd by_trade; they governed
themselves as a tribe and they moved their large families
around.

The Natchez people got their food by farming; theygoverned
themselves as a state and they had permanent homes !for their
large families.

The Aztec people got their food, by trade and they gOerned
themselves as a state and they had permanent homes folio: their
small fat'ilies.

R

Multiple formats repressanted the facts in the course of the i narratives

with visual aids, samedifferent exercises, problemA. so. wing,. role play,
.

question-anSVdf-Sequences, workbooks. In each lesson, a ".chaff representing

all the facts was used for review.. After each lesson, theichildren took a

test: They matched, the .the ten blanks-1n a different- chart with a list of.-
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The Booinniny of Inr,:tf.uction. In the .first lesson, the teach ,n7 told

stories about th gr-Jops of iwople using lino drawings (e.g. Figure 2) as the

'visual aids.- After telling stories about fold gathering among-the Dieguen(t,

the Shoshoni and the Town, the teacher asked the children to look, at all three

pictures and to find that were the same and one that was different. The
C

teahhe? focused the jiscusbion,on,the two ways of getting food: _hunting and

gathering in LW3 of the pictures in contrast to the farMing done by the Tewa.

Each oup of people and each lexical term was presented in the same way.

Following the ,eighteen narratives, pictures and discussions, the teacher

filled in the ansers on 6e review pocket chart (Figure 3)1, Then the chil

dren took the first test (Figure 4).

The average number of correct answers for the children identif4ed as low

achievers was higher than. f:ir the high group. Furthermore no child ,in the low`

group scored lower than the highest. scoring chi4d'in the high grouR., We had,

achieved a crossover effect.

However, an examinati70' of the test ,papers revealed an interesting

difference' between the groups that was not represented. in the qualltity of

correct.answers. The incorrect answers are the key. High group, children:

A

answered' ,incorrectly 'but. their answers were in the correct category,. If the
r.

correct answer was "tribe", their- wrong answers were "state" or "band." ,In_

startling contrast, the. low group children showed no constraints from the

catepory on their incorrect- answers., if the correct answer was "tribe" .their

wrong ansWers Were drawn from the wh:,le.pool theymight answer . "trade" ,:for.

"moveable small" ormfarming" or "permanent large".

a
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Figure 2. Two line drawings used in the Native Americans cycle.

'3
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SYMBOL GROUP HOMES GETTING GOVERNMENT

- .
I,-..ser.. NAVAHO

MOVEABLE

LARGE
TRADE TRIBE

_14:-/'
//1\

NATCHEZ
PERMANENT
LARGE FARM STATE

SHOSHONI
MOVEABLE
LARGE

__,H NT/
GATHER 'BAND

0
...1

AZTEC PERMANENT
SMALL

TRADE STATE

DIE GUENO
MOVEABLE
SMALL

HUNT/
GATHER BAND

TEWA PERMANENT{
LARGE

, TRIBE
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Figure 4. Teat format used in Native American cycle.
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The Mid-point of Instruction. We continued with the wait. In smaller

groups, the children met with their teachers; reviewed the unit chart and

undertook a diversity of activities. There wererole play situations with lit-
,

tle. figutes that exposed the crucial features\of social organization and gave

more substance to the category as well as to the differences' between .bands,

tribes and states. There was a problem solving situation where the children

were given a tool used for obtaining or pteparing food- and the food item

'involved. They engaged in lively discussions and exhibitions of how hunters

and gatherers obtained and prepared their food. The food-getting category

also involved a lesson that tied in the child '6 experiences with gardening

and climates with the farming done by the NatChez and the Tewa. Another

role-play situation was undertaken to enrich the children's notion,of.trade to.

include money -- tokens of non-intrinsic value. The he category and the

variables included in it were investigated..by groups of children without a

teacher present as they worked on booklets that included 'drawings and stories.

to complete.

The End of Instruction. A final large group lesson brought all of the

categories and variables.back together again as the children were involved in

a discussion of how their lives were similar to and different from the. lives

f the Native American groups that they had been studying. Throughout this

,

long series of lessons the chiidren.had taken tests that were in the same for-

mat, the sort of test that produced-the "Crossover" after'the first lesson.

4fter the final large group lesson, the children in the .lowl-achieving group

turned in test papers thaemade it clear that they performed less well than

. the children in the high a4;Ileving groUp. However, even for the children who

appeared to be "acting up" and not "taking the test seriously", an analysis of
o
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the wrong answers no longer differentiated between the low and high achievers..

All of the children were treating the categories, like categories: If the

answer was.supposed to be "tribe", the wrong answers were either "band" or

notate".

Interpreting This 'Aptitude X Instruction' Interaction. There are three

ways to look at the differences in the way children changed betTeen the first

and the last test scores:

4

e-

1) The unit was successful. All of the children got

more answers correct after the full unit than the

did after the first lesson alone.

This analysis would draw only (44 the difference in

the total number of correct answers.
, ,

The unit was only p-artially Ouffessful because the

- high achievers "got more" out of the instruction

than.the low achievers did. Although the high group

children didn't "get as much" out of the first lesson

9

as the low group children, they "got more" by the

end of the full unit.

This analysis would draw on a "change" score based
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on the number of correct aniwers.

3) The unit was only partly saccessful because the

low achievers were "doing two things at once" in

the course of the unit. They were learning the

correct associations just as the high group children

were. They were also learning a different way to

organize the domain.

This analysis draws on the Aterature on mental

p
representation and on the contrasting patterikplg

of wrong answers.

We think that all of the above ,accounts can be considered true. Our initial,

job was to develop an explanation for the second sort of statement: How is it

that high achievera'"get more" out of an instructional unit than low achievers

do, that is, how do the rich get richer? Part of the answer-is related to the

third sort of an analysis: The lower group children start out doing a dif-

ferent task, they learn to dothe same task the high children are doing, and,

at the same time, learn the specific content in the task.. In the unofficial

the extra one,, the low group children achieved at a 100% level. In thetask,

official task,.the specific content, they weren't quite so good, certainly not.

as good as the high group children.
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The unofficial extra task brings up a contrast that is a mainstay in the

psychological literature. Studies of memory and lexical organization have

canonized a distinction among the ways that a set of items can be represented

in the mind. On the one hand, elements can be related in a'stary fashion,

with the items developing a cohesive theme. When a domain. is represented in

this way, the terms that are used to desctibe it are: functional, or thematic,

or relational. For example, "Dieguenos hunted rabbits and gathered acorns.

Aztecs farmed with irrigation canals," would be an expression of a

funttional-relational-thematic representation of a subset of the cycle domain:

Dieguenos + hunt and gather; Aztecs +'farm. On the other hand, elements can

be related in a chart-like fashion, with the items expressing hyper- and

hypo-n* ic relations.
0

When a domain is represented this way, the terms that

....

are used to describeIt are: taxonomic, or categorical. For example, Figure 3

and Figure 44 above would be expressions of a taxonomic-categorical

-representation of the cycle domai ri . Often, in the literature, it. appears that

. children and people from non-Western societies represent domains in ?a

fUrietional-relational-thematic way. and older people and those from Western

technological societies represent domains in a categorical-taxonami way (Cole

and.Scribner, 1973). However, a variety of recent studies suggest that_ some-

thing othei than a "developmental" interpretation should be put on such find-

ings. The materials used, the content domains studied, the elicitation frame

the experimenter chooses -- all appear to effect the conclusions one would

(

draw about whether a group of subjects uses one 'type of representation or the

other. In fact, the safest conclusion is probably that almost any subject

could rely on either form of mental representation (LCHC, 1982; 1983).
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As we examine the differences in the wrong answers that the children pro-

vided on the tests, we see the relevance of these distinctions between concept

types. First, consider the first test: The high group children answered with

wrong answers from the right category while the low group children's wrong

answers had no such categorical interpretation. This suggests that the high

group children were relying on the same categorical-taxonomic representation

of the domain that we used for the visual aid charts and tests. We can make

no such statement about the low group children: It is not clear what represen-

tation controlled their answers. It is clear that our categories did not con-

trol them. Since, the first lesson relied on narratives and pictures, it is

not implausible to say that thematic-functional-relational representations

accounted' for their correct answers; but there is no certain lesson to be

learned from their incorrect answers.

Next consider the comparison of the performance of the low group children

on the first and last test: Their wrong answers were just like the high

group's on the last test; the wrong answers were from the.. correct category;

the children had. changed over the course of the unit. The children developed

e categorical-taxonomic representation of the domain that constrained their

answer choice, and it was ;Ike the one that we presentdd. At the minimum we

have evidence that the low group children undertook two tasks: 'learning-

content of the domain and learning our representation ofkkit. Perhaps, too, the

children changed from a functional-relational representation to a, taxonomic-

categorical. one. One conclusion todraw'from,this sort) of analysis is that

the low group children4did a really excellent job because they did two 'pieces.

of intellectUal work while the high group children only:did one. On the other

hand, the low group children did end up performing less well on the test
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indicating .that they didn't knoW as much about Native Americans 4p the high

-group children. It. seems insufficient to leave the matter by stating a

defense about the great work the lower group children did.
t

Classroom Discourse Support for Taxonomic. Representations. Recent work

on the structure of the talk exchanges 1 lessons can contribute to an expla.r

nation of how'the language used 142 classroasgs gives more assistance to

,learners with taxonomic representations than to those with functional

relational representations. One study (Griffin and Humphrey, 1978) provides a

detailed.. description of the treatment of children's answers in lessons. Their '

work accounts for the interactional records of lessons in a variety of .class-;

room contexts (their own cofpus from a,highly successful private school

Mehan's (1979) corpus from an inner-city school, .Sinclair and Coulthares

(1975) corpus fr6m a British school).

In lessons;, much of the talk, occurs in groups of three utterances:

1) Teacher initiates a topic in an incomplete

.

way, often by, using a question word that
.

leaves out a part of the subsiance of the

statement.

2) A child or several children propose a completion

of the topic, an answer

3) Teacher disposes of the child proposal, validating;
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Often, the three part sequence is called an."Initiation, Response, Evaluation"

sequence or a "Question, Answer, Feedback" sequence. Griffin and H phrey

focused on the Teacheee'Evaluation (or Feedback) turn, in a different/ way,
. .

showing the role that the turn had in constructing the content domain t

lesson addressed. Rather than seeing it.primarily as an evaluation

at the

f the

Child speaker, they demonstrate that the third part of.the equence alts as .a.

gatekeeper for the content of the lesson. Unless a teacher goes into a lee-
__

ture format, this.gatekeeping turn is about the only thing that a to cher can

-use to make sure that the proper information is available. for learning and

that improper content is removed. In essence, the three, parts cad be seen as

one. assertion that is collaboratively constructed by the teacher and the

child. Griffin' and Humphrey found clear patterns amidst the varying expres-
-

sions of the third, gatekeeping, turn. As expected, a major line'.enn be drawn

between the group of wayathat "correct" answer are treated and the group of

way 7that "Incorrect answers" are treated. That is, the yariants'in the, third

turn can be clearly identified in terms of polarity: Each variant occurs only

as positive or only as a negative.

Of interest here are the ways that wrong answers are treated. In partic-
-

ular, suppose the sequence is as follows:

TeaCher:,' How did the Dieguenos getitheir food,-
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Child: They farmed.

Teacher: ?????????

, .The child's answer is wrong. Because this is an educational corlversation,

0somehow the discourse has to remove the wrong answer and get.the right answer

into the lesson. There is an overwhelming preference,for a child speaker to

supply the right answer; that is, seldom.does the following occur as a third

part:
/

Teacher: No. They hunted. and gathered.

Instead, one of the folloWing techniques is used:

.1) Third turn occurs overtly. Then the teacher asks the

AuestiOn again, usually addressing an-Other child.

a) Simple negative (e. "Not quite-."

1)) Implicated negative (e.g.; "That was.a very good try.")

2) Third turn is covertly accomplished. by a sequence of

acts that the teacher initiates:

Asksthe same child the same luestion.

(e.g. "The'Diegeunos got their food by II )
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I

b) Ask another child the same question.,

(e.g. "Renee, 'how did they get theii food?")

c) Initiate a side sequence' tit will return

to the, same question.

.g. "What are the-other ways to get food that we

have been thinking about?"

(Child: Hunt and gather and uh...)

"Right, trading with money and hunting

and gathering. Now they didn;it have money

and did they stay- -in one place so they.

could farM the land?"''-

(Child: No, they moved around.)

"So, if they couldn't trade and they couldn't

Or

farm, how did the Diegueno get their food?"

"Do.you remember the picture of the women-

making those beautiful baskets?"

(Child:-Yeah4
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"And do you remember those nets the Dieguenos

had, too?"

(Child: Yeah, for catching rabbits.)

"Yedh,.they bunted-rabbits. Row did the

Rhigueno get their food?"'

4
d), Ask aluestion whose answer implies that the

previous. answer could not' be correct.

(e.g. "Did they get their acorns by farming?'

In effect, these procedur:Perase" the incorrect answer and provide a place

for the correct answer to go. Classroom lessons are quite 'nicely designqd:

Teachers present information content in lessons; Teachers o young ,children
H.

ifseldonideliverlectures-tothennThethreelirtunitsgalo.the teacher and

the children to collaborate in constructing the information _content; Part ofdam,, ;

) 1;1
in

the construction team, the children rres a, are in the lesson yhecause they
,

don't know the information that they are collaborating 'to construct, so. they

make mistakes; The three part unit has ,a built- air procedure in the.

teacher's last turn so that incorrect information ca

right answers.

replaced with the

?)(

Education 18 not merely constructing lessons; it is.aiOso children master-

ing content. One is not subordinated to the other. Withi the lessons in'our

Native AmericanIndiaa cycle; the chances thpta child wil come up with the

A
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-corr t answer after a wrong answer has been offered are relattdto the kind

of domain representation the child is working with.. In the case of the chil-

dren from the high achievement group who shared our taxonamical-categorical

representation of the domain, any treatment of the .wrong answer ("farming").

left them with a 50-50 chance of being right with their next proposal. There

were only three alternatives in the category, and their responses were con-

strained by tile category. In contrast, the children who are not working with

a taxonomic representation, get help to constrain their next proposal from

only one of the six ways used to treat an incorrect answer,. If ;; =he teacher

uses either of the kinds of overt negative gatekeeping, children likt...thoN'in

our low group have 9 possible answers left to choose among. The chance-of

being correct on a next proposal to replace the wrong nnswer,Eire quite slim.

If the teacher uses anything but the side-sequence-treatment of a wrong

answer, the discourse gives children working with a categorical representation

an ro-rantage over the children working with some other representation of the

domain. The side sequence treatment does not reverse the situation, but it

can even things up. It provides the opportunity for the teacher to prbvide

more constraints on the answer choice than the domain representation does. As

the, teacher inserts a few more three part units and buildEr.a little extra

information with the.child,itimay appear that the group is "off-top le. How.7

A
ever, when the sequence ends, back where it started, the extra talk can be seen

as adding more constraints to the answer choice of-the initial question. Con-,'

sidering a child's next proposed answer for. the original question, the 'chances

for it being a correct 'answer are increased., (In the examples above, in 2C,

the first example appears to rely on the categorical representation, and the

second on some mote narrative representation.)

133

r

e
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The box score is surprisingly lopsided. If the name of the game is having-.

the classroom discourse support the student, then the high achievers who.start

out with a taxonomy win, with 6.supporting discourse moves, as compared to the

low achievers who only score. with 1 discourse move. The way that these small

structures of discourse ,.elate to the larger_structure of the domain mirrors

the. content achievement discrepancy in our data. One answer to how the rich

get richer in classrooms appears to be that the discourse of lessohs gives

them. .extra support. In order to work effectively in the classroom on this

sort of a domain, it makes sense for the low-achieving children to switch to a

taxonomic- categorical organizational structure by the end of the unit.

Academic Content Support for Taxonomic Representations A set of questions

aie raised by the preceding Observedpreferenceof classroom discourse for

taxonomical representations of a domain: If the.information content of a unit
JO'

of lessons is represented with a functional-relational organizational struc-

ture, would our low achieving children who appeared to start out with such an

organizational structure "maintain their advantage'throughout the whole unit?

And, would the'high Achieving-children demonstrate the ability to switch the

organizational structures that constrained, their answers? And, would the

language usecrin'the classroom, shoW &marked preference for the side sequence

'treatment of wrong answers as the technique that supports a non-taxonomic

representation?

We attempted to find a topic for a cycle 'that would provide us with the

appropriate test case. We wanted to design a cycle where a taxonomic represen-

tation,might be devised, 'but. where it would be clearly inferior to -a

functional- relational organization of the domain that the unit teaching'would,

13J
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support. Whichever topic we investigated, it turned out wrong. lienu. plan-

ning, for instance, turned into the categories-known as the seven basic food

groups. Kinship systems in anthropology may have fit the bill,, but couldn't

be rationalized as educationally relevant in the classroom for.the children.

As the search continues it becomes very cleat that'the'topics in educa-.

tion are more suited to taxonomic representation. The topics; the discoUrse

structure and our high achieving children all favor thAtmode of organization.

Wh4e we could not find the test case to answg our questions, we found.

instead the same difficulty that the loW achieving children found in our cycle

of lessons: what our society considers appropriate for education does not

avor a functional-relational organization of.domains'.

--V
In this work we found a way in which psychologicA categories, language

-

use structures and educational achievement discrepancies could be related. We

A
have not arrived at a clear answer about how this integration can be used to

ameliorate the situation. On the basis of our cross- cultural work and histor-.:
ti

ical assessments of literacy and its world impact, we can relate the events in

this. small unit in this one classroom to atilore general issue: the taxonomic

)

mode is central to the technologies upon Which the modern'world prides itself

(Goody, 1977) .

. .
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__-
One of the tasks of ,a teacher,Is to assess.the pUpils' progress so she

gear instruction to,th'ir level of mastery. This assessment often takei

place during the course of-interactive teaching (ShaVelson & Stern., 1911).

For example, through the rise Of a stimulated recell interview procedure,

M4Nair (1978-1979) showy that the largest number of the deciiibc points in. 'a

teacher's interactive teaching Are motivated by concerns about whether, the

pupils are learning the le on material. But as Wallen (n.dt) shows. in his

survey of -elementary level m thods texts, methods for interactive assessment

are seldom treated explicitly in teacher training.

left to practical experience.

Instead they are generally

and. apprenticeship. This paper suggests-one

source of information about children's learning which i

\ able to teed-hers in interaction with children. Throug

of fourth.grade science lessons,,we illustrate a model o

cuss the limitations on its effectiveness.

Neither psychological nor educatiOnal'research his
A-

of how ,interactive assessments cattle accomplished.

in experimental psychology is the laboratory task in wh

dated from interactions with others. But in claisro

tionsmith others is the norm rather than the exception

systematically avail-
.

the analysis of a.set

assessment and dis-

ddressed the question

e.model of assessment,

ch the subject is leo-

activities, interac-

thUs presenting Seri-
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ous prOblems :for this ,model (Newman, Griffin & Cole, in; press). The
e r

process/product model of educational research explicitly distinguishes between

the teaching process and the pupil's competence at the completion of the pro-
-,

cess. It has not typically looked for-ways to: assess the pupil's progress
WWI

during the course of the teaching process.

What is needed in order to observe and study the in situ process of

I
assessment? The first requiremAnt is an analysis of the task as'the teacher

understands it on line.! Here we. need to treat the teacher as an informant so

that, °for eexample, we do not attempt to measure chaiges in behavior that are

too-subtle;to:be noticeable While teaching.

The second requirement is that we consider in what ways children change

while interacting with the teacher. Here is where we must formulate a model

of assessment that does not make the usual-assumptions of psychological, and
0 .

educational research.

.In the-usual model of assessment, childien'4 sCompetence is measured by
JS

'their individual performance on a criteria]. task. Change over time is seen as

an increase in the performance measure. For our purpOse, a useful alternative

is provided by Vygotsky (1978). Vygotsky's theOry contains an impOrtani idea'

which can be summarized as- follows. In sharp contrast to this standard view,
. ,

,

Vygotsky has given us a way--Of understanding childree,s coMpetenceas an

expression of, how they interact with others. Children are able to do many

things while obtaining support from others that they could not do if left

entirely on their own. :Asthe child /earns*, he is able to do more and more of

the task on his own. One way to tell how "coMpeteneee child is, if we take
.

this view of learning, is to gauge how much help the' child needs in order
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complete the task. Instead of just giving children the task and measuring how.

well they do or how badly they fail, we can give children the task and then

observe how much and what kind of help they need in order to complete the task

successfully. This model of learning as the progressive internalization of
N

outside help has important jim lications fore testing (Brown & Ferrara, in

prest). When applied to'testi g, the idea is often called. "dynamic assess-

merle (Feuerstein, 1979). We believe that this process of progressively

\removing support is a'l'so an important method by which teachers assess their

students' progress while they are teaching a lesson.

.-
Analzais-of a Fdurth-Grade Let-son'

We can illustratethe.strengths and weaknesses of this in situ process of:-

assessment with an analysis of a set of lessons we videotaped during a

research project concerned with the assessment of cognition An nonlaboratory

settings (Newman, Griffin & Cole; in press; Griffin, Cole & Newman, 1982).

Since our model of this process focuses on decrements in the amount.of

help needed over a set of trials on the same task, we needed to look at ltssOns

that contained a recurrent task. This is the kind of lesson to which our

model would apply. If a decrement were clear, then we could point to the kind

of evidence a teacher has available, for assessing children. If there were, no

decrement. in amount of help then further analyses and revision of the model

would be indicated.

We'- found.a set-of.such,lessons among the data we collected. in a fourth-.

grade classroom in ;'-a suburban area near' San Diego. The set of lessons were

part of a unit on household chemicals that we designed in .collaboration with
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the classroom teacher and with the help of curriculum,materials developed com-

mercially. On the third day of the unit the teacher taught a set of small.'"

group lessons to each of the "Math groups." We set our cameras up focused on

the kidney-shaped table as each group of four to siz children, in turn, spent

their 25 minute time slot in a lesson where, for the first time, they actually

got to Mix chemicals. The lesson had three main phases. First, the teacher

discussed the classification of chemicals and the use of indicators to lden-

rtify them. They were told how iodine turns starch purple and how red cabbage

solution changes to different colors when mixed with an acid or a base.

Second, the teacher divided the group into pairs and distributed two-chemicals

and the two indicators to each pair. Each pair of children was,told to mix

4
each of their chemicals wth each of their indiCators and record the four

'reactions on a worksheet. In the ,final phase of the.lesson, the teacher dis-

cussed the results with the children, and reviewed What could be said about

each chemical on the basis..of the results.

The phase we will be concerned with primarily is the phase in which the

children actually set about mining chemicals anCrecording.the results. pi

this phase, she told pairs of children to work together but each individual

was, in effect, given responsibility for only'one chemical. So all that any

one child had to dOwaS mix her'chemical with each-of the two indicators and

record the resulti of each mixture.

3

1.
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Changes in AMOUht of 212.

If children need less help to get aeproblem done the second time. they do

it, then we and-the teacher may certainly feel that they have learned.some

thing. We coded the lessons with respect to whether or. not the children

received help from the teacher at various points in the mixing and recording

part of. the lesson. We started our coding after the teacher's initial

instructions just as she distributed the chemiSals. At the most macro' level

we were concerned with differences between the first and second task; that is,

between the child's mixing his chemical with the first indicator (and then

recording the results) and his mixing the chemical with the second indicator

(and recording). Within the first and second task we coded-the Mix and Record

phases separately. We expected that the kinds of problems encountered with

respect to choosing the two chemicals and mixing them in the test tube would

be quite different)-from the problems encountered in recording the chemicals

and results on the. worksheet.

We also wanted to code.te usefulness or importance. of the help because

t4

i was intuitively: clear that. ome- of the help the teacher gave was somehow

mo significant than other help. This proved veryAdifficult and we' were

unable to attain reliability on our initial attempts. The utility of help is,

of course, an interaction between what the teacher says and what the child

already knows. For example, explicit detailed instructions constitute a high

level utility only-for a child who does not know what to -do. We return to

this issue later because it is central to the interactive model of assessment.'

Our,first partiallysuCcessful solution to the '!utility" problem keyed off

distinction the.teacher, herself, made when we interviewed her about, the help

1 4 5
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she was giving. She distinguished between "low level" and "high level" help

by which she was referring to whether she told them simply that they should do

the phase or whether she,explained how actually to do it. We labelled these

two aspects of each phase "Step" and "Execute." As it turns out the patterns

of results are quite different for these.two aspects of the problem.

For each child there were eight points to be coded.is.to whether or not

the teacher provided help. The authors assessed the reliability of this cod -

in procedure by coding one of the lessons independently. They agreed on 91%

of.the cases.

Figure 5 shows the results for each of the eight coding points. For the .

moment, consider the whole bars ignoring the fact that there are grey areas on

each bar: The patterns for Mixing and Recording are quite different. For

Mixing there is a decrease in the amount of help from the first to the second

,

combination. This difference occurs only with respect to the Execute aspect.

This decrease in help for the execution of Mixing is found separately in each

of the 5 small groups and is significant at the p<.05 level when tested by the

McNemar test for the significance of changes. The children continued to get

the same low level of help throughout the lesson On the Step aspect.

The results for the Recording phase of the tasks, are quite different.

Here there is no difference between the first and second combination with

respect toeither aspect. The teacher help stays at .a relatively constant

high level throughout the lesson. The resUlts suggest that the children were

learning something about how to do the mixing over the Course of the lesson-
, .

but that they did not learn anything about how to recordthe chemical combina-

tions. But another interpretation is just as plausible. It could be that the
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.Figure 5. Relative frequency. of teacher help for each of eight coding
points. "Grey areas" of each bar indicate help that could not be ! determined
by,the coder to be nieded.. 0 Li\
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children did not learn anything at all. It could be they already knew what to

the teacher went ahead and told them whatto do at first anyway.

This gets back to the interactive nature of the help. Once. we coded

whether or not ttie teacher gave help and whet phaSe and aspect it was given

.in) we returned. to considering whether or not the children_ needed the help the

.teacher gave. FleApplied three coding categories to, each Of the eight coding-

points. Reliability of the authors' .independent coding was 87%. The

categories were:

%. 1) Needed help,. We had no trouble identifying many case, of the first

category where 'childre needed help. Children often Asked for help in.a
.question directed to the t acher or they sat doing nothing until the teacher

told them what to do.

2),Didlao need !Lek. We also identified many cases where the children

did not need help to complete the procedure successfUlly and, in fact, got no

help. There were, hoUever, a few cases where children got help but clearly

did not need it, e.g., they were alretedy doing the step when the teacher told

them to do it.

3) Cannot tell whether help was needed or not.- The third coding category.

was more, problematic but turns out td point to an important difficulty with

assessing children's abilities within supported interaction. Thei.e were a

large .number of cases where we could not tell whether or notthe childr0

needed the help they were given. These were not cases of inadequate data col-

lection; theteacher-child interactions were6recorded clearly enough. Rather

rOa

Art
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they were cases where the'teacher gave help before it_was clearly needed. For

example, many of these cases were ones in which the children,asked the teacher

about how to describe the adlor of the resulting reaction. The teacher would

answer that question and immediately go on to tell them to write it down. As ;

researchers, we do not know if the children would have recorded the reaction

V
on their own if they had not been given help.,

The grey areas in each of the bars in Figure 5 indicate' those cases for

which we could not tell if the help was needed. This Figure makesit clear

that the interventions directed toward the problem of mixing the chemicals

were relatively more responsive to the.childreee'problems or. questions than

the interventions around recording. 'A closer look at the Mixing data indi-

cates that, excluding the grey areas, we have the same pattern of results as

we found when those areas were included. That is, the Step aspect shows no

change° but there'is a decrement in the help with the second combinations for

the.Execution aspect.

Looking.pow at the Recording data we find .quite a different-pattern when

we exclude ,the grey areas. Here a- far'greater proportion of the teacher's.

interventions did,not'follow-a_child's question,or problem. While the Step
4

aspect stays the same from the first to the second combination, the Execute

aspect shows a.decrease in the amount of help that we .can be sure was needed.

That' is, we do find a decrease in the.difficulties and-questions the ,children

had. The teacher,ehowever,-Continued to give's high level of help..

/
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From our point of view as researchers, the teacher seemed to be obscuring

our view of the children's competence. The, decrease in requests *for help sug-

gests that the children were learning something about what they were supposed.

to write on their worksheets. But other interpretations stals° plauiible._

For - example, the teacher may have believed that the children did not knotw how

to Execute recording so began giving help a little sooner the second time in

order to head off the difficulty. The point is that because the teacher gaVe

help before it was clearly needed we can not be sure whether or not the chil-

dien needed the help.

The_teacher also coded some of the lessons and discussed with us her per-

ceptions .of her interventions. These interviews provided us with several

plausible explanations for the differences in the patterns of teacher help for

Mixing and Recording. First,: she points out that she actually provided

specific instructions about mixing in the first phase of the lesson but gave

far less explanation about using the record sheet. Thus the greater level of

help for recording may be partially a result of attempting to .provide 'mini-

lessons on recording during the "hands on" phase. Second, the teacher had to

make extra effort in the second phase of the lesson to assure the records were

kept. If the children did not know what to do next as far as mixing is con-

cerned, they would be stuck and would stop or ask a question. But, it. would

be very easy for a child to- mix a chemical and. indicator, examine the result,;

replace the test tube in the rack, and then go on to the next combination

. without recording the results. This would be an easy mistake for the children

to make because the purpose of the record could found only in the. third
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phase of the lesson i which the 12 chemical combinations were to be discussed

and which only the t cber knew about. Finally, she noted that many of the

interventions that e, had coded as category 3 (cannot tell) were cases in

which she considered erself to be just reinforcing the actions she presumed

the child would proba y carry out anyway. But she knew CSt subsequent les7

Sons in the unit would make use of very similar record keeping skills and she

.wanted to use whittiever opportunities she had to reinforce the record-keeping

habit.

The teacher's comments point to an important way in which teaching and

assessment can be in conflict. Giving too much help,is usually not a critical

problem for teaching. If the children get help with a problem when they do

not need it, the worst that can happen is that they will4kfcome a little bored

and perhaps want to get onto something new or into something inappropriate. A

teacher can Afford to err in the direction of giving too much help, but the

consequences may be far more disturbing if too little help is given. The

teacher's assessment of the children's progress -in- -being able to solve a prob-

lem requires withdrawing support to the edge of the children's abilities.

This 'kind of brinksmanship requires that the teacher be there,to quickly pick

the children up when they do slip over the edge of their competence.

These observations,make it clear that, for the teacher, assessment 21.1 se

must often take second place to other demands. - The teacher must often

interact with the children in Ways'that make assessment impossible.. en this

case, Tar example, ai.researchers attempting to assess the children, Ile could

not. tell which children used record keeping from the start or picked it up

quickly, and which children were slow to pick up record keeping. As. Brown and

152.
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Perarra (in press) illustiate in a'laboratory setting, a one-to-one tutorial

does make dynamic assessment feasible and produces results interestingly at

yeti ce with standard techniques. The results of the current study indicate,

howev r, that dynamic assessment may not provide a viable alternative to the

proce -product paradigm in classroom based research.

We assume that assessment is a continuous process in the course of lesson

interactions. It may not be as precise as is possible in a one-to-one situa-

tion, but it is certainly a necessary part of effective teaching. We have

suggested that a model for. the kind of assessment that is piossiblain the

course of lessons can be'based on the gradual reduction in the amount of sup-

port' the teacher needs to give as she foes through a sequence of problems.

The basic idea is to make use of the supportive-social interactions .mbich.

characterize teaching situations rather than trying to eliminate those sup-

ports as in standard testing procedure:S. For this kind of assessment to hap-

pen the activity does not have-to stop for the child to be tested; the assess-

ment goes on as an integral part of the teaching process itself. But since

the process is embedded in.the ongoing lesson activity it is very susceptible

to variations in the teacher's priorities and to limitations,in the resources

the teacher has available.

At;
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CHAPTER 5:

BUT IT'S IMPORTANT DATA!:

MAKING THE DEMANDS OF A COGNITIVE EXPERIMENT

MEET THEEDUCATIONAL IMPERATIVES OF THE CLASSROOM_

Marilyn G. Cluinsaat

'Oceanside Unified School District
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As a relatii.re newcomer to research on children, I have noticed a trend in-'

the titling of research papers. Authors have found a creative outlet in using

cute phrases from children who are their subjects to exemplify the intent of
.

the paper. I have chosen a cut phrase, but this time the saying is from the

)1

classroom researchers "But it's important_data.' This paper isintend as a

reflection, on the difficulties encountered, and how consequent decisigns were ../.

made, while I was the teacher'in a-classroom where psychological research was

being done. °'It is also intended as a comment on the difficulties encountered

by the practitioner among researchers.

The research described in this paper took place in my 3rd/4th grade

classroom. The three-year prolectl(two.years in the classrobm have been cm-.

pleted, one year of analysis remains), sought to study the cognitive demands

children Are faced with when learning to deal with the "same task" in dif-

ferent classrbom situations. Videotaped data were designed to trace specific
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cognirtiVa tasks through different'settings: large-group lessons, small group

lessons, one-to-one tutorials, children-only school interactions, and after-

school- clubs. A set of lessons incorporating all of the settings within a

d
curriculum - cognitive 'task unit was called a "cycle." Amore complete7descrip-

tion of the project from the `researchers' point of View is available in Grif-

fin, Cole and Newman.(in press).

It was extremely important that the teacher work closely with the project

help with the planning of cycle lessons, documentation of decisions which

might affect the kind of data collected, and analysis. In many respects the

practitioner and observers had much of the Same relationship as others who had

been involved in classroom research .e (Florio & Walsh,'1976; Mehan, 1977).

Florio and Walsh labeled the teacher's role "Observant Participant," giving

the impression that researchers and practitioners collaborated-44 finding and

'making observations about the clasaeoam. However, while in previous classroom

work researchers were primarily observers, in this proiect;.rasearchers set up

and participated in specific tasks in order to systematically explore the ways

in which cognitive tasks are influenced by the. interactional and curricular

variations necessary to.run a classroom. Researchers sought tb understand the

context .of cognitive tasks, and the teacher had a more responsible role in the

projeCt. The problem of coordinating the needs of cognitive research with the

ongoing business of teaching and
.
learnirig in the classroom had to be con-

fronted continua1lly.

1
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At the-beginning of the project, thad two years,

public schdols. Prior to that, I had been a Sociology

from the same university and the same teacher-training

research was associated. Much of my upper-division
(
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experience teaching in

major and/had giaduated

(.

program With which the
n p

work emphisizdd learning

about current edUcational research, considering the teacher as ethnographer,

and using video -tape equipment to study'classroom interaction. When Bud Mahan

contacted me about participating in this research I thought it might give me a

chance to build on my undergraduate background, allow me to get-a glimpse of

what graduate work would be like, and perhaps show me, Something about my

teaching. But I considered self-improvement to be an indirect object of my

involvement_in the project, since the project was not directed at changing my

teaching,

It is important to note that I had some prior experience which put me at

an advantage over many teachers who might find themselves in such a situation.

I haVe been video-taped while teaching as an undergraduate. I Anew that

video-taping could bean extremely important and beneficial means of gathering
P

data about teaching. Despite the fact that I had this experience, I still

felt somewhat uncomfortable about the prospect. At the outset, the research-

ers assured me that they were not interested in looking at my teaching as

data. The students were the "subjects"; aspects of "how they learned" were

,the data.
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I soon began to understand the design and interests of the .project, and

realized that, although I was not primary "subject," my role as the teacher,

and the way I taught, were extremely important. to the analysis. Although the

study was not focused on teachers, knowledge about the teacher's role in

designing lessons, making decisions about what and how 'tasks should be

learned, and his/her .actual implementations of plans would be essential to

specifying what the ;ask was and how the children perceived the task. Theeie

considerations were central to claiths about social organization and cognition.

As the teacher,,I clearly had privileged sources of knowlSdge. As I came to

understand my role oin the project as a mediator between abstract research
r

plans and concrete classroom reality, lixeting the demand of both teaching and

the process of doing research became more difficult.

\.

Problems in Doing Classroom Research in General

Before proceedingto the specifics of our research, I want 'to' review

, p. blems that may arise when teachers become involved in classroom research in

their own.rooms. Although it is rarely. .addressed openly, the first hurdle to

doing clasSroom-based research is the difficulty in finding educators willing

to participate. In.printiple, it should be expected that educators would be

interested in keeping up with educational research because of its implications

on how teaching should go on in the, classroom. However some teachers feel an

unwillingness to cooperate in classroom research, afraid of work disruption,

and especially of accusations of failure to keep abreast of new trends in

their field. Fear of such criticism is, in fact, central to the reluctance of

teachers to participate in such work.

157
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Many teachers.I know assume that education41-researchers end up exposing

and criticizing the practitioner and/or the educational system', It.is easy to

see how teachers might get this impression from the kind of research that is

published about teachers and schools.. Aside from curriculum research,teach-

-era usually hear about work thatishowvhow teachers are doing it all wrong.

Pygmalion in the Classroom is a good example. It points out that a teacher

can. make' or ruin a student's academic potential without even knowing how the

influence was accomplished.

Why, one might ask naively, should a competent.teacher worry? If every-

thing was going alright, there would be nothing to hide. This point of view

really is naive. I am willing to admit that things go wrong,in my: classroom

more often than I would like, as would any hOnest prOfessional. And if

video-tape equipment recorded what was going on, it would be extremely easy to

find cases which could be embarrassing.

When observers are in the classroom, especially observers who are

presuined to be experts on the teaching/learning process, teachers experience.,

an unpleasant role reversal. Under ordinary conditions, the classroOm teacher

is regarded as an agent of benefits for the children. S/he is responsible for 1

helping them acquire the academic skills necessary for success. in. their every-,

day lives, a responsibility that extends beyond textbooks.to the social organ-.

ization.of the classroom as well. OnCe an observer/researcher enters. the

classroom, the teacher begins to feel his/her role change. The researcher.is

there to improve clasaroom effectiveness.' The researcher is an advocate for

the children, _even if s/he doe6 not know their names or their,academic his-

tories. The researcher's advocacy-may result in recommendations for changes

0
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may 'stem from an evaluation of the teacher, viewed as part of "the p oblem,"

instead of as a beneficial agent.

Many educators I know are discouraged with their work, and have good rea

son to be. 'Complications with the demands of the public, bureaucratic orgrni-

zation, high student-teacher ratios,-and-other constraints all add to the

stress of the teaching profession. Given the opportunity, they would like to

talk about the difficulties of teaching in addition to the difficulties that

face the children. Yet such conversations rarely happen as a part of the

research process because to enter such a conversation is to undermine one's

own authority with little hope that the risk will pay off in terms of improved

classroom conditions.

Cognitive Experiments in the Classroom'

These very generzl remarks about classroom research are intended 'as an

introduction to the special problems of the project that I engaged in. I did

not simply agree to have someone observe in my classroom over a two-year

period 'while I went about my own business. Instead, I agreed to participate

in a project that would, from time to time, involve me in the planning of les-

sons that were motivated by.the researcher's focus on specifying the way that

the children processed information at each step in the lesson. Based on my

past experience, I had ideas about what kinds of lesson content and structure

would work well with my room full of 4th graders. But my ideas didn't always
,

fitth4lrequirements of the research.
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The project conducted in my classroom was focused on the ways that the

social organization of a learning task influences how well children master the

material. Intuitively it seems that'some children learn best when left with

paper-and-pencil work; others respond well when working with.a.small group of

other children; still others can't seem to understand the material unless the

teacher is working with them on a one-to-one basis. These intuitions are part

.of classroom folklore, but they are very difficult to pin downbecause so many

aspects of the lesson change from one kind of teacher-student interaction to

the next. Our research tried to find a way to evaluate such. ideas.

The basic idea was to present the kids with the ame--basic material in

lessOns structured in very different ways. We had large -group lessons where I
\

presented material to the whole class at once.. WV-had-same lessens where a

group of children worked with the teacher, and other ere the same

grOup worked independently. Final114 we created ''tutorials," one-on-one
A s,

small

small

reviews of a

learned--while

wrap-up.

whole unit,' that

teachinv the child

were,,,,suilpoded,to evaluate what the child had

as much as possible by way . of a. lesson

This systematic variation in the way that lessons were organized was the

first source of problems for me. I like to organize my classroom so that I am

working onusually working with a small group, while other groups are their

own, rotating these groups throughout the day. My Classroom was not organized

in such a way that large group-lessons wolild,pe easy to do, so we had to make

arrangements to accommodate that need.. Whenever the research was in.progress,

myonormalroutine occasionally had to be modified to allow for the scheduled

kinds of lesson organization.
ti

1.6o
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A second area where I had to modify my usual procedure was in tale forming'

of lesion plans. The research sought to evaluate the influence of digereht

kinds of,social organization on the performance of specific cognitiLe tasks.
1

. _

This meant either finding a ready-made curriculum unit kat,fit'oui needs, or.

Ideveloping our own. In many cases we had to work quite hard to find. ways to

implement research ideas in 'the classroom. It was in this ar a that the.

1

research team relied most heavily on the teacher. I was regar ed. as the

expert'.on presenting curriculum to 4th graders, so in the 'translation between

abstract research goals and practical day-to'-day activities I had Ito be the
i

)! --translator or at 'least arbiter of translations. For, example, We decided to

,
. I

teach a cycle on'HousehOld Chemicals. The unit had the potentialiof being' a

success, especially if the lessons included some "exciting" experiments. It

also had the potential of being a disaster, if the content or t he cognitive

. task was too difficultic I had to insure that the materials used were

interesting and accessible to 4th graders. Abstract formulation froma col-

lege text wouldn't work.

Tbese goals were not completely incompatible. The, resear hers accepted

:my goals and I accepted theiri. I, too, wanted the childre to master the

cognitive skills underlying the curriculum. But implementing; hese twd goals

simultaneously turned out ito be one of the central difficulties of the pro-

ject. It didn't take me long to learn that whatever areas lthe researchers

might be experts in, tailoring classroom lessons.to the n eds of cognitive

. psychological analysis was not one of them!
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'A useful example of conflicting goals occurred soon after. the beginning

of a cyCle on Mapping: The children were-given areas to measure and then were

instructed to driw an accurate map the area, given the measurements they

collected. As the -lesson 'progressed it became clear to me that many of the

students were eager to do s ething withtheir-measurements, bUt didn't 'Ault& .

e
0 know how.to go about doing it. I fe].. that a lesson.oU ecalingwas in order .

but that lesSon wasn't planned, to occur until later. I got together with the
.

research team. and negoti ted g-thangein the cycle. Since I wasIntereetetOn

teaching the concept bf calipg, I was made' responsible for writing up the

lesson plan., This aspect of the cycle had previouslY been.guided by the.

researchers' notions of the structure of the ,topic.- Muringthe course of this

replanning, it was also decided that the lesson would be done as'a.tutorial

.instead of a small- or large-group lesson. This proCeduie was different from

past tutorials,: which occurred at the of cycles ing order to-serve as

.

assessments of what a child knew. For the mapping cycle, the tutorial was

the middle of the cycle, and definitely oriented toward teaching.

Implementing. this new piece of:.stesearch/curriculum-produced a new 'kind of

conflict. I viewed ,theiuto.rials as an opportunity to teach the concept of

scale. I believed . that this wag; what the children needed to .know in order to

get oiVwith the upcoming lessons on mapping. The research team, on the other

hand, viewed this, tutorial like the others, as an 'opportune time for the

teacher 1:(:),do some careful assessment of what the children knew, while incor-

porating good teaching. What constituted "important. data" for them was a

chance to look carefully at the levels at which children Were able to do this

scaling task. ThisAconflict,led me to believe that even the idea: Of doing

tutorials, or individual evaluations on my students, wase luxury which I

1 6 2
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couldn't possibly engage in during regular 'classroom instruction. The

researchers needed tutorial situations in which children were taken to the

limit of their abilities -in order to determine exactly the level at which they

could process the information from previous lessons. Given my ime c9n-

straints, I certainly didn't need that precise an evaluation, Mores general

evaluations of my students would) have been enough for me to see 'how to go

about teaching them.

The conflict is in the fact that, as a teacher,it is important for me to

find ways in-which children can succeed as well as possible in their academic

work. Yet this wis'not necessarily.. the goal of the researchers since they

were, also interested in'the ways and.situations in which children were having

difficulties with cognitive tasks. Sometimes situations would =au* that

,could only be "negotiated" while I was in the process of teaching. I took it
. ,

as my responsibility to make certain that lessons went as well 'as possible

once the planning phase was over, no matter what the logic of the research

demanded. Sametimes'I would modify what I should have said or done in les-

sons, using my intuitions, about the needs'of individual students.

My modifications during the lessons complicated life for the researchers.

It would have'beencobvenient, from their viewpoint, or my lessors to be ma-

' formly structured. They weren't, of course. But the changes eventually

became part of' the data since we wanted to know when the requirements of

classroom goals would require changes in the cognitive demands placed ufion the

children. This simply alludes to the idea that research, as well as teaching,

often needs to be modified as the process under observation unfOlds.
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It is important to note that the primary reason ',was willing to nego.:

tiate changes in the lesson plans was not to improve data collection, but to

act as a guardian for the children. This advocacy was carried on simultane-

ously on several grounds., Research, is intended td be, a beriefit for the chil-

dren in the-long run. But in the immediate circumstances,tit is up to the

teacher to, protect the child from research situations which might violate

their rights. For example, it is well-known that classroom research, involves.

possible invasion of the subjects' privacy as well as the potential disruption

of classroom activities.

rf

All participants in this project were covered by a Protection of Human

Subjects Declaration. The criteria for _protecting the rights, of the childrien

While collecting data were quite,stringent.':Yet knowing when a child's rights

1

were violated remained rather ambiguous./ For example, one part of the Than
, .

.
, i y

Subjects Protection Declaration required that video-tape and camera equipment
1 .

.

0

,remain as
74 ,

"unobtrusive as possible" so that regular classroom business could

!

continue. !"Unobtrusive as possible" is st difficult phrase t
i

translate intoI,.

classrobm ,reality. I was lefeas the. agent for the children in deciding what
,

equipment got in the way, and in negotiating how equipment could be set up tO

obtain .proper sound and camera angle for "datl collection Orposes.

_
I

Conflicts were.minimized. by spending energy educating ,each other.
. I ,

often felt that I was the student. Foi exa4ple, at the-beginning of th'S pro-

,
1

,

ject, it was unclear tome why the tutorialsifor each. child were necessary.
,

t...,..

. .:

.f

.

WelComed-the opportUnity to. teach one-to-on e,
I

lessons in the classroom,-'but the
. .

f
n . .

.
idea of teaching 27 "identical" tutorials per cycle, some lasting an ,hour,

I C . :A
rhile the rests of the children went abOUt their bUsiness proMised afot of

be
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'strain on my part, no to mention the effect it might have on classroom

management.

The researchers carefully explained the - importance of doingtutorials in

the way they had in mind. I was given recently 2ublished research to read on

new methods of mixing evaluation and teaching that the tutorials were designed

to model (Brown & French, 1979). I found the ideas interesting and we had

several discussions about how we could organize such extensive one-on-one

work.

OVer the following two years, the research team worked' to help me under-,

stand all facets of the project. They .provided large amceints of backgroUnd.

reading, made .themaelves ,available for questions and discussion, provided

adcess to helpful Consultants; and invited me to participate in Laboratory

meetings where our own an er related projects were being discussed. This

program of education, centered,or the research, provided me with the informa-

tion needed to make intelligent decisioni about what needed to get done in the

classroom.

As the project' continued, the' coals the res.2.n77't became clearer` to me,

and to the researchers as well. I began to.understand that research is a con-

L.3
tinually changing process. I was 0.1711 more responsibility in the planning of

the lessons as my interest and understanding of the research grew. One of

these areas was in the planning and teaching of a Division cycle. .

Division cycle was an ongoing activity throughout the second year of data

collection. Since division is .a standard part of the 4th grade curric.?).=,

and children were seen to do the calculatiOn in other lessons, it was decided

1L)
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to tape occurrences where. children were trying-to solve problems involving

division.

At first-I, thoughtjhat this cycle would be much easier for Idle. There

would :be no long hours of planning and lesson preparation., However, in a

sense, what occurred was even more difficult than the specially planned les--
son. It was important to the researchers to have 'a very detailed Specifica-

tion of what each lesson entailed. This specificity was normally accomplished

by the preplanning of each regular cycle. Wthis case, the information was

contained in my notions or.,what,Ithought the lesson was and hoW I thought it

should be taught. I found myself being questioned about-every aspect of the

division process. Why did I choose the algorithm I taughvZ What were the

steps involved? What did the child need to know in order to-do each step?

How did it help some children and not others? How did I come to learn. algo-

rithm? These are all good questions, but they are not the kind that I ask

myself when I teach division. I began to feel defensive about my work, feel-

ing the researchers might now be investigating me!

Understacqui lity It's .Important Data

The division cycle provided another example where the everyday demands of

the teacher's job came into conflict lath that tim researchers. 'To a.

teacher, it is not necessary to be able to Wecify 31\ aY:.:L;,; lesson.

It is enough to be able to find or create lessons whle. the r,2v7zpose, are

appropriate to the class, and are manageable. If a r,:eauner vee to work on

it, s/he could spend-the time figuring out the spelfics of th:s.2 lessons in the

way that the research team needed it, but it' would demand a great deal more ,

time than the competing demands of the eurricaum permit.

1 0
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But, to the researchers, that very specificity of lessons is what enables

them to understand, what the children are doing. As one of the reee44hers

Ointedout,"e"acher'slip"ificnotionsabouttheterk-iim.prtant
fi

data, because they shaped the way that the children experienced the curricu-

lum. I began to linderstand better that everythlag that happened to shape

classroom lessons was important. The students alone were notthe subjects.

Interaction was the "subject" also. And in the sense that inieraction was the

subject, the teacher became a subject, too.

I recall several occasions when I made' a casual observation. A

researcher would stop me and ask me to clarify my statement. At that point,

the researcher would mutter, "We've got to remember to write that down." No

one could specify ahead of time. all that constituted good data, so at any

point anything could be important.

In reflecting generally on the past two years of data collection, it is

,difficult to ,know exactly how the research has affected thd cnildren or 'their

ability to do schoolwork. One hopes the children gained some knowledge from

the curriculum areas taught. I know from being with them that they found the

cycles to be interesting as well as fun.

However, I feel that I probably was affected the most. I spent hours

working on the project, to the point where it seemed like a second.job. Those'

hours often included negotiations which were made difficult by the ambiguous,

paradoxical conditicms of'SdvOcacy. Yet I felt that I had emerged after two

years from the best teacher-training inservicl program I had encountered.
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The experience I've gained from having been involved in research contin-

ues to have a great impact on my work. Designing curriculum for the cycles

and the amount of specificity involved in doing that made me more aware of the

quality of materials that I was coming in contact with in my classroom. Get-

:ting to understand better the theories behind our research project and learn--

ing how to be critical of theory taught me how to analyze the vast number of

educational curricula that I encounter. the analysis of my, classroom thus far

reveals that I do plenty of things I wish I could do better. But I think in

the long run, it also 'reveals that I am learning how.

163
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CHAPTER 6:

LONG DIVISION or LABOR:

'IN SUPPORT OF AN INTERACTIVE LEARNING THEORY'

Andrea L. Petitto

Graduate. School of Education and Human Development 0

Univetsity of Rochester

This chaptet preeents a process oriented study of teaching and. learning.

Small group lessons in elementary school classrooms, where groups are-strati-

fied by. achievement levels in arithmetic, provide'a set of. contexts ,in which

to investigate learning processes in relation to naturally.occurrinvvaria-

tions in the constraints on expert/novice interaction., The analysis and dis-
t

cussion draws from twomajor areas of learning research: educational psychol-

ogy concerned with learning among children of different 'academic abilities;

and cognitive 'Psychological studies of individual learning processes. The

analysis demonstrates that in impoitant respects, the teaching/learning

interactions cahnot. be reduced either to direct instructiot or to individual

7 22learning processes.
1

22. The use of the expression "teaching/learning". refers to'a concept best ex-
Pressed by dutton'A. definition of the Russian word "obuchenie" which means
"both teaching and learnihg, bothaidis of the two-way process, ... well auit-Lir
ed to a.dialectical view of a phenomenon made up of Mutually interpenetrating
opOositesi" (p. 169, 1980) c'

1 6 rj
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How to deal effectively with a heterogeneous student. population has long

been-a major problem for .educators. In classroom practice in the United

States, this problem has most often lead.to ability grouping -- dividing

dents into small working groups according to a teacher's perception of the

students' academic abilities. Teachers use small group instruction to promote

student/teacher interaction and to'increase studenkt attentiveness during les-

sons (Barr, 1975). Children of, similar academic ability are,grouped together

to facilitate the adjustment of teaching techniques to. instructional needs.

Foi pragmatic - reasons such as these, the practice of ability grouping is. well
',-

established. This practice, however, raises several theoretically important

issues which are the continuing subject of research and debate. Primary among

these ia the role of group interaction in learning, and how psychological

processes important in
4

ability.

Process from Product

group interaction are related to variations in student

The acquisition of new cognitive skills has long been studied inferen-

tially by assessing learning outcomes related to a variety of curriculum mani-

pulations (Gagne, 1968). More recently, cOgniti;ie science has developed

detailed models of the process of skill acquisition. by examining in-process

transformatione of individual problem solving beilkvior (Anzai & Simon, 1979;

Anderson, 1982;.- diSessa, 1982;. Resnick, 1982). But processes which produce .

individual learning are internal, inaccessible to direct'-observation. Inves-

tigation of such processes must infer the nature of those processes from their

products--however fine grained that sequence of products inightbe.
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Researchers who have studied learning through small _group interaction

have also assumed that all the important processes which produce changes in

problem solving skills and strategies occur inside each individual's he d,

though facilitated in some way by dynamics of the interaction. This assump-

tion has led to the predominance of research methods Which rely upon end -sate

analyses--in the form of pre and -post teats - -from Which to infer intervening

*V'
',processes. These studies have not provided definitive answers about the rela-

tive benefits of small group vs. whole class nor heterogeneous vs. homogene-

ous ability grouping, much less explain the 'psychological bases fore those

effects which are found (Rulik &'Rulik,,1982; Mehan, 1979). Some recent stu-
<0,

dies have begun toaisestt interactive mechanisms that might be important, but

evidence to date has not been sufficiently consistent to Aemonstrate* strong

relationships between interaction pattern's and cognitive learning processes

4. (Webb, 1,982;,Swing & Peterson, 1982; Peterson, Janicki & Siang, 1981).

The research presented here will show'that there are processes which must

properly be charicterized as =intersubjective--arising from the interaction

between people--which play a major role in prodUcing changes in.problem solv-

ing behavior among the participants. These processes, being external, are

more acceseible for observation and analysis and can provide an important link.

to explain relationships betWeen interaction and individual learning.
4

The Social Context

When investigating cognitive learning in socially organized contexts, as

in classroom lessons, the investigator is forced to consider cognitive and
. ,

social issues together as two aspects of a single phenomenon (Griffin, Cole &/

/

Newman, 1982) . This reformulates the theorticai question from: "How does an") '
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individual construct-the necessary productions and flow of-control for acquir-

jug and refining a cognitive skill?" to "By what mechanism and in what form is.

a teacher's competence in a cognitive skill transferred to a novice?"

Cognitive psychology has long since abandoned the model of the ,passive

learner. PsycholOgists have argued that teaching cannot be. construed as tel-

ling," i.e., direct transmission of knowledge. This is particularly true in

procedural learning. Anderson (1982) points out that a major difficulty with

direct procedural instruction is the necessity to specify new productions that-

will be adequately integrated with the student's "complex existing flow of

control." Gagne)(1968)'expressed similar caution about the generality of his

learning hierarchies, stating that the optimal hierarchy forlany individual

depends upon his current configuration of 'cognitive skills. Resnick and

Glaier (1976) have argued that learners must actively "fill in" gaps in

instruction, making connections that are, only :implicit in the teacher's

presentation.,

In cognitive studies, however, the.role of the teacher as active partici-

pant in the learning process has been generally neglected.. Researchers usu-

ally construct learning and problem solving situations in ,which instruction

follows standardized procedures and which adjust for variations in subjects'

learning rates and styles in predetermined, formal ways. This contrasts with

most every-day teaching/learning situations. Though a teacher usually begins

with a more or lesi well formulated lesson plan, the teacher's interactions.

_with individual learners can vary in many ways along multiple dimensions.

This variability is not constrained by a need for experimental controls, but

by such considerations as a desire. to promotelearning.and the teacher's abil-
,
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ity to recognize correct performance of all or parts of the skill to

learned, in any of its possibly many valid forms.

Newman, Griffin, and Cole (in press) point out.several important :differ-

ences between tasks which occur in laboratory settings and.those obdervable in

regular classroom lessons. In either instance, participants may haire many

goals other than the one the-researcher or teacher have in mind. In the rela-.

tively loose constraints of a classroom setting, students Tmoduce more visible

activity related to those "alternate" goals than is paslible in most.experi-

mentally controlled situations. Many of these alternative activities enter

into thl teaching/learning process in important ways. Newman, Griffin and

Cole also argue that both laboratory and claisroom tasks are always socially

constructed, though' in classrooms social.constraints are more flexible and

shifting. They show that changing social constraints produce immediate

changes -in .the nature of the task at hand, in the procedures used, and in

their ultimate products.

These issues have been cogently illustrated specifically in the area of

mathematics lessons by Bauersfeld (1980). Making ute-of current sociological

theories, (e.g., Mehan, 1979,/1978) Bauerifeld describes four "hidden dimen--,

sions" in the classroom which have been neglected in instructional research.

The first of these, and the one most immediately relevant here, is the "con-

stitution of meaning through human interaction." Bauersfeld describes class-

room lessons as episodes in which "...each participant's view of- the actual

task to be done is different and varying during the curse gf the episode.

The task must be understood as a function of the situation" (page 121).

173
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Since each participant-Tteacherind students alike-11We a different view

of the task, xhen When investigating the'processes by whichaleople learn from

.other people, the unit of analysis Must be larger than the .individual.

Further, not only the unit of analysis, bui th methodsof analysis must

change. Since the constitution of meaning cannot be ascribed to a single

individual, Bauersfeld eschews the use of simple, linear models to describe

such learning events. Re states';' "...s.x4 a matter of ..principle, there is
0

small chance of predicting the outcomes of. such episodes at their beginning.".

While we agree that there can be no simple mapping between either the child's

or the teacher's entering dystem of knowledge and the'educational outcome for

the child, there are constraints which limit the likely outcomes of this

learning process. What these constraints are and how they work is the subject.

of this paper.

Bauersfeld's critical argument points to the need for an interactive

theory of learning. Members of the Laboratory of Comparitive,Ruman Cognition

(1982) have developed an interactive learning theory through the syhhesis of

current cognitive theory in American psychology ,(McClelland & Rumelhart,

1981a,b; Norman, 1980) and Soviet theories of learning development

:(Leont.ev, 1981'; Luria, 1979; Rubinshtein, 1957; Vygotsky, 1978). This theory

views the teacher and learner in their joint actiyity as as singleiunctional

"system.. Tbis functional is treated as a fundamental unit of analysis

of the same kind as an individual acting independently. As in more tradi-

tional versions of American cognitive psychology, goals serve to coordinate

the actions within the system. In the case of-an educational (,activity, the .

educatiOnal goal is treated ab the primary one,which sustains the unity of the

functional system, although the various individuals participating in this
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multiplicity of goals--an issue raised by Weisser (1976)-- existing simultane-

ously, any of-which may or may not be related to the educational goal. It is
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,.
up to the. teacher to organize the actions of the participants with respect to

. I..
the educational goal.

A Study of Learning Lon Division.

With this theoreXical view we apPrOached the analysis of the

teaching/learning .processes that took place in sev rah smalf(5,group sessions in'

a fourth-grade public school classroom. The over: 1 educational goal in these

44
episodes was for the children cto learn to do long division. Thjj goal i

institutionally defined and is understood and acc pted in various.ways by the

teacher and students. This leads t a more immediate and locally defined

goal, to carry out long division problems. Learping new procedures'by demand-

tration and practice is one of a limited sect of activities that regularly
1

(occurs in small-group sessions such as the4; and is confirmed by the

teacher's introductory remarks, e.g., "let's ry a feW." As each problem is

presented,.the current goal is to divide, using the long. division procedure.
!

. .At the outset, -only the teacher has a clear'idea of _WhatAcinds of actions; adze .

'quately satisfy this goal. The teacher has a/relatively well developed theory

of long divisiOn which cOnsists.of a hierarchy of goals and subgoals7imple-
1

mented,by arithmetic routines which satisfy them. This is what the students

must acquire in the teaching learning processes observed here.

17°5
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But how-dhn the students acquire goals they do not already have ?_ Simply

stating the goal .of long-division to Students who are not already. familiar

with it would certainly be cryptic: e.g., "Find an approximate integer quo-.

tient less .than the piecise quotient but greater. than any other integer quo.-

tient which is less than the precise quotient. Then determine 'the undivided
. .

remainder." Since statements such as this one would be uninterpretable by the

average fourth grader, goals are epresaed in terms of the procedures which

satisfy them. We shall see that ih long division, as has been shown for other,

kinds of everyday arithmetic (Lave, Murtaugh.& Rocha,. 1983), one particularly

useful and effeCtive procedure, utilizes 'successive approximation. This pro-

cedure is important because tome.kind of successive approximitiOn strategy is''

necessary for human ..-expertise 'in long division in its more complex forn4. But

" 0.
processes of estimation or approximation are not precision operations as are,

. . ,
.

.

for example, multiplication and subtraction Whi h can be carried out mechani-

cally. Estimations are inherently goal directed. How is,it %possible, '-then,

for a novice unfamiliar with the goal to learn such%a procedure? The:interac-

tive learning theory includes the notion of a medium of interaction, or con-

text. This provides for-intermediate 4oals that are within reach of the Btu-

,.

dents and so can be shared between teacher and student. Such a/.context will

be identified in this analysis.

How do the student's in the functional system' nove froth iheit initial

understqnding toWard_ one that is consonant with that of the- teacher? - The

analysis presented below will reveal several 'aspects of tflis proCess. First,

in initiating- theleason, the teacher presents i precise procedural descrip-
.

tion which serves as a medium of interaction between herself:andthe'children.

In the process of the teaching/learning interaction, the form of the procedure

4 76
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which the students learn changes from the procedural description originally

. presented by the teacher to alternate but equally valid procedurea;.including,
,

,stcCessive approximationa among Others. As will become clear in the analysis,

these changes led to different final versions of the procedure. from Student to.

student. let these varistiiins are neither inventions or 'discoveries' by the4.
U

students .nor are they planned,in advance by the teacher but'ariee through the '

interaction between them. Jfiriations in the form .of,, the student-teacher ,

,,L
interaction -Are indistinguishane from variations in the form of the long,

1
.

° division procedure.' These variations follow certain, characteristic patterns
.

some of-which are associated with,...achievement levels Ofindividual students.

.
tl

ott

-These observations serve as the basis for an interactive learning theolly
.

. /.

in which the teacher and learner are viewed as parts of a single system." This
., . .

,N.,,..

I,
I I

.system serves to transform information using operations, cognitive resources,

and constraints in much the same way as. individual internal processing

theories do. For the purposes of this investigation, the fundamental unit, of
q'
analysis contains teacher and one or more learners. It is on this levelof

analysis, that observable changes-in the problem solving procese take

Since the ,smallest meaningful unit of analysis 'for this kind of.
. -

ieaching/leaAing protess must be larger than'the individual, our theory is an

attempt to extend the domain of cognitive analysis from' individual processing

to intersubjective processes and to show an essential-continuity between them.'

Such an enterprise is : necessary if We-wish to understand the maintenance and

transmission of cultural.knowledgethe prsimary function of instruction.

177
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The Setting and the Lesson
Ca

',
4

The serious consideration of learning as an 'interactive process leads to .r

..a redefinition of the task itself. tt brings up the possibility that what the
.

'task. is and what is being learned is different for different children and that

thes/e differences have educational consequences (Rood, McDermott, & Cole,

1980).

We studied the teaching/learning process as it unfolds in regular"

fourth-grade, classroom in a public eleientary school in a medium sized, work-

ing class town on the West Coatit of the United States. We observed a sequence

of eight arithmetic lessons on division. The analyses presented here concen-

vete. on only one lesson, the fifth in a series of eight. This was the lesson

in which the long division algorithm was fleet introduced. -It had been pre

ceded by several lessons which used manipulable materials to illustrate the-

notion of division and remainders.

For the pUtpose ofarithmetic lessons,.the teacher had divided the chil-

dren in the class' into five:email-groups on the basie of tested arithmetic'

achievement in computation. skills. These were routinely' administered paper-,/

and-pencil tests developed by project TORQUE. They included two tests on

number lines and one addition, one subtraction and two multiplication .tests..

Though these test results formed the basis for assigning children to grOupe,

the teacher Aid not strictly adhere to them. In a few cases she placed chil'

dren into groups higher or lower than their aritl etic:tdisitscoreswould.have

indicated. The teacher justified these adjustments noting that those,, ,who had
?;

been placed above tlAeir tested scores showed neysieMatic tule errors" in their .4

,.
*)

.
written work, a factlihich she interfireted to° mean .1,that their ,clifficulties

/ 173
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were not in i!understanding" but were mechanical. The teacher felt that the two

children whom she dropped to a lower placement generally "didn't seem to
/-

understand things." Our analysis suggests that the.tcacher's perception of 'a

child's understanding of the lesson content can be effected as much by the

child's interactional difficulties as by actual cognitive skills. Neverthe-

less, we also conclude that difficulties in social inteLaotional skills On

lead to diminished ability, to learn from instruction.

The average arithmetic test scores for each group are summarized in Table

1.

The resulting groups consisted of four to six children each. The number

of groups formed was not determined by the distribution of test scores but by

the teacher's organizational plane for the classroom. The teacher's purpose:

in forming these grpups was to provide an opportunity for regular individual

conta:Itln arithmetic lessons. She used homogeneous ability grouping to

facilitate teaching practices, including rendiation and-other forms of sup-

port, Despite differences in skill levels, the teacher used the same basic

lesson plan for all groups, expecting to make in-process modifications in

response to the children's performance during the small group sessions.

At the outset, our-primary concern was to describe the the effects of

differences in sehdents' entering arithmetic skills on the interactions that

constituted the teach)ng /learning of new material.. The analysis of cognitive

processes, already difficult in laboratory settings with controlled condi-

tions, is problematic in observational studies. However, we were eble to

exploit the teacher's pragmatic structuring of the classroom and the well,
defined-nature of the lesson content to structure the .observation of social
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Table 1

of Arithmetic Pretests
fo- Lye Achievement Groups

Average Score Std Dev Number of
(max..28) Children

Highest
Achievers Group 1 26.8 0.75 6

Group 2 25.6 0.89 5

Group 3 22.8 4.1 6

Group 4 14.2 4.9 6

Group 5 15.8 3.8 4

Scores are the number correct of 6 addition; 8 subtraction, and 14
multiplication problems. Averages shown here are from the final
group compOsitions which are not. strictly in line with arithmetic
scores. The teacher placed 'two.children in gioups higher than their
scores warranted - one from Group_4 to Group 3 and one from Group 5
to Group 4. She also placed two children into groups below that
which their scores alone would haVe indicated, both from Group 4
into Group 5.

u
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interactions. The classrom setup was well suited to this purpose with Its

fiVe small groups 'ranked on the basis of achievement in arithmetic skills.

The institutional setting and classroom routine provided constraints on kinds

of social interactions that were likely to occur and prescribed legitimacy

within this restricted range of possibilities. Co4aft+tions for field observa-

tion were nearly ideal. Ethnicity and social class compositi were-

equivalent across all five groups. We had arithmetic pretest scores, video-

tapes (from two camera argfis) field notes for all small group. sessions,

access to the children's written work, and the results of a division post-

test.

The lesson content was long division with two digit dividends and a one
,

digit divisor. Long division in this lesson is viewed as a standardized pro-

cedure for doing division problems with remainders. The procedure generates a

quotient,r-miltberwhichisthemultirdeofthequotientandthedivisorrand

a remainder which is the dividend minus the multiple (see Figure 1). 2):

first, finding the quotient then checking the quotient. Finding the quotient

is treated as a simple lookup for the missing member of the multiplication

triplet (a x -b c, where either .a or b is unknown). Checking the answer

\

amounts to a justification in which a multiplication is expressed in its usual,

i.

complete form (a Into c equals b because a timeal, equals, c).

MQ introduced long division as a variant Of the simple division procedure

followed by a new step to find a remainder.- She first presentedthe long

division problem, "seven into forty-six", 2 to the group, then presented a

2. MQ used different numerical examples in each group. The one presented for
explanatory purposes here is from the second highest achievement group, but
all others follow roughly the same course. -
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QUOTIENT - -> 6 R 4 <--- REMAINDER
DIVISOR ---> 7746 ' <-- =DIVIDEND

42 <---. MULTIPLE of Quotient and Divisor
4 <-- -',REMAINDER

Diagram indicating portions of the long division layout and
corresponding terms.

Figure I. The long division layout and corresponding terms.

. 1 8,,
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SiMple Division

Quotient
Reverse multipli-
cation: find q
such that
q * x= y

'.rite q above

division bracket

-Check

multiply: q * x = y

q R r
xry-

Y'
r

Long Division
Introduction_

Find a "nearby"
simple division
y' close to y
Y' <

Simple Division

Quotient
Reverse multipli-,
cation: find q
such that

'q * y'

Write q above
division bracket

Check
multiply:"q * x =_y

Write y' below y

Remainder
Subtract: y - y' =

Write: 'R' r above
division bracket
to the right of q

Figure2': Lbng riviiion Structure
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Extended Precision
Procedure

Find a "nearby"
simple division

Find q such that
q * x = y' - y,
and y' < y

Generate an Ordered
list of multiples
of x: x * q = y'
from q = 1 ... 9

Select y' close to y
(on magnitude contin-,
uum, noy! between y'
and y)

Check: is y' <* y?
If no, go back to
select y'

If 'yes' then do Simple
Division

Simple Div

Quotient
Reverse multipli-
cation: find q
such that
q * y'

Write q above .

division bracket

Check
multiply: q * x = y'

Write y' below y

Remainder
r Subtract: y - y

Write: 'R' r above
divisiOn bracket ,

to the right of q
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closely related, "nearby" simple divisi6n, "seven into forty-two,ri,ting

both of them on the blackboard. She solved the simple di.-.!isionc then returned

to the long division saying that it is done "the same way," byiseatching fora

number whicti when tiplied by the divisor,-(seven) would result in a multiple

close to but smaller than the dividend (forty-six): "What number times, seven

has an answer that's clr.se to forty-six? ...but Et doesn't go over. If it's
.

bigger than forty-six t11in it wout.work." At this point, after seeing the

"nearby" simple division worked out, the children in all groups quickly filled

in the corer:t quotient. MQ then complete the problem by carrying Out 'the

multiplication as in the checking step: ":....because six times 'seven is forty-

two," then demonstrating the subtraction step to. find the remainder "We

Subtract.
*I

0.this number [pointing to 42] from that number,[pointing to 46) to

find out what the difference is your remainder."/

The middle column in Figure 7 shows the overall structure. o lorry

division procedure at this point in the presentation. By Z111-

tolati,Jua'Aill to simple diisions, NQ has es.:ablished a subgoal hier ,rcl'y for

tha tarn /division procchire: first; find a nearby simple division; second,

carzsy out th, simile divisio.w third, find the difference or remainder. Sim-
.

ple is .an alrtiady established routilne consisting of two-porta.,
-

reise i.olltiplication and -Check. Finding a remainder is a goal which has

also previously estahl_ished throth other instantiations of division with

remniad;.rs using other mdia (manipulables of varions types). and other pro-

Cr2:10re3. But the goal of "finding a nearby division," is entirely new.

3. The children had all been introdueedAo the idaa of remainde_s as "left-

overs" that could rentilt- when a quantity 1.1c; not evenly divisible. Thig hr!d

been co iptt r ed in l'essons using various manipnlabns and some paper and pencil

division procednneu other than the standard numerical algorith,.

184
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It is this step ln.the p.Zocedure that will le the focus of attention 'because

of its unfamiliarity .(for th tudcUts) and because of its pOtentiali-for suc

cessive appro:<tuL:tion.

As it has been presentad so Car, it is not -clear what the- criteria for

"nearbyl'should be nor whht proccdureEi might be aOlied in th&search for such

a simple division. NQ dealt with these cmiligultll by re-solving the same

problem, this time filling in the ambiguous proteAres with a Zequence of pre-

c nion onerati:ons. The -esulting procedural, sequence is -preseinted in the

third colunin In Figure 7.

1-IQ's fi.tLed in procedure begins by generating all the multiples of the ,.

di4iisor and Scanning them for the one with the needed properties. In her

presentation, site wrote out *list of multiples of the divisor on the black-

boL,rd, larmenting that this step is. normally done mentally: "S0,-that's what

you would be doing in your 11-_tad--trying to find all the answar-s- that are

tJ." Using this method, <2; demonstrated thr.: pr:)cess, of making proximity and

relative magnitude judge:,ic'aLs based on the s,quence of multiples (35, 42, .49,

4 ,etc.): "Find an ansr that's close to forty-six but: doesn't go over.

Fory- but: it goes over [pointin; at the written list, of- multi-

pi.s; thc. hinckhonr0]. So, forty-two is the closest one that does that

isn't bigger." '1 ts completes the process of finding a nearby simple divi-

sion.

4. Ilrit:11c., than Nie.scnc. of nuiliptiers. (5, .6, 7,, etc.)

1 8 5
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Subsequently, the simple division is carr out in its, original form,

everse multiplication and check: "V.hat times seven is forty-two? Six." The

checking step follows all of the above procedures with the multiplicdtion,

"Six times seven is forty-two'," although this result had already been found

i;Ithin the procedures for finding the nearby simple division. NQ completed

the e:ample by finding thc\* remainder: "Subtract and find your remainder.

Remainder is four., The answer is six reMeinder four."

This is the Preciiou ver,.jon o. NQ's long division algorithm as

p4esented to the chid' Iren in each small group. The procedure as presented

sacrlfIced

unspecified,

egnnee for precision and coicteness. No operations are

asseminc, that multiplication and subtraction do not require

explanation.: 'A child who rumebers this sequente of steps in the proper order

and who cau execute ea,11 opeIRtion accuretely is assured of success. Further,

the Extended Precision sequence preserves intact the derivative relationship

between long division :Ind simple Jivision.

pot

Ho,,,yever, oi)orntins involved in iden;:ifying a nenrby simple division /

berden ,mory by te.ry--; which gener , and!

s long table of multiple: The chcking step i3 redundant--repeating a

1.esul! :a1F.ndy round 5n opecations. These characteristics Imle it

t la:: Le c;:nerc wie11.5 actually us 111 i method to do long divi

this div5.-.4on algoritba served as a

5hr,)ug11 which the 1_,c.11'.:n and childr, citiated new and more efficient pro
-

cedures sech as succe:-;sivc approy.lons. The following'diseourse analysis

tracer; 011.; devel,»,,,, at.

186
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Interartion and Traasfo-umltion

As the torteKr.i- and children coopern 11::d to CI the demonstration prob

, ts.,

sod .1.11L:ffaeted in solving the worksheet, problems, the actual

procedures by t-tch the Tfoblems were solved ware -changed from the EKtended

Ice versi:q. that !-!Q originally pre.ented. Thjsc transformati6ns pro-

duced ahbrevintion and reorganit6nFi, tern4.7ng to shift the procedure from a

ty specified sequenea of precision ol '_ions to more cognitively effi-

c. pi ocosses cnn Include c!1 :me; tts of optimal:1On.

The result:Lg. ne-,, versi.ls of the long-division algorithm appeared to be

neither an part: of the teacher's lesson plan nor inventions or

discoveries made independently, by the children. Nevertheless, the teacher's

lesson plan, the children' s understn::-...ng of it, and the current: state of the

\

.

-

children's arithmetic skills all entered into the process. The present
I

1-

1

.

I analysis takes into account the rclationips between waist:ions inj this

LLoit process....1d resouree4, , i.e., skills and knowledge

caeh partielont bi n to he. a rfl. the current problem..

A:11,,rnetiv.:..s to Cyr; Egtecd.2d 7i-:c Lsion 71,-..thod_

..--H
Foi:ma LI oc.... 1-'7)1 1 o .-...!(1 tt-.., e.lit E:er ert 1.: rouLer; drav;...., upon d:1.1: i.117 ell i:

1!.snpects of. the chrid-cea's .arithmetic ol-.J11s. Oae route relied up6-n. the

... ,...

ab:ldreu"!: Inie,71dge of an ordered :::--::::. of multiples of the divisor and )Akto-
,

duce:1 an abbreviated v::.;ionl of the original algoritIml in which the first\tuo

suboals are t.t,:ged: This will-be cal. led the "Precision ntrtiples" procedue.

A seeond eoute reli.:d on the childrcn's ability to perform single muitipLica-

tions but didI.A require_ familiarity with ordered sees of multiples. ThLs

_t8
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second route led\ t...0 the prockdure termed Successive Approxlmt. 1." It
.

.

introduces an eLltillAtion straLcw into the first tq..; snbgoals and recruits the
--,

remaindqr procedure; to serve a-checking function quite different from the

original checking snbgoal. A,3 discussed above, this rocedurcc itself implies

the active- existence of the long division .goal which guides it. The following

paragraoho present and analyze examples to illustrate the transformation'

pY000SSCO.

Precisi. multiples: Of the two kinds of transformations observed, Preci-..

sion Mutiples represents a relatively 4verthelL;s significant--

departure from the Extended Procisilon tT7,rm and often required considerably

less teacher/child interaction for its formation than did Successive Approxi-
,

mations. One e:-:ample in whic', this transformation did involve an extended

. interzn.It L teO is presented- here Lo dempnstrate the interplay of

meats in the interactive process.

Somtime:; transform:lti)n prpcesses took place within c le problem and

heten one child sand the teci-lcr;.seTetimes a series of,probles and several

fnvolvc,.d. r.3 i_k:Afi.11y, PK; C urrd. over thre,',1 problems,

n.:'l in seque,_hy three different-. children, Jorge, -Many and Tracy,

int.erscrin!.. with the ton(.h;.r dn-J*1,u; the demon';.i.ratin phase in one mv111 group

se

1.1Q: Jore, your problem W.Ltl. be ...[writes the divi6ion
prohlem'"9).!19" on the blackboard]

ForLy-fiv-

[viriting S above Cie divlsion hrnckets] Five ti,. H1 nine is ...3

188
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1

Jorge: Forty-five.

MQ: [writing 45 Velow the 49]
I

l0k, and then what?

Jorge: Four. remainder four.

Jorge did of overtly. carry out al /i the steps in the Eq<tended Precision

1

mjrocedure, but be did raport the ;results of each step; first the Closest

smaller multiple (forty-five), then the corresponding multiplier (five): We

cannot say Whether Jo,rge mentally genlierated all the multiples of nine, though

it is likely that he somehow abbreviated this part- of the procedure. The

teacher acted to malmtain the Extended Precision form by writing in only, the

quotient, "5," and demanding the. redundant multiplication' step, Jorge con-

;

plied (the second "forty-five"), 1Hea finished by producing the results of the

subtraction and labeled it the' "r emainder." Here, the overall form of

techer's .original-sequnnec of st,211;s:reained intact, though not all of it is

overLly'carrie(7 out.

In ttm r,t11)(1,.!ent pr.A1! , this Ordbedure was abbreviated and reorgan-
.

-1',.Y. . to elimivat the r.-...duudr,nt multip:Lic'ation. In the first of thu:sc,

, 1 .
1

.1 1.,.,.'f. 1,,.;4:,,r ;,,,,,,r; yr:,,:;;Idy 1,:bc r,ail fort? z?; J01711', C.: s h n d br.-.04.1. 1.1Q then z--iskect.

q
1.

.
,

17..)c fui7L,11 :;,.:2,,;:1:.:. l'!.,.-,11- of the roles of these.numbers in.the algo4Sthm
I

N

_,..(11!,.oce, thi.s tim.-..! by r7sking c.:,..r. th.Ae placr...1i7,11,t. .1,.91nys rkaswer specified

thr! 'pl_ce;,,at,11(ft. if tlw. 411r)tLen: but of the -c.,.1.11t1pl--oviating t1 need for

r..1!(-7:1Let31ai:,in;; we,ser,! t1:.. step toward elim-

[MQ1lar; wittcn 117)5,I 11 on the blackboardreduodrent

for X--.inny to solve] -
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MQ: Iler-? 'fete? hydiating to positions above and below the division
. bracit,q.]

Jenny: The forty-nine goes down under the fifty-due. It's supposed to

be seven. (NQ writes-in the forty-nine and seven in their proper

places)

In. the third problem, Tx'acy begun by specifying only the multiple and not

the quotient (or multiplier), specified its placement below the dividend. 1.11 e

Leacher accepted this placement .before any quotient was given. Only

subseqntlyand with d difficulty--did Tracy determine:thequotient.

[MO writes "85-60" on the blackboard for Tracy to solve]

?

Tracy: Wait a minute. Fifty-six..

NQ: Here? [pointing above the division bracket]

Tracy: There, on the b.Ltotn. [MQ writes in-the fifty-six] Um. Six.

MQ: ttiaes.eight is fifty-six?

Tr,tc;: \[othr r chiLdrpo lau:;11] Wait. Seven! Seven ... and four.

[writes in the seven and the -four in, their proper places)

Oh!?

At. this .point, the Pre,. :!;1:-.,11 Multiples foi.,y, of the prdcedlire has emerged.

rc!dundnot ch.-.--c 7.Alv LAcp Is mered with he procedures for finding a.nearby.

siwple division, and compfeted before ql, quotient , is completely deter-

Th-i n- 5(1t.1 doinonstrates that 0 a Cransformation process is L. much

apross of novires preparing theteachea: to teach to their nar\r..icul:ar tytde,r- '

stand .n' o the t- .1: as it is the teacher prep.aring the novices 'to Learn. ilhe
A

I

h' tended Precision procedure 'eailed up7,11 hhildren's hrowled;w of multiplica-

of single d.i. L numbers:. The childrenfs adeflptness at finding such

10'
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multiples--once called upon to do Soallowed than to abbreviate this sequence

of op2ruLions 'and adopt. the Precision Multiples solution. But only through..

collaboration with the teacher in solving long division problems' could, these

children. demonstrate heir ability to app' these muTtiplication:skills in

this way- The demonstration of reartliness and 1he development of the new pro-

sequence developed to;;ether.
r..

In this way., one procedure led,to another. The old procedUke;.. Extended

Precfs'ion, served as a, starting point and a medium of'interactIon between

Leacher and child. Through it, the teacher and children negotiated a new form

or the procedure appropriate to the children's current,arithmetic skills and
.

level of understanding.

.Successw -!ppnY:JmationS: In phe above exampi , the children drew, upon

knowledge of multiples of single 'digit numbers io specify.multipies of phe,

singl:: digit. divisors. Ndr all children effectively access knowledge of mul-

t I l I 'at Lon' facts In this Way, hOweer Some of thp children showed a ten-
., , .

d::::!cy to start' with a 11kely quotyleat-rathr thnu. This tendepU

;".;111t(nj 11 a diffel:ent kind of reorgivil7atj on. uccessiv'e Approlmation.-,

belo is 1f,'Y1 the Scii,-Ie sclsion as the nrecedLeg Here,'

nl eS thc.

4,

Th)11:17, Sever mr,s f Lt

s ty pory2c1 I:,' be ric2vcro. Liu:et.; five.

Coat? Or , remAnder, nh , five

/

5. 110 th 1 s T irtic ular clssriom, the usual method of prac ticinff

facts w;!,.,-; to drill, fur peed and accura:_:y en ran2.-)mly Ord4od

Lrifplitts: 'exh.,e: Thus, many chilc:,:l mly not have 1-11d- pr, etice

seL,s ::)f .multipler;.

as follows:

\

thel closai; t. .01c, it's

Thirty,fAre...Fonr? Remainder

sii Liplic a tton

mulltiOAcation
ordered
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MQ : Ok , you got that.
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Thomas started sine i.rl, n multiplicationmu] ,iYing the divisor, by

four. Then without overtly 'stating its. result, he In. !s a judcement 'abOu t its

"Tpo L. not the closest."' Finally he adjust3,, plakIng a larger

filtat. 11)1 inr . From his trealm,rn.:. or this multiplier, we must assume that it .is

be the. quotient. ,.. Thom;uY s overt respon ,es suggest a new process,

t ion , in which the precision operation. is the multi-
(, ,-

On; checking step which follows an estimation-- finding an approx.---

-t! TrA lent .

IT--; cannot 'determine precisely what mental processes resulted in th..!sc

verbal products. Thomas's problem solving is mainly internal and lad ivititial

llo;P_Ivcr, similar transfor.i.ons arose in ex tcaded teacher/child interne Lions

which 'a-re more op,?.n to analysis In one such case, Jackie had written "10 R

11.' f,yr the pr,.,,blem "nine in to eighty-four" on ,l)or worksheet.

1)

Jack i.c: Oh!

CI:, so T. _think you we-e I too high.'

Jac1;. : I;'.1 :: t:' : t t imes (.4 igh igl t . seven tWo .

.

: t ili es nine? Can you go higiler then that?

t t-im2s Is 72 ? Jets n t nine 70h ! [ She

anzi bag:ins redo the problem. The teacher -turns her
attention

Ililea in tect!tillg with 1-1Q, Jackie Clearly chooses -multiplier s without
1.1

S.ro't. pfes of nine, note her hesitation after specify-

\

).1

4

ca
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ing the multiplication by eight. 6 This characteristic. of Jackie's approach

interacts in complex ways with MQ's instructional' techniques 1 with 1Vs

versV)/1 of the loug division algorithm. Jackie's multiplication was accurate

and her multipliers were within a reasonable range, and so-MQ provided.feed-'

bn, on relative magnitude:. "too high,"'"can you go higher?" 1iq's judgements

arc basnd on the relationship between eighty-four and multiples of nine, con-
,

sistent with the criteria for finding a nearby simple division. But Jace

acted on the highe wer fe, by - adjusting the c' ..rte

ti
instead of the multiplas. The net result is Successive Aaproxima. .., in

6
yhich quotients are estimated and tried as multipliers of the divisor and sub-

seggently checked.

As rioted above, processes of estimation or approximation are inherently

goal directed. Jackie's incorrect-solutions are sufficiently reasonable to he

interpreted in terms finding a nearby simple division. MQ's responses derive

from a more tightly constrained version of that goal than is available to:

Jackie alone, though Jackie's and MQ's goals overlap in their -attention to

-magnitude relntiosshdps between multiples of the divisor and the diAded.

-Bees-Ise Of this-Overlap, 1-1Q needed only toepress relational moves, providing

.

external guidance which monitored relationships between the dividend and -ih

outcomes of .Jackie's actions. In this vay, the goal itself is made clear

through the procedure to attain it. This procedure, however, is Successive

Approximation, not the ExtYaded rrecisi,on procedure.
CO

.

O. As noted above, processes of estiantion or approxitribtion. are inherently

goal directed. .

/ 1

7. Lc,r,ins, at the beginni,g of thisinteractin, we can see possibilities for

further reorganization regarding thi_s checldlIg procedure. Jackie had already
written out a c.akiplete, though incorrect solution. In it she hadstaade-an error
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this and othgr examples observed throughout these sessions,

tanformation to. Successive Ai -iximation procedure began with,a

teildency to specify a quotient at the outset which, if not correct, is within

a reasonable magnitude' range: Errors by children using this approach:led to

.correction effortfibSi either"the chin or the teacher which focused on rela-.

.tionships which sppcify the goal of the exercise.
1

These results illustrate that the form o the teacher-child interactions

vary with different. children and'ithat these variations 'depend as much on the

child's appronch to the procedure as on eke- '.:eacher"s- initial presentation and

follow -up : The .development of these interactional forma takes .place through a

complex interplay of factors involving, division of ,on the task and

mutn' interpretation of respolirses and directives. These variations in the
_

form' of interactions. are 1.stinguishable from variations_ in the f orm of the

procedures which are the content of the lesson.

Croup Differences in Interction

Our analy7,is 6f the' tcauher-child interactions, shored -that there were
.-

imp7,,rtant differences in thjt formOf these interactions across groups. These

in a preuumnbIy familiar operatir.3-U-; :vAlbtraction, which masked an error in the
Quotient stre'where hep multiple violates the "smeller than" critefion

re!,p;2ct f-o the dividrac. XQ pointed out the subtraction error 'n order to 'un-.%
mask the division error. Tints moved the process of checking he adequacy of

the multiple, .which wos Originally part of the Quotient st p, to the subtrac-
tion inl'the Remainder step. Subtractlan now takes On a,new functional signifi-;.
eanCe_ within the lorJg division procedure.it.has become part of the chcck for
the -cin'Aierlt as well as a way to find the rmiainder. This U5C of subtraction

is not exploitrd further in- this sequence, but the'.ul possibility for doing
no is clearly present.

194
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Table 2

Solutfcfn Processes-Characterizing
Observable Teaclier-Child Interactions

Groups --> 6ighest) 1 2 4 5 (lowest)

Solution
Processes

Extended
Precision 3 2 4

25% 17% 40%
Precision
Multiples . 5 1 6 10 6

42% 25% 43% 83% 60%
Successive
Appro-imation 4 3 8 0. 0:

33% 75% 57%

Absolute frequencies of,each observable occurrence each solution
proCedure are shown in the upper portion of each row. Pcentageg
shown below each'frequcnry are cv.lculated by dividing frequency
for each category by the total number of. obserVable so' :)ns for

that category. Only those sorutions achieved through t ,L,r7child

or child-child interactions are included in this table.

195
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InSert Tab3 2 about'hera

. differences are displayed in Table 2. The Precision. Multiples solution was

.

observed in- all ability groups, though not fot all individuals in any one
, N.J

. .

.
.

. group. The Successive Approximations solution was observed only in the three

group's 'highest in arithmetic achievement. Finally, the Extended Prectsion form

of .the long division algorithm as it was originally. presented often reappeared
4

in the teacher-child interactions in the lowest achievement groups, but very

rarp_f in thaphighest ones (dfter the teachet's initialpresentation).

In-all groups, sofne children _showed sufficient .familiarity with arith-

metic fact's and the long division algoihm to provide appropriate. and eff'

cient sequences of numerical responses similar to those presented 'above as

exaMples, of the Precision Multiples solotion; Children in all groups made

some.errors, hog :giver. It was the teachere-'s and chili' en's efforts to resolve

these errors which produced varia-tions fh the -form of'the problem solking

interactfbns across

The Successiv:! ApptOximation solution is 'an example of error resOlution

. -

which occurred with relatively high achieving children. As shown above, the

errors th,:t high acfilevers produced usually bore a sufficient resemblaUce to

. the- correct answer to be interpretable, and sp correctable by the teacher.

That is, the te,,:lher could specify soma parameter biWhich the child's nolu-
.

lion procedure could be corrected: t'ry a lower number,. get closer, etc. -With

the lowest two groups,' however, children who did not produce correct answers

either' remained silent or gave annws7. that were not readily interpretable in

terms of the Loa]. 'structure of lonF, division. When this' happened, the teacher

19
e,
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resorted to the origfnal/form of the presentati6n of the algorithm, guiding

1.strate thisthe cli+d--Ehrough it step b step. The following examples

process.

In r.hescond to lowest achievement group, three of the five children

whom theteacher called upon were,able'toprovide preeise numerical solutions

with little',or no discussion. Two oth :hildren Ind some difficl Joel's

attempt illustrates the form that the teacher,: .A,interaction took when the

child provides no initial input; [NQ writes "75" the blackboard for Joel

to sOlve Joel 1.s silent for some time. Other's occasionally mutter that

they know how to do it.]

MQ: Seven times what hes an answer that's, clobe to fifty one? [no

resporwe] Try a number. IlDw aboutseven-times three?

Joel: No.

MQ: Seven times four?

Joel: No.

MQ: Seven times five?

Joel: No.

MQ: What's seven times six?

.Joel: No.

Ok, how about seven t9.ines seven?
,

Joel: Yes.

MQ:. ...or seven times eight?.

Joel: Yes.

14Q": do -you thinkk it slvJuld

1-97
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Joel: Seven times eight.

MQ: Ok, what's. seven times eight?

Joel: Fifty-six.

MQ: Fifty-six,. Is that too big?

Joel:- Yes. Forty-nine. Seven times seven.

MQ: Good. Seven times seven is what again?

Joel:' Forty-nine.

Here, Joel's yes-no judgements and his numerical responses indicate that

his multiplihtion is adequate to carry out the `steps of a procedure once

'the teacher spcifies them, but heicontributes almost nothing that is not

asked for. Though *began bytusing terms which suggest an estimation stra-

tegy,'"Try a number," the interaction results in the complete _Extended Preci-

sion procedure close to its origiltal form. Joel's yes-no responses to MQ's

"How about..." questions show that he does nave some.grasp of the criterial

relationships between. the multiples and the dividend, but he failed to estab-

lish this as an area of agreement between hiMself and the teacher. at the

outset.

This performance may have affected'other children in group. -The next

child, Candy, began the division "four into thirty" by stating the multiplica-

tion "four times, two equals eight," apparently initiating the full fi:rm of the

Fxtendtd Precision proeedure. Th.e,tencher then folloied along by helping her

through the entire sequence of multiples offour.

.198
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The low achieving chTL-?.ren sometimes fliadeLinitial responsn.s thaE were, not .

easy interpret. In e lowest achieVement group, dUrl, the worksheet

phase of the sesion, Eric had made some calculat'. R errors and an error

the placement of the results of his calculf:tions. Because of these errors,

had written "sixteen remainder one" as a solution, to the problem "three into

seventeen.".

MQ: What number times three is sixteen?

Eric : Emmmmmmmm.

MQ: I think you better think this one again. , [The teacher erases the

sixteen,] Think of your three's tab Yls. What number apes three
has an -answer that's close to seventeen?

Eric: [No answer.]

MQ: Let's go for our multiplication. tables. Three times one?.

Eric: 'Three. [said.with a sigh]

Eric and MQ then proceed through the 'entire multiplication table to .com

plete the Extended Precision form of the algorithm. We have seen repeatedly

that MQ resorts to this extended procedure when children provide ro interpre.t-
-,

able responses in approaching these long divisionproblem What' is the func-

tional significance of this procedure that the' lower ability groups are so

often' exp'ised to?

-

Diffel:ence6,in the procedural transformations adt-l-ss acblevement -grLps

consisted of the uneven distribution of S,ffcessive Approximation which

\
appeared only among the higher achievers, and the relattvely greatet frequency.

of the Extendccl, Precision form'am::ng lower achievers. .Thou, ,c1th groups had been

formed erimerily on the basis of arithmetic computation skills, dif9_c.ulties

199
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With multiplication facts cannot entirely account for these differpn. . in the.

form of the interactions 'Higher.achie:ving children Were not always very

accurate in their. arith:,etic, but they often showed a concern for monitoring

the. critical numer: . relationships within. the algorithm.e0ne striking exam-'

ple was a Sequey,, with Matt,-oneof the children in the highest achievement

group. The following excerpt from the demonstratiou.phase of one small group,

sesion shows that, though Matt's multiplication skills ware.demonstratably

1 . ..

-weak, he mapaged to presen1 effect .gbal directed behavior as: Well. as to

'.''
t..

suggest competence .'1..Y1 multiplication, by expressing relational judgements.
o -

m writes 7)52 on'Vheblackboard for Matt to.solveil

MQ: Fifty-two divided by seven?

M2itt:4 Seven times ...eight?

MQ: that? [shushes the other children] Come on,. you guyg.' :Let
...

him try to, figure it oftt.

Matt: [pause] [pause] 'Seven times

,MQ: Seven times six is what?

Matt: For.1:57-eight...forty7twO?

.MQ:
,

TotrLy-two. ,is that as close 0 you can get:

,[shakes head 'ino6]

MQ: . Can you get. closes?

Matt: Uh huh. '["qes"]

MQ: 1,et(6 try to get closer.

ea

Matt: tii..can have six, e..Lcnt time six but that's / ???/

/It's gotta be/ times seven. Ws goLtcl be times seven. What
times seven?

Tony: It's closer to nine.

2 u u
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5

,.MQ: . Seven- times times-seven was forty-two. Let's try the. -next.

.',highest one

,

Chld: -Seven

MQ: What.'s seven4.times 'seven?

Matt: Don' t know.

MQ:, /Forty-nine /'

Chld: ' /Forty4n,'ine/

-a

MQ: That's as c as_you are going to'get. If you ,6 _...eight Itimes

seven is fi. ; ;;in and that's too big. [on the bla.00ard, writes':
in the seven as the answer and fdrty-nine bolo.';. the fifty -two]

In spite of his :-difficulties with multiplication, Matt .neverthele6t

establisiles. the. Successive: :-./5proximations transformation. The interaction

which achieves this, however, is quite different from the sequence with

Jackie, prec':Intd above. 'Jackie had supplied numbers guidrd4by'MQ's dir

.tines concerning relative magnitude. Here, Matt does nost of the monitoring

of relative magnitude while Q acd other children supply most-^6T then numbers.

Matt's "It's over" establishes the "nearby simple oftvisioe,goal, permitting a

cooperative J:fol:t with 4thers who-Shar:ed overlapping versions of. this goal.

With the, goal well eftabtished in the interaction, Matt's "eight times six" is

....4i '
. .

.

.

also interpreted as/an erroneous' variant ofk this search,,and MQ'simply brigs.

him hack to the corrodt procedUre.

1

8

.8. Note also that the sequence with Jackie trlok place during a worksheet ses-

sion in .which her own written work included an erroneous subtraction, making
possible further .,transfermkticns of the procedure. Note that such. a s'Uhtrac-

tioA would not have arisen in the demonstration phase of the\lesson where the
teacher characteristically. would not write ineorrect responses. The point is

that many of the seemingly incidental aspects of a setting can affect the

dynamics of an interaction leading to Significant differences in cognitive

outcomes.
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T,Spite 's obvious

ress to the fuli.secinence of2muitiplipati of-theExtended

difficulties 'wit.11multrplication, MQ never

202

dui e. The' function of the multiplication
/ .

0

pr frdure

Precision 4-.

uence in the Extended Predi :;on.
,

not simply added practice in,..multiplicationA:ables., nor is it

necessarily presented as 'a fool-proof way of doing long divisions.

demOnstratng important functpnal relationhipstion is explicative,

Its func-

multiplication and division.

1 those relationships by his

s .

-In this

functional

The observed

bqtween

Matt has already established the Conbideration

1initial responses.

Discussion

a alysis, the teacher and students are seen as embedded in .a

y tem which itself constitutes a fundamental unit of analysis.

Lar;fac!nati:oA..processes :I.eseribedabove characterize these func

tional system.' as self-modifyingaltering their own functional iroperties

thrpugh-proces.es, internal to the system, though not entirely internal to any

one individua within it. This conceptualization points to alternatives to
0

the usual way f dividing up less6n episodes. ,While we recognize impor-

tance of stucies which analyze individual cognitive processes and' learning,

this discusio explores othor mode of analysis-to reveal. neW aspects of- the

dynamics of instructiodal interaction. Bow can we charactere these tune
/

tional systemd,in-ordr to capture at, least some of the essential\ yrinciple.s

by which learing occurs?

The interactive

tionnl system

our lesson/ on

tional system

',earning theory identifies a les:log episodt. as

contined with'i'n an inst1tutionally orzanized :;ett i.e.

lotw;,Civision 1.9 a classroowin an elemzntacy school. The func-
.

produces the perforiqanect we ohs6rve while the setting Ico*ides a

_ 2 u
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general specification of the goals which coordinate : ecl:tions. This

tionship between setting and shared expectations and'goals,is%develoy

Murtaugh,,et al (Lave, Rocha, & Murteusli; 198.3). ,

ar

The role of goals is critically ,important here. The setting. provides

'1.

goals which are held in common.by the. several individualwithin the lesson7

1 .

epiode. By holding common goals; the various participants are able to -,e-ePul-

1.Thicate, That is, the institutional /setting "sets up" individual cognitive

processe\lin a way that. affords them acpesSto each--other. At the outset of

the lesson analyzfA .above the institiutionally established goals of learning

long division 1.y demOnstration and praCtieo arc :in some general way guiding

the child&n's)and teacher's,interpretatin of each other's products.

Within the functional system, three wvin components can be identified:.

background .knowledge, thought. oftes.-a' pool of'multiple competencies brought
z.

'into.the episode by the novices and or expert; products which are writing;

aural statements, actions-or other presentations offered 14 the various parti-j

cipants, and a continuoUs process of interptive interaction between, nOvia

and eypert which -relates old knowledge to new procedures. :Though we make.
3,

these distinctions, the three components are not equivalertypes. Either the-

background' knowledge oc the -prOducts can exist independently without the sup-
,

7
.

port of the purrent functional/ system. .But the interpretive interaction is

dependent' upon the availability of the other, two components as well.as,the

fundamentEA organiing power of, the setting.

2.03
AO

.4
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.analysis--reveais a cyclic relationship among the CkTae. components,

.
Background knowledge and ,products both ente\r-into the interpretive interaction..

and-are modified -by it. Since it is 'distributed across individuals, the_whole.

body of the available backhround6knowlcdge is not immediately accessible by
a

. .

any singieindiviclual% though pieces of it are made visible by being drawn..-
.7.,

into the interaction. Products arise within stile interaction and'once produced,-:

are available to all participants-as objects of':dieeCussion. In modified form,
. . .4 .

i

. both background knowledge and products re -enter the interaction in continuing

.
. i

cycles:. ye Lavesseen that MQ's Extehdea Precisiollplibcedure is the' key pro-
.

. .

duct which initiates the lesson sequence. It depicts a procedure which embo-

dies important relationships and constraints.while draWing on routines. fami-

liar- to the students. But the Extended Precision .procaure cannot not be.

tal.U literally as a definition of'long dMsion. It functions as a starting

point or a context, speclfying intermediate goals and routines from which

-higher order-goals and ue,7 procedures which serve them are derived.

0 1..

The critical proces.s'es Tor change occurkin the interpretive interactian-
-,

Here, participants interpret each ()tiler's products in terms of. their own,ver-

sions of commonly held goals. But since individual versions, of these goal do

rot overlap completiAy, such interpretations ore often askew.. When this hop:..

pet;Fr: fedividnal participants -may try p "rldjt-A other$:' actions-. to Wring thQ11, -

in line with what, he perceives :s_rflo common objective. The nature of therie-
,

adjusttents.provide ifrmation for the otherwLse inaccengibl goals of the

.4

individual doing the interpreting. Jhis combination of interpretation' (inter-.

.

nal and individual) and- adjustment (external.) has'her:n. termed. "appropciatlon"

(LCHC, 1982) r It forms the basis' of the mcchanisfi;by whl.ch individual goals

2u4
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-are into 9 When such adjustments call upon the

backgrOul,' knowledil;e. of other individuals, then this process also results in.

the reon,-. Ization Of that 17.nowledge.

Wc.-have documented rusacrous instances of 'appropriation in these small
.

group serlsios. Utan a ,ch_ld's actIons can be iiirpreted as an attempt tc.

achieve the proper goal, th teacher acts to adjust these actions by mainUain-

ily higher order constraints. The teacher's higher order goals coordinate the

A
child's products end rug familiar background knowleAe into new functional

relationships: for example; multiplication becomes structured as sets of

ordered triplets, integer multiples take on significant magnitude relation-

ships to other integers, and so on. This results in viable long diVision pro-.

cedurss ',:hich-are modified by the interpretive into ction to fit the particu-

. lar eharr,cte.rstics of the.' student's 1.,acround- knowl Oge, while at the same

-time. imposing new ..-rganizing principles.on that background owledge.

The importance of, the student's actions is bra&ht'out by instances

observed 'where students gave no products or uninterpretable ones. t these

ly -

junctures,' the teacher reverted to the Fxtended Precision procedure to re-

$

establish a basis for. Interactionan inEermediate contezt based on familiar

routine, and goals from Which to work. 'This move_ suggests that more instruc-

tion time pill be required for such students. It is important to realize that

this is not hecesisarily an error on the part of'thc teacher. Nevertheless; it

is' 'also important to understand that there can be Many'reasons for a child's

failure to provide adequate feedback to the teacher. Such reasons could

9. This is the Way.it is supposed to work. The process can break down in a .

multitude of ways, however, "possibly leilding to ever diverging gOals. This
results in such remarks by educators as "I'm loosing that studefit."
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involve background knowledge, mental.capaeity, emotional proms, or matterl,,

which are social or ..:idental--as for camp a temporary misunirstanding.

In 'any case, without interpretabl- productions by the student, the teacher can .

. -

only geess:at the appropriate nc

Conclusiong
7

We have depicted functional systems as information processing systems ,t

which contain individuals within them., These are nesteth,units of analysis.

The functional system Is nested within' the setting (which is nested in turn in

larger cultural units) , and individualsproper units for other analyses - are

nested within the, functional system. What is important is the continuity

between nested levels. The way the functional system processes information is. .

criticall:i related to theproeasses going on inside the in:!ividucl., and the

,

way that informaVon is prnceswed by the functional system as a whole-modi-
.

fies, sustains and adjusts processes goin7, on within tia! individuals. In an

-- important sense, then, intre-nubjective . and inter-subjective information

processes are coritinuou,;, ,thour,h the physical mechanisms which sustain them.

.
are-not. 10

10. These slrF,unents make it clear that this kind of learning is :interactive in

two senses. It oexurs in interactinn between individuals, and it consists of

an interaction between tap-down and bottom-up processing. The top-down

processes are supportedby the uctt:ing which makes poeriible the agreement upon

comon (or overinppinn) hk;her order goals, in this case, to learn some hind
of arithnetIc called long division hy demon:Arai-ion aed praetice. Prerequisite

'elcdants - int--:.rwedinte goals end cnmpnent routines - are nsAcnbled in a

battop way though coordInNt.J by higher order goals. Al.]. of these

processes are sustained and syatheized in the Interpretive internction.

206
S.
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We have seen that the process of instruction cannot be reduced to direct.

transmission of knowledge, nor are crenve processes: .iecessarily

entirely internal. to individuals. This st64./ subst74114::es Anders-4/1.s 11982)

conclusion that procedural knowledge is not. Acpired direetly. Inclruction in

either declarair form--as in Anderson's study or in procedural 1:o,rm--as in
y.

the present stn4y -requires interprctie pYoesses in .which previously exist--;

Jug procedures pal.icip4e. Hovever, the current study shows that a great

deal of this interpretive work is done intersubjectively and resui,s in the
4

acquisition of new-goals as well as new procedures b) the novice. The

observed. instfuctional sodes, analyzed with reference t rht, Interactive

. ,. .

Learning Theory, show a constant interweaving of internal, individualcogni

tion and inteysubjective processes 'in which the form of what is learned and

process of learning are .mutually constituted between. teacher and' student.

This process, however, is critically dependent upon some levelof'shared,

overlapping goals, for it is these that Allow indpidual's to interpret each

o 1.y s's externalized nroducts. This coordination i initiated and. sustained

by institutionally specified goals. That there can be roughly corresponding

goalS.defined -by. institutional settings depends, of course, upOn the effeq

tiver:ess of sociali'ZatiOn and acultunation proCesses iii the historie:s of the

individual's Who Meet Ehere. Thus there is a continuity between cultunil his

tory and indtvidual cognition whic...h cannoit be ignored:in any instance of

instruction. The teacher and students'simply must have some idea of what they

are all doing together'.
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A system this Copley: is bound 1:41)2richly cudowod with possitilities

for breaki.:dowo Sev of. these curren!:ly under inves-
.

tintion by-t1,1: LCHC (L,ce LCIIC, 1982). :Their stiga of learning

ilies has shown the importance 0.. socializa ion and social shills for

the ability to learn from otL. It is hoped that this paper can provide ,

1 into,zrcting investiLations into the greatfraiiework ,structuring

variety of loci J.Jr possible learnik, difficulties, as .?.11-as to shed 1-ight.

on normal leaihin -brocess.

a

F

?us

I

...
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CHAPTER 7:

CONCLUSIONS

This report, addressed to the broad audience of cognitive scientists,
.

takes an approach that is fundamentally different from the mainstream of that

discipline. Because our topic. is education we haves not isolated the mind of

the learner' from. the cultural tools and the culture members Involved in the

activity of instruction. instead, we have located the process of learning in

the interaction between the learner and the cultural elementi that are both

.,the means and the topic of learning. Our thesis is that. an explanation of

learning must include both an accouat of the changes in the social interprets-
,

.tion of the child's initial responses-and an account of the transformation of

cognitive activity from the inter- to the intrapsycholdgical planes. Our

method in the project. we have reported was to create learning environments in

'a variety of social settings in which we could model 'the process of change.

Putting tracers in each of the settings helped us to make the cross - social-

setting. comparisons that are essential for understanding the interactive

learning processes.
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*-Implications for a Cognitive Science of Education

Our observations and analyses of activities in the laboratory and class-

room settings lead us to three cbnausions. First, learning in interaction

involves a-process of approp4ation in which the teacher interprets the

child's responses, in terms of her own analysii of ;the task: This prodess

works'off the assumption that the same action or object can be simultaneously
wreN

from two different points of view.'The appropriation of nonuniquely analyzable

-objects is both a source of creativity and a problem for researchers attempt-

ing to make statements about .cognition. Second, learning in interaction

involves a zone of proximal development in which the teacher and student col

laborate in undertaking the task.--The zone provides for many divisions of-

labor and sequences of instruction. Third, designing instruction.is a matter

5

of creating systems-of social interaction.

0
Appropriatiop and Multiple Analyses

We haVe seen many cases in whidh two people in interaction have different :

understandings of the' task or situation. Multiple realities are not necea-
.

sarily an occasion fot miscommunication but a necessary part of any social

encounter. The -limits on successful communication are not ddtermined by the

participants having identical analyses of the situation (if that were,ehe case

communication could never occur) but are determined-by the possibility of the

Participants appropriating eagh others' actions. The appropriation. process

.does have important limits, which have an important impact on both research and

instruction.

s 21i
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The limits OE appropriation can be eeen most clearly when a' child gives

an "inappropriate" response. Recall the difference between Jackie and Eric in

the long division lesson discussed in Chapter 6. Jackie, the successful stu-

dent, made an error, in computation-but one thstea interpretable-as an wrong

answer to the task at hand. Eric, a studentinthe bottom math gioup, wrote

down an -answer that was so entirely out of the ball park that the teacher had

no recourse except to back up.in thefFirocedure to a point on which she had

some hope of finding common ground with Eric. When the child makes a mistake

on the task, the teacher Can work with it. and show the child how it is an

'error:- Whet the child is doing some task other than the one the teacher

/.
expects .the children to be working on, the teacher Cannot show the child' -how

his responses could be improved.

The teacher's capacity to assess the child will depend upon her ability

to appropriate the child's responses. A teacher may, of course, be istaken

about the child's response. Eric, for example, might have accidentally pro-

duced an answer that had the appeaiance of an interpretable mistake. The

teacher's appropriation of that response, however, would not be interpretable-

to Eric. and the interaction would break down or be' otherwise unsuccessful.

Working such an. interaction through to an ultimate success would require con.,

aiderable concentration and 'individually focused effort commodities that

teachers seldom have in a classroom filled with /5. other children. Conse-

quently, the mainstream children who are doing the task in the "appropriate"

manner. , receive instruction and the children like Eric are left behind. ' The

teacher's coding_ scheme necessarily breaks down in the face of,children who

are not dOing the task as the teacher understands it.

3
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Researchers attempting tocode classroom processes'are in precisely the

same dilemma. Coding schemes,. especially those which are done online, favor

the children who are analyzing the task in the same way as the researcher and

teacher. As we show in Chapter ;standardized coding schemes appear to give an

valid picture only for some of the children. In this respect; however, teach-

ers have some important advantages over the researcher attempting. to code the

children's behavior. The teacher can interact with the children and thereby

find out if her appropriation of the child's response is interpretable to the

,child. The resealcher has no such chetk on the outcome of his coding.' The

coding scheme naceasarily assumes that the behavior is uniquely analyzable; an

assumption that can lead to dangerous misappropriations of children's behavior

unless s/he can arrange experimental conditions which help to check on what

the child is really doing. The teacher also has a longer history with each

child than does-the typical researcher. Throughout our work in the classrooth

we were continually impressed with the richness of the knowledge' that a

teacher. builds up over the course of daily interactions with the child. This

vast knowledge'of individual, patterns considerably increases the range of her

well-grounded interpretation of the children's responses. Without this

knowledge (for example, at the beginning of the year or in cases of rapid stu-

dent turnover) the teacher is in,a position similar to that of the researcher:

she is far more dependent on normative expectations. Those expectations

almost invariably favor the children from the mainstream and majority culture

and render thelOther children's responses uninterpretable (or, incorrectly,
1/4

"wr ong").

212
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Appropriation is not limited to cases in Which the teacher and child have

the same understanding of the -task and its' solutiOn. As the examples

throughout this volume have. shown., children can learn new goals and ways of

doing things when their responses are appropriated into a system of which they

were not previously aware. Because -the teacher interacts with the child

(unlike the researcher Who simply miscodes the behavior and.leave%) the child

can learn retrospectively what his response countas in the system.as under-

stood by the teacher.

In education there is an attempt to teach children to identify and solve

tasks when they arise in contexts outside of school. We suspect that the pro-

cess of appropriation is instrumental in achieving the creativity necessary

for tackling what we have called the "whole task", that is, being able both to

formulate the goal and to come to a solution. For example, the providing

opportunities. such as found in the combinations of chemicals task in which

children-were allowed to discover a task in the course of doing some self

motivated activity is an important kind of experience- fOr children. to have if

4 . r

they are going to learn how to apply what they know to new situations. They
.

will not learn to transfer if they are always presented with a ready-made

task. _A teacher's retrospective discussions are'aiso a crucial part' :f that

experience. . For the children who did not formulate the task themselv such
. ,

.. .

.

.

. _

discussions are an opportunity to
,

see that a task had been potentially in the
. /'

activity. The process of appropriation stands- in for the c ild's self
L .

discovery and displays for the child hoW the task and his response ito t,looks

from the pe spective of the teacher'sanalysia. We believe that appropriation

is a quite general process that can account for the emergent" creativity of

social interactions andthethe- of flexible expertise in learners.
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The essential counterpart to appropriation is the zone of proximal
,

,,development as formUlated in the work. of. Vygotsky and his ,students.

Throughout this repOrt we have shown examples of teacher7child interaction in

which the task was divided between the two participants and in which over the
I . .

course of the interaction, the child came to=Onderstan&the task and to do it

more competently and independently. Our conclusion from these observations

concerns the tremendous flexibility that we find in the system. The ZOPD (as

we call it) is in no way a mechanical transmission of predefined task comr

ponents fromthe teacher's role to the child's role. The appropriation pro-
,

cess, for example, makes clear that the child's role may bicome reorganiied

during "the course of interaction as it,becomes,,more and more under the control

of the teacher's interpretation.,of its significance.

The flexibility of learning Within a ZOPD extends to the sequence of

tasks.that defines/a curriculum. There is a strong tradition in developmeniSi
/

psychology that i8 reflected infthe assumptions of many educators as well that
f .

cognitive change in any domain can be Specified in terms of a hierarchy of

levels pistages, or tasks.' The notion of a learning 'hierarchy as popularly

interpr4edll implies that educators can construct a curriculum consisting of

a single best sequence oftasks going from Simple' to complex that will Opti16-:.
,..,. ,

% . .,
.

ize transfer forrand not leave any gaPs'in the skills reqUirequired later tasks.

The ZOPD notion, however, provides an interesting alternative to that assump-

tion. Where a task is being carried Out interactively between an expert and

11. Gagoe:(1968) is careful to deny that .hieexperimental findings imply thit
there -is any generally applicable single best sequence of tasks..

411
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"noViice, the components: that the expert takes resPasibility for may be "higher

level" or "lower level". The expert maitake:charge of the executive deci-

sions leaving the lower level operations to the novice or, alternatively, the
rr

expert may allow the novice t6 make the difficult decisions and/give support

.by handling the mundane details that might otherwise distract the novice_ from

. the higher level. thinking. The latter approach has been suggested as.a method

for teaching writing (Bruce, Collins,. Ruhin & Gentner, 1982) through tasks.

which involve_ ordering sentences and paragraphs. The teacher (or in recent

implementations, the microcomputer) provides.the' sentences and the child's

role is to consider the higher level text structures involving topical coher-

ence.

Our own observations suggest that in many cases the notion of higher and:

lower levels may be misleading. Take, for example, learning long division a

prerequisite for which, it is commonly assumed, is mastery of the multiplica-

tion facts. Children in the lowest math group, the set of division

lessons with little command of the basic facts. In Chapter 6 we.saw that the

expert successive approximation strategy did not emerge in their interactions

With the teacher.

teir subsequent

The relationship between ihe.lack of math facts mastery, and

failure to learn long division is far from straightforward,

however, as: Chapter 6 makes clear. Two anecdotes reveal further dimensions of

this relationship. One member of the lowest group, Margaret, discovered that

the multiplication tables Trinted on the inside cover of her folder provided a

very effective substitute for her memory ofthe facts. The tables were par-

ticularly effective when working on long division because they were ordered by

multiples allowinwher to scan down the table to find the particular multiple

that was "close to but not bigger than". the number in the question. Using the
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table, she was able to complete long division .problems.

also learned something very impbrtant about the structure and function
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In the proce 8, she

f the
,

multiplication tabled., Another child in the same group, Mark,' found-t e long

division task very difficult. One day at recess after he bed been worki g on a

seat work assignment the teacher found him very upset about the fact he did

not know his multiplication facts. He could see the relation betwe n the

doing the division algorithm and knowing the facts and, for the first time in'

his school. career, became detefmined to work on memorizing the'facts. We do

not want to deny that having automatized knowledge of multiplicat on facts

halpdchildren in learning the algorithm. We want to point out, howe er,.that

it also works the other way. Confronting the algorithm also °rig: izes and

Ot.
motivates the math facts. The facts and their organization are give perhaps

for the first time, a clear function. We can thus suggest that the algorithm

could be used as a way to drill and practice the math facts provid d that in

the. initial phases of working with the.algorithm, written tab es were made

available to the children. The standard sequence of math fac s ,.then long

division is a necessary sequence only where th tasks are'co ceived of as a
.

series of individual accomplishments. Tier conditions of an rt providing

support for the "lower" leVel C.Ompouents,,thechild may pr fit by a reversal,

in the sequence. At least,- it should not automaticall be assumed that

failure

on.the basic

to learn-a complex algorithM4ndicatei-the-need to do more rote work

functional

able.

.

skirls. A reordering such that the 'higher level actions give

significdnce to the lower level operations may be far more valu-.

_
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We began this report with a discussion of its relevance to ,Cognitive Sci-

ence. While the mentalistic assumptions that predaMinate in much of that die-
s ! .

cipline are contradictory. to our own positi n, we nevertheless ponsider ,our

work to be patt of that effort-and...these hapters to be a contribution to it.
-

--)--Where we do resonate strongly with current forMulationsof-'Cognitive Science

r--,is. in the notion of "artificial" systems (Simon, 1961). Reaeardh-on_ education
IP

is also a science Of the artificial in that the study Of how educational

interactions work can never be far removed from the task of engideering them

to work better. Thus we will end this report with a set of 'practical. recom-
.

mendations for education thatfollow very directly from our-Observations and-

analyses.

The underlying theme -Of-all-:our- recommendations 'is, that designing more

effective instruction A.nvolves designing. systems of social interaction and
. .

social organization. Better textbooks or better microcomputer -"courseware"

7will be only as good as-the multiple' settings in which teachers get the to.

function. For example, the new .domain of "intelligent computer aided instruc-

tion" (ICAI), a notion that is very popular among cognitive scientists, is,

usually' thought of in terms of constructing a stand alone. Machine that will

replace the teacher for instruction in its specific damaii. We have tries- in

this report to emphasize the complexity of the teacher-child negotiation in

the process of. appropriatiod. Efforts at designing ICAI will benefit from
.

careful analyses of how concepts emerge in the teacher7child interaction. But
. _

current computer systems are actually quite far fiom being able to perform the

feats of sensitive interpretatiOn performed routinely:by human .teachers."-
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recommendation that follows from our research As tItt the design of ICAI

should not attempt to replace the teacher but rather iCshould set the machine

up .as, a tool that mediates between the teacher and the that way,

the human .teacher can still act as the.interpretive expert appropriating the

child's responses into.,the terms of the machine and helping the child to
"N;

appropriate the machine as a new tool for learning. Our'recommendation, how-

ever, requires thatsthe designer of the 'Machine-be sensitive to the Socially

organized' settings in which the machine might function ta. the classroom. It e

would not stand alone. It lirould be integrated into a setting in which it had

a functional role.

Conclusions Regarding the Broader-Issues

In the previous -section we Summarize our conclusions in erms that

occupy us as scholars and theoreticians. In this section we repeat those

points in the.terms 'that we think of them as Citizens who are also scholars. .

Q6 ,want to return to the broa
111

Auestions that got ui to come to NIE several

years ago to ask for support and-suMmarize what we think we'jlave'learned' that
.

May be relevant to the saff.of the institute and other policy makers who look

to research for guidance.- These remarks are extrapolations, in. some cabes
I

from the facts at hand. But in each case we asked ourselves, "What generalNi

conclusions aboUt-kids and schools have we arrived at? 'What experiences' led

to ithose conclusions? What data do we-have.to'suppoDt.those conclu3ions that

we can show so others as warrant's:for:our conclusions?" In each of the
,

-points

that follows, we will b r efly point back to the source of our claims.

1- r

.

-
, 1.. Coding schemes as.procesa measures ofcedU;ation. It makes good .aense,

for eduCational pIanners'to seek,Objectivedata'aboutclassroom evints,to'belp '

.
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in teacher evaluation, curriculum` evaluation, and a number of issues that

revolve around the. core of the educational experience. But there are theoret-

ical limits to what can be expected from on -line "process" measures of educe-
.

tin. Over and over again we have-seen that such schemes do not err in a ran-

'dom way; they do not permit the inference that a child or teacher who is

apparently doing "poorly" is.in fact doing well with respect to another task.

This is a theoretical limitation because we have shown that structured &T.-

guity is central to the educational process. Teachers gi3ie children the

"benefit of the doubt" not out of softheartedness, but because this "as if"

assumption is absolutely essential to the communicative process.

2. Do kids behave differently on the same task. in different contexts?

This intuition has a firm grounding in experience and our evidence,but it is

incompletely formulated. Our tracer procedures-show that what sort of task

one is in can be discussed systematically, but it is a mistake to take certain

logical or action schemes that are coded in our language as procedures (for

doing intersection, dividing, etc.) as the process of learning/teaChing. The

explicit procedures are an important part, but only a part, of the actual con-

Alb

stratnts constructing the event..

In real life, the teacher credits Olildren for their contributions to

doing the whole task that Include many elements missing from the diagnostic

experiment. .She/he is able to observe a child who-does poorly when someone

else'" initiates "take charge" and discovers for herself what cauuot be told, or

organizes someone else to do a next step. 'This is evidence of ability to deal

with intellectuar tasks,' hut-if it is taken care of ahead of time by the adult"

or the procedure, the 'child cannot display it.
a
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.Thus, although it is inconvenient, we find intuition correct and science
-t

wrong because: science is operating at the vron level of description. To

,
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teachers and children, "whole tasks include figuring out that the problem is

there, figuring out what to do about it,-and doing it within the 'constraints

at hand." Standatd testing. practices truncate ,this process it ways have

repeatedly demonstrated; the result is more.standardizekcodings of behavior

at the cost of a process that values shaping over development.

3 What aboUt equity issues? A major motivation for this work was au

series"Of- .equity 'issues that arise around the diagnosis/Instruction nexus..

One major..: ine of effort over many years is to came up with ways -in which
A

those segments of the society who achieve poorly in school can be helped to

raise their educationally-related skills significantly. Several -.conclusions

concerning equity are warranted by our work.

1. It is a mirage to think that it is possible 'to redress early educational
deficiencies without adding extra educational activity for poorly achiev-
ing students. (We do not here 'address' the problem of teacher/student
ratios, just the issue of time.) The evidence from our work shows clearly
how .weakneises in early parts of the curriculum sequence become
weaknesses And, erhaps even terminal. difficulties by the later grades.,

-y-

i

2. Uniform conditions If instruction imply that some students will ha' to
do more work than. o'her to complete the same task. ?et heterogeneity that
only makes-same;tas s "less" of another .is not the answer; just as
children's. conceptions differ from each other in more ways than we can
know, so there art, many.qualitatively distinct ways to accampligh a given
criterion of perfgrpance. ,,

0

S. ,A solution to educational deficiencies that emphasizes more time on task
without taking into-,coisideration 'variable organization of activity is
not sufficient; it can'dig a child deeper into a rut instead= of giving
him a head start.

4. Our research leads us tccipphasize the importance of -continuity in the
'experience of both teacher and'student in the.eduCatiOnal process AO an
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important assist to equity in conditions like the ones we analyzed in
Which teachers. believe in the children.and are working ap hard aNchey
can to help them understand. If the cast of characters keeps changthg,
:none of the parties have badly needed inforRation'tb overcome to4g11
spots. Tlut continuity without variability isn't likely.to-belp..

There has been a great deal of debate for a long time about the:. problems

surrounding' diversity in school achievement and the means thacah best be

used to improve performance in all sectors of our school system. The current

pressures and dissatisfactions are generating a lot of finger pointing and
/

exhortations to hold people accountable. The centralized, bureaucratically

driven need for objective.data is perfectly understandable in a giant system
(

of the sort that our educational establishment has becime. Our work is but one

of many indicators in recent years that the process of educating a large and.

11

.very he erogeneous population on a universal scale has been handed to the .

schn s as an institution without sufficient attention to all of the functions

Which schools cannot fulfill.When students fail, the social response is one
ik

of impatience, and eventually anger and disgust. Looking.at the process.of

learning/ teaching in a normally heterogeneous California school with skilled

and dedicated teachers has served amply to emphasize the geat difficulty of

the teacher's and the schools' task. Even very basic skillsi)like long :divi

sion, turn out to be mine fields of uncertainty that cannot be txplicitly.

explained but must always rely on the child to make the leap between teacher's

'word and child's deed.

This characterization of the educational process implies the contents and

style of education *should always be changing to help.connect the culture'i

abstract formulae to an ever changing reality. To capttiie a moderhphiase, we

must, not get caught in the illusion, of "back" to basics. 'Instead we must use
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schools to help coordinate all,the socl.al social institutions that give con-
,-

tinuity and variability to the child's experiences, a Coordination that is

organized around abstract.: concepts and concrete, always diverse,_ social
.

experience.

4,

p
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